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Quasi-periodic oscillations and dwarf nova oscillations occur in dwarf novae and 
nova-like variables, and have analogues in high-mass X-ray binaries and black-hole 
candidates. The low coherence of quasi-period oscillations and dwarf nova 
oscillations can make detection with standard time-series tools such as periodograms 
problematic. 
This thesis develops tools to analyse quasi-periodic brightness oscillations. We review 
the use of time-frequency representations in the astronomical literature and consider 
which techniques are best suited to the low signal-to-noise ratio and low coherence of 
our data. We conduct a detailed analysis of a variety of time-frequency 
representations using ·artificial data that mimics our lightcurves. We conclude that.the 
wavelet scalogram is the most effective time-frequency representation for analysing 
quasi-periodicities in low signal-to-noise data, as it has high time-frequency 
resolution, and is a minimum variance estimator. 
By using both Morlet and Mexican Hat wavelets, we obtain simultaneous high time 
and frequency resolution. We introduce 'wavelet ridges' to measure instantaneous 
frequency, ~d calculate confidence contours based on an OLS fit of the red noise 
continuum. Empirical Mode Decomposition effectively prewhitens data and gives a 
detailed time-domain analysis of amplitude evolution. Monte Carlo simulations show 
that Empirical Mode Decomposition underestimates the amplitude of oscillations in 
the presence of noise. However, the amplitudes found are larger than those found 
previously using periodogram analysis, giving a new lower bound on the true 
amplitude. 
We use the waveletlEmpirical Mode Decomposition method to re-analyse archival 
data from RU Peg, U Gem, TY PsA and VW Hyi, and find 62 new QPOs and 7 new 
long-period DNOs in VW Hyi. Relative to previous an8.Iyses, our method 











in VW Hyi follow a linear increase in period during outb~t and both standard and 
long-period DNOs decrease in amplitude during the initial non-linear period-
increasing phase of outburst. 
We show that both randomly driven damped harmonic oscillators and time-varying 
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This thesis develops and tests analytic tools for finding and modeling quasi-
periodic phenomena in cataclysmic variable stars. This chapter gives a 
brief introduction to cataclysmic variables, focusing on dwarf novae and the 
brightness fluctuations they exhibit, including dwarf nova oscillations and 
quasi-periodic oscillations. In chapter 2 we review observations and work 
on quasi-periodic oscillations in cataclysmic variables to date, and discuss 
the necessary requirements for any method which will enable their objective 
detection. These requirements include robust statistical detection in low 
signal-to-noise data and high time and frequency resolution over a broad 
frequency range. Chapter 3 discusses applications of time series techniques 
in other areas of astronomy to date. As our data have lower signal-to-noise 
ratios, and cover broader frequency ranges than the examples in the litera-
ture, we conclude that we need to analyse these techniques with appropriate 
synthetic data in order to choose the best tool. Chapter 4, therefor, is a de-
tailed analysis of several of the techniques introduced in chapter 3, using 
synthetic data that mimics the key features of our data to test the precision 
and reliability of the methods. One of the most effective tools discussed in 
chapter 4 turns out to be wavelet analysis; we conduct an in depth study of 
this method in chapter 5, using synthetic data to clarify the behaviour of the 
wavelet in the presence of gaps, amplitude and frequency modulations and 
noise. In chapter 6 we introduce another useful time-frequency technique, 
empirical mode decomposition, which provides complimentary amplitude in-
formation to the wavelet spectrum. We again use synthetic data to test the 
behaviour of the technique, as well carrying out Monte Carlo simulations to 












ing wavelet analysis and empirical mode decomposition, we re-analyse data 
from RU Peg, U Gem, TY PsA and VW Hyi in chapter 7, both confirming 
that these new techniques are reliable and informative, and developing a 
set of objective criteria for the detection of quasi-periodic oscillations. We 
use the new quasi-periodicities found in VW Hyi in chapter 8 to extend 
the current model of the occurrence and evolution of quasi-periodicities in 
VW Hyi. Chapter 9 discusses mathematical models for quasi-periodicities, 
including stationary and time-varying autoregressive processes. Chapter 10 
draws together the key results of the thesis. 
1.1 Cataclysmic Variables 
For a general introduction to cataclysmic variable stars, see Hellier (2001), 
or Warner (1995a), which is also the main reference for this chapter. 
Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are close binary systems with orbital periods 
typically of a few hours, consisting of a late main sequence secondary which is 
transferring mass onto a white dwarf primary. Due to their close proximity, 
the gravitational infiuence of the primary greatly distorts the shape of the 
secondary, and the secondary fills its Roche lobe. If the secondary expands 
to overflow its Ro~e lobe, or the orbit shrinks through loss of angular 
momentum, the secondary transfers mass into the Roche lobe of the primary 












1.2 Non-Magnetic Systems 
The presence of a magnetic field in the primary can influence the way in 
which gas is accreted onto the primary; we begin by discussing non-magnetic 
CV s - those with a primary field strength less than about 105 G. 
As the stream of gas flows from Ll towards the primary it is deflected 
by the Coriolis force and begins to orbit within the primary's Roche lobe. 
The gas forms a ring which, due to viscous shear, gradually spreads into a 
differentially rotating disc. The stream impacts onto the outer rim of the 
disc at supersonic velocities, creating a shock-heated bright spot which at 
optical wavelengths may radiate as much or more energy than all the other 
components (primary, secondary and disc) combined (see figure 1). Viscous 
shear between adjacent annuli causes most of the particles in the disc to move 
inward towards the primary, while a few particles move outward carrying 
the excess angular momentum. 
Classical Novae (CN) have only one observed eruption, and are modeled 
as thermonuclear runaways of gas accreting onto the surface of the primary. 
Recurrent Novae are previously recognised CN that are seen to repeat 
their eruptions. Dwarf Novae (DN) have outbursts every four days to 
tens of years during which they brighten by between 2 and 5 mag above their 
quiElScent level. These outbursts are modeled as a release of gravitational 
energy caused by a temporary increase in the rate of mass transfer through 
the disc. DN are further divided into three subtypes, according to the nature 
of their outbursts: 












Figure 1: Schematic of a non-magnetic CV. The size of the arrows on the disc 
illustrate the fact that material orbits faster near the disc centre. Adapted 
from Hellier (2001). 
brightness, during which outbursts cease for intervals of tens of days to years. 
,SU UMa stars have occasional superoutbursts, in which the star achieves 
a brighter state by about 0.7 mag at maximum. Superout bursts last about 
5 times longer than ordinary outbursts. Superhumps - periodic brightenings 
of up to 0.4 mag with a period a few per cent longer than the orbital period 
of the system - are seen in all SU UMa stars during superoutburst. 
U Gem stars include all remaining dwarf novae. 
Nova-like Variables (NL) include all the non-eruptive CVs, for example 
pre-novae, post-novae and perhaps Z Cam stars effectively in permanent 
standstill. 
Mass transfer is only possible if the secondary star fills its Roche lobe. When 
the secondary transfers mass to the primary, the transferred material loses 
angular momentum, so the binary separation increases to compensate, caus-












mass loss. However, gravitational radiation and magnetic breaking extract 
angular momentum from the binary, ensuring steady, long-lived mass trans-
fer. Most systems are thought to evolve from longer period binaries losing 
angular momentum through magnetic breaking to shorter period systems 
governed by gravitational radiation. 
Systems with orbital period P orb <2 h have mass-transfer rates characteristic 
of gravitational radiation, while systems with P orb >3 h have higher mass 
transfer rates characteristic of magnetic braking (Hellier, 2001). Between 
2 and 3 h, however, there is a minimum in the orbital period frequency 
distribution. It is thought that while a system evolves across this so-called 
period gap the binary is detached, and is consequently too faint to be seen, 
as there is no mass transfer. While most U Gem stars have periods above 
the period gap, all SU UMa stars (with the exception of TU Men and several 
others recently found) have Porb <2.1 h. 
1.2.1 Dwarf Novae in Quiescence 
Apart from the periodic brightness fluctuations due to the rotational ge-
ometry of the system, quiescent CV 8 also exhibit stochastic flickering on a 
variety of shorter time scales, from less than a second to tens of minutes, 
with amplitudes of a few tenths of a magnitude (Fritz & Bruch, 1998). In 
a few extreme cases the amplitude may be over a magnitude, requiring a 
source of considerable energy; Bruch (1992) argues that it is only in regions 
close to the primary that there is sufficient energy to power the flickering. 
In a few rare cases, quasi-periodi<; oscillations are seen in quiescent CVs. 












placed with another oscillation at a slightly different phase or period. They 
generally have a time scale of several hundred seconds, and an amplitude 
ranging from 0.025 mag in VW Hyi (Woudt & Warner, 2002a) to 0.5 mag 
in MV Lyr (Pavlenko, 1998). 
1.2.2 Dwarf Novae in Outburst 
DN outbursts are characterised by a rapid rise to maximum, followed by a 
more or less gradual decline back to minimum. While no two outbursts in 
a given DN are identical, one of the most striking features of DN outbursts 
is a bimodality in the duration of outbursts. Most pronounced for SU UMa 
stars, the presence of 2 possible outburst durations is nonetheless seen in 
both U Gem and Z Cam type stars (van Paradijs, 1983). 
Each DN has a characteristic recurrence time scale for outbursts which may 
vary by a factor of 2 or 3. The shortest recurrence times are about 4 d 
(Kato & Kunjaya, 1995), while the longest recurrence times are probably 
restricted to $ 80 y by the observational baseline (Warner, 1995a). 
DN outbursts are thought to be due to the release of gravitational energy 
caused by the passage of matter through the disc. The model, originally 
proposed by Osaki (1974), depends on there being two equilibrium mass 
transfer rates at the surface temperature of the disc, both of which are un-
stable, and differ from the mass transfer rate from the secondary, M2 . The 
lower disc mass transfer rate, MQ, is associated with quiescence and the 
higher, Mo, with outburst. During quiescence, when the hydrogen in the 
disc is un-ionised, if the rate of mass transfer arriving at the outer edge 












creasing its surface density E and viscosity. This in turn heats the annulus 
until hydrogen ionisation sets in, at which point any further rise in E results 
in a runaway rise in temperature, since opacity during ionisation increases 
ex: T10• E stays roughly constant throughout the increase in viscosity and 
temperature until the hydrogen is fully ionised, when a new hot, highly vis-
cous equilibrium is established at Mo. The increased luminosity during this 
outburst phase is sustained by the higher inward flow of material caused by 
the higher viscosity of the ionised state. However, since Mo is higher than 
M2, the surface density drops as matter flows out of the annulus, dropping 
the temperature until the hydrogen ions begin to recombine and the lower 
opacity returns. The heat necessary to maintain the high surface tempera-
ture escapes, so the temperature falls, speeding the ion recombination and 
concomitant drop in viscosity. The annulus returns to the cold, quiescent 
state, and the cycle begins again. 
Outbursts start at one annulus of the disc and propagate in both directions 
from the triggered annulus. Once the entire disc is in outburst, matter 
flows through the disc onto the primary until E drops sufficiently to stop 
the outburst in the outer annulus, after which a 'cooling wave' propagates 
inward returning the disc to quiescence. As the cooling wave sweeps inward, 
matter is transferred back into the larger radii; only about 10% of the matter 
in the disc is accreted onto the white dwarf during the outburst. The rest 
simply moves inwards during the heating phase, and outwards again during 
the cooling wave. The distribution of matter in the disc at the end of an 
outburst determines the evolution of the following outburst. 
During quiescence the radius of the disc shrinks as more and more low 












During outburst, as matter and angular momentum are accreted onto the 
primary, the disc expands, reaching maximum radius at outburst maximum. 
The thermal instability causing the quiescence-outburst cycle in dwarf no-
vae can only occur if the mass-transfer rate into the disc corresponds to a 
temperature in the partially ionized zone. If the flow is so high that it cor-
responds to the temperature of the outburst state then the disc will be in 
permanent outburst, as is the case for the nova-like variables. Z Cam stars 
straddle the border between DN and NLs: they show periods of outburst 
activity and prolonged standstills at slightly below outburst luminosity. For 
Z Cam stars the mass-transfer rate varies from just below Mo (during the 
outburst phase) to just on or above it (during the nova-like standstill phase). 
1.2.3 Superoutbursts 
The SU UMa subclass of dwarf novae, apart from exhibiting the normal 
outbursts discussed in the previous section, also show superoutbursts, which 
are about 0.7 mag brighter than normal outbursts and have an extended 
plateau of brightness which lengthens the superoutburst duration by factors 
of 5-10 in comparison to normal outbursts. 
Superoutbursts profiles are almost identical for a give~ star, although the 
beginning of the superoutburst may be disguised bya triggering normal 
outburst. Normal outbursts never, however, appear at or near the end 
of a superoutburst, confirming that normal and superoutbursts are linked 
phenomena. The recurrence time scale for superoutbursts (Ts) is generally 
longer than the recurrence time scale for normal outbursts (TN), with TN < 












superoutbursts in a given DN can vary widely. 
Superhumps, with a period a few percent longer than the orbital cycle, are 
seen near every superoutburst maximum. They have a period about 3% 
longer than the orbital period, and generally appear at maximum light, 
fading until they disappear near the end of the plateau. At their maximum 
amplitude of 0.3 to 0.4 mag they have an almost triangular profile, and are 
equally prominent in all SU UMa stars independent of inclination. 
If the mass transfer rate of the secondary remains constant, and each normal 
outburst drains less material from the disc than has been fed into it since 
the last outburst, then the disc will grow in mass and radius over successive 
outbursts. While material in the inner disc orbits the white dwarf in circular 
orbits, the gravitational pull.of the secondary distorts the orbit of material 
nE~ar the outer edge. The result is a tidal bulge lying slightly ahead of the 
line joining the primary and secondary. Usually, the tidal torque produced 
by the secondary on the bulge slows the material in the bulge, providing a 
drain of angular momentum and stopping the growth of the disc. 
If, however, the radius of the disc is such that the material in the outer 
annulus is moving with one third of the orbital period, then the tidal bulge 
is amplified, rather than damped, every time the secondary passes. When 
the secondary sweeps past a tidal bulge, material in the outer elliptical orbits 
collides with material closer to the disc center in circular orbit, causing the 
disc to brighten. This resonance effect is only possible for systems with mass 
ratio M2/Ml = q;S 0.3, i.e. short-period systems. SU UMa stars, which lie 
below the period gap, have a mass ratio small enough to allow superhumpsj 












and consequently never exhibit superhumps. 
In SU UMa stars, then, the disc grows during successive normal outbursts, 
until the radius is large enough to support the 3:1 resonance with the orbital 
period. The disc then becomes elliptical, and precesses, initiating super-
humps. The enhanced tidal stresses increase the angular momentum drain 
on the disc, enhancing the inward flow of matter and sustaining the disc in 
its hot state. This enhanced accretion rate exceeds the rate of mass transfer, 
so the disc begins to shrink. The disc can however maintain its elliptical 
shape over a significant drop in radius, allowing most of the material to 
accrete out of the disc. Since superoutbursts involve so much of the disc's 
mass, they last much longer than normal outbursts. 
1.3 Magnetic Systems 
If the primary has a strong magnetic field (greater than lOS G) then accretion 
flow near the primary will be controlled by the magnetic field, and formation 
of the accretion disc may be partially or completely inhibited. The magnetic 
field will ensure that the primary rotates as a solid body. In some CV s the 
magnetic axes of the white dwarf primary may be inclined to their rotation 
axes. Magnetic CV s fall into two subclasses based on the strength of the 
magnetic field: 
Polars, also known as AM Her stars, have magnetic fields so strong that 
disc formation is totally inhibited; the accretion stream is threaded onto 
the field lines close to Ll, and accretes directly onto the primary near the 

















Figure 2: Schematic of a Polar, from Hellier (2001), figure by Jens Kube. 
region in the magnetic field, matter may be fed towards either one or both 
polar regions (Warner, 1995a). As in non-magnetic systems, accretion will 
tend to speed up the rotation of the primary, but counter-torques induced by 
the magnetic field usually hold the primary phase-locked with the secondary 
(Warner, 1995a). Brightness modulations at Porb are observed in inclined 
systems as radiation from the accretion shock zones moves in and out of 
view. 
Intermediate Polars (IP) have weaker fields, resulting in a truncated disc 
from which the inner disc region is absent. Matter is swept from the inner 
edge of the disc onto the magnetic field lines, accreting onto the primary in 
extended accretion arcs (Woudt & Warner, 2002a) (see figure 3). 
Within the region of the disc on which the magnetic field acts, the gas 
How drags the field lines with it, producing a torque on the primary. For 
\ 
a slowly rotating primary all the magnetic. torque acts to spin the primary 
up, whereas for a faster rotator the change in rotation of the primary is 
determined by the net torque and may even be zero. While the magnetic 
field is generally not strong enough to synchronise the primary, the primary 











nFigure 3: The pattern of field lines feeding from the inner edge of a disc onto the white dwarf. Straight lines from the white dwarf mark the spin 
axis and the offset axis of the magnetic dipole. From Hellier (2001), figure 
by Andrew Beardmore. 
with the oblique rotator primary rotating asynchronously to the rest of the 
system, results in IPs display a range of periodic phenomena. IPs include 
DQ Her stars, which are rapidly rotating IPs lacking strong hard X-ray 
emission. 
1.4 Brightness Fluctuations in Dwarf Novae 
With these models in mind, we turn now to the short (~ 5000 s) time scale 
oscillations seen in dwarf novae and nova-likes during outburst and super-
outburst, and occasionally, quiescence. These brightness fluctuations come 
in several different types, ranging from almost coherent dwarf nova oscil-














Magnetic instabilities in the turbulent inner disc, and, in a few systems, the 
bright spot, give rise to stochastic flickering during quiescence and outburst 
(Bruch, 1992). Time scales for flickering range from a few seconds to several 
hours; the only pattern that is discernable in flickering is that longer fluctu-
ations (up to several thousand seconds in length) have larger amplitudes. At 
much longer timesca.les, the amplitude of the flickering decreases. Flickering 
systems thus have red noise periodograms (Hellier, 2001), often character-
ized at low frequencies by several significant discrete peaks ·(Elsworth & 
James, 1982, 1986) which are, however, not reproducible (Bruch, 1992), and 
are due to the random structure of the flickering (Papadald et al., 2006; 
Kozhevnikov,2003). 
1.4.2 Dwarf Nova OScillations 
Seen usually only during outburst, dwarf nova. oscillations (DNOs) have peri-
ods of ",3-100 seconds, with varying degrees of coherence (Q = IdP /dtl-1 R:: 
104 - 106) (Woudt & Warner, 200280). Their amplitude is generally small 
enough that they are only detectable through Fourier a.na.lysis, but they are 
occasionally visible directly in the light curve (Warner, 2004). DNOs typi-
cally appear during the rise to outburst, decreasing in period until outburst 
maximum, after which their period lengthens again, until they disappear 
during outburst decline (Woudt & Warner, 200280). This correlation be-
tween DNO period and optical brightness suggests that higher accretion 












DNOs are modeled as an extension of the intermediate polar model to white 
dwarfs with weaker magnetic fields of less than about lOS G. In the Low-
Inertia Magnetic Accretor (LIMA) model the magnetic field is not strong 
enough to lock the envelope to the interior of the white dwarf, but is pow-
erful enough to cause channeled accretion flow (Warner, 1995bj Woudt & 
Warner, 2002a). During accretion, only the surface equatorial belt of the 
white dwarf is spun up as higher angular momentum material accretes onto 
it (Paczynski, 1918), resulting in accretion curtains and shocks in the same 
manner as IPs, but with variable frequency as the belt is spun up during 
the high-accretion phase, and decelerated afterwards. As the primary ~pins 
the beams of high-energy radiation caused by the accretion shocks, repro-
cessed from the accretion disc, are alternately seen and hidden, producing 
periodic DNOs which decrease in period during the spin up phase, and in-
crease in period during the spin down phase. Estimated rates for DNO 
period decrease and increase during a normal outburst are P '" 10-4 and 
P '" 3 X 10-5 respectively, the different rates being due to the smaller inertia 
of the equatorial belt during the rise to maximum compared to the almost 
fully accreted mass of the equatorial belt during the fall from maximum 
(Warner & Pretorius, 2008). 
Some evs, notably OY ear, SS eyg, TY PsA and VW Hyi, show consider-
ably larger values of P late in decline than that predicted above, requiring a 
mechanism for extracting additional angular momentum from the equatorial 
belt (Warner & Woudt, 2002). The inner radius of the disc ro is determined 
by a competition between the mass transfer rate through the disc, M, and 
field strength of the primary. M first increases and then decreases during 












rapid reduction of if at the end of outburst causes ro to increase faster 
than the co-rotation radius reo (i.e. the radius at which the primary and 
. disc annulus angular velocities match), then as ro exceeds reo gas will be 
centrifuged outw~ds on the field lines in a propeller action, instead of being 
accreted onto the equatorial belt (Warner & Pretorius, 2008). Ai!, gas is 
centrifuged out, angular momentum is extracted from the equatorial belt, 
increasing its rotation period and hence the period of the DNOs (Warner & 
Pretorius, 2008). 
The classical DNOs, with period determined by the rotation period of the 
equatorial belt of the primary, are referred to as having a sidereal period. 
Occasionally, double DNOs are seen with their difference frequency equal to 
the observed QPO frequency (Warner & Pretorius, 2008). The additional 
DNOs are explained as reprocessing of the beam of high-energy radiation 
from the accretion zone by a prograde travelling wave in the inner disc 
(which will be discussed in more detail in section 1.4.4), and are referred to 
as having a synodic period (Warner & Wotidt, 2006a). 
Frequency doubling and tripling of DNOs, which is seen in several systems, 
is discussed in detail in Warner & Woudt (2006a). Briefly, transition from 
single-pole to two-pole accretion, and a change in the visibility of the ac-
cretion curtain due to the change in the radius of the inner disc, are two 
possible mechanisms that could produce the observed frequency doubling. 
Frequency tripling is explained as a rotational sideband, rather than as a 
physical frequency of the system. 
On a shorter time scale than the rise and fall of outburst, DNOs exhibit 












the coherence time scale of DNOs has a maximum at outburst maximum, de-
creasing as the system brightness decreases (Warner &·O'Donoghue, 1989). 
Two models have been suggested as possible explanations of the period 
jumps seen in DNOs. 
Magnetic field lines connecting the equatorial belt to an annulus of the ac-
cretion disc with different velocity will be wound up (Warner & Woudt, 
2002). A 271' rotation of the primary relative to the disc connection annu-
lus will break the field lines and it may be the breaking and subsequent 
reconnection of these field lines which causes the jumps in period observed 
in DNOs. Near maximum, M is most stable so P DNO will tend to be sta.-
ble, and the time between reconnections becomes very long. At the end of 
outburst, however, M decreases rapidly, increasing the rate of reconnection 
events, and decreasing the coherence of the DNOs. 
Recently, it has been noted that both VW Hyi (Warner & Woudt, 2006a) 
and TY PsA show DNOs that alternate between the sidereal and synodic 
periods on a time-scale close to the beat period (or a multiple thereof) 
between the alternating values (Warner & Pretorius, 2008); it is possible 
that the short time scale period changes seen in all DNOs are simply the 
due to this switching. 
1.4.3 Longer Period DNOs 
A second class of DNOs, with periods about four times longer than the DNOs 
of the previous section, have been dubbed 'longer peIiod DNOs' (lpDNOs) 
(Warner, Woudt & Pretorius, 2003). While showing similar coherence levels 












dent of the system luminosity, and can appear during quiescence (Warner & 
Woudt, 2003). These IpDNOs may be caused by two-pole magnetic accre-
tion onto the bulk of primary rather than the equatorial belt, as the periods 
of the IpDNOs appears to be roughly twice the estimated spin rate for the 
white dwarfs in which this phenomenon is seen (Warner & Woudt, 2003). 
Alternatively, Warner & Pretorius (2008) suggest that IpDNOs may be due 
to shocks located at regions just outside the corotation radius, where gas 
threaded during propellering will be accelerated azimuthally and radially 
outwards, eventually reaching supersonic velocity and forming shock waves. 
1.4.4 QPOs 
These oscillations typically have periods of 50-5000 s, and are of much lower 
coherence than DNOs (Q ~ 1 - 10). There appear to be at least two dif-
ferent types of QPOs. The first type, with periods in the range 50-700 s, 
are linked to DNOs in that their periods tend to be about 15 times the 
period of DNOs observed at the same time, and their periods exhibit a sim-
ilar period-luminosity relationship. The second group have longer periods, 
typically of the order of several thousand seconds, and have so far shown no 
connection to system luminosity. QPOs are seen mainly during outburst, 
but occasionally in quiescence. 
The longest QPOs have periods close to the expected rotation of the outer 
rim of the disc (Woudt & Warner, 2002a). However, it is possible that all 
QPOs are caused by inner disc oscillations, either by intrinsic luminosity 
variations, or by variation of intercepted radiation from the central highly 












the latter interpretation that we will focus on here. 
A possible model for the ONO-related QPOs is that the QPOs are the result 
of reprocessing and/or obscuration of radiation from the white dwarf by a 
prograde travelling wave in the inner disc (Woudt & Warner, 2002a). In. 
the inner disc, the disc flow speed is greater than the sJjeed of the magnetic 
field lines, resulting in the deceleration of material to match the speed of 
the field lines. If, as is assumed in the ONO model, the magnetic field of 
the primary is not aligned with its rotation axis, there will be an azimuthal 
variation in the field strength around the inner disc. Material attaching to 
the strongest field lines will be decelerated more than the material attached 
to weaker field lines in the same annulus, resulting in a pile up of material 
in strong field regions. As material from the weaker field lines collides with 
the material ahead of it, it will heat and thicken the disc in this region, 
also possibly lifting gas out of the disc as field lines are bent over. The 
field lines will be dragged around the disc until they snap and reconnect 
to a lower energy position, releasing ,the blob of gas, which may perturb 
the disc sufficiently to start a travelling wave. Although the travelling wave 
may damp out quickly, it will be regenerated by the next reconnection event; 
the period of reconnect ion events will determine the recurrence period of the 
wave generation. Resonance could generate waves of considerable amplitUde. 
QPOs not related to ONOs have several possible origins. It is possible that 
some of the systems which show only long period QPOs are IPs from which 
, 
large amplitude coherent oscillations and X-Ray modulation are suppressed 
(Patterson et al., 2002a). Since some systems showing these QPOs do how-
, 
ever also show ONOs and IpONOs, and consequently cannot be IPs, other 












that the time scales of these QPOs is comparable to the rotation period at 
the outer edges of high mass transfer rate systems, although no models have 
been developed around this point. Variations in the mass transfer rate of the 
secondary due to non-radial oscillations similar to the ",5 min oscillations 
of the sun are another possible QPO source (Warner & Woudt, 2003). 
1.4.5 ZZ Ceti-type Pulsations 
Townsley & Bildsten (2003) show that the effective temperature, Tell' of the 
white dwarf primary in a cataclysmic variable is determined by the accretion 
rate M. There are thus a few systems that have sufficiently low M for Tell 
to fall in the instability strip, which for isolated DA white dwarfs is '" 11 000 
to 12 000 K (Bergeron et al., 1995). These primaries exhibit ZZ Ceti-type 
non-radial pulsations, which are visible in optical observations against the 
accretion luminosity flux because M is l w (Warner & Woudt, 2005); for 
higher M the accretion flux dominates the optical spectrum. 
xx Ceti-type pulsation periods range from about 500 to 1600 s, with ampli-
tudes up to 40 mmag (Warner & Woudt, 2005). The power spectra of these 
pulsations are very complicated, often consisting of a linear combination of 
the principle pulsation frequency as well 88 eigenfrequencies of other prin-
ciple driving modes (Nilsson et al., 2006), which require long observations 
to deconvolve. Individual modes can vary greatly in amplitude over days, 
months and years. 
While non-radial pulsations and QPOs occur on similar time scales, they are 
unlikely to occur in the same system, since the former are low M phenom-












and QPOs also have very different appearances. Non-radial pulsations are 
on-going phenomena, while QPOs are intermittent and generally only o~ 
served during outburst. The periodograms of non-radial oscillations are 
often described by sequences of frequencies (e.g. Woudt & Warner (2004)); 
apart from period doubling and tripling, periodograms showing QPOs obey 
no such formulae. Low if also suggests a long outburst interval; since 
DNOs and QPOs are usually outburst phenomena, there are relatively few 
opportunities to hunt for them. About 10 CV /ZZ Ceti hybrids have been 
discovered to date (Nilsson et al., 2006) and while one, HS2331, appears 
to exhibit permanent quiescent superhumps (Araujo-Betancor et al., 2005), 
none have so far been seen to exhibit DNOs or QPOs. 
Warner & Woudt (2005) notes that shorter outburst intervals (associated 
with higher if) may inhibit the growth of non-radial pulsations, and DB 
variables are unlikely to be detected since the high if required to maintain 
the'" 25 000 K temperature of these objects gives a high accretion luminosity 
which swamps the primary flux component. There are however a few AM 
CVn stars which occasionally show low if periods, so a: few DBV primaries 
may be found, although none are currently known. 
1.5 QPOs in CVs, HMXBs and BHCs 
The ratio PQPO/ PDNO .~ 15 seen in dwarf novae and nova-likes is also 
seen in neutron stars and black hole high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) in 
the form of the ratio of low to high frequency QPOs at kHz frequencies 
(Woudt & Warner, 2002a; Warner & Pretorius, 2008); This correlation is 












ray bursts oscillations lying between the high and low frequency QPOs are 
seen, which resemble IpDNOs in that they are linked to the rotation period 
of the primary (Warner & Woudt, 2003). A high time resolution study 
of the neutron star system 4U1608-52 by Barret, Olive & Kluzniak (2005) 
has Shown that the QPOs previously thought to be low coherence (Q = 
dP/dt ~ 10) oscillations are in fact short trains of high coherence (Q ~ 103) 
. , 
with jumps in frequency between bursts and amplitudes '" 8 times that 
previously thought. This increases the similarity between high frequency 
X-Ray QPOs and DNOs in CVs even further. The similarities between 
oscillations in CVs and X-Ray binaries may have profound implications if, as 
suggested by Robertson & Leiter (2003), magnetic stars collapsing tqwards 
the BH end point have more in common with magnetic neutron stars and 
white dwarfs than has previously been realised (Warner & Woudt, 2003). 
A detailed study of QPOs in dwarf novae and nova-like is therefore not 
only of relevance to the study of cataclysmic variables, but to close binary 
systems with neutron star and black hole primaries as well. The advantage 
to studying CVs is that individual cycles in trains of DNOsand QPOs can 
be studied with relatively good signal to noise ratio, while the low fluxes 























2 Historical Overview of Detection and Charac-
terization of Optical QPOs 
This chapter is an historical overview of the existing work on optical QPOs 
inuon-magnetic CVs: how, when and where they ha~ been detected, and 
what attempts have been made to model them. Table 1 is a summary of 
these results: DNOjlpDNO related QPOs are shown in bold in the table, 
while other QPOs are shown in normal type. Historically, many oscilla-
tions have been misidentified. For example, DNOs detected in VW Hyi 
by Haefner et aI. (1977) later became QPOs (Robinson & Nather, 1979), 
and subsequently were re-interpreted as IpDNOs (Warner & Woudt, 2003). 
We present those oscillations which are currently thought to be QPOs in 
non-magnetic systems, while being aware that at least some of these will be 
reclassified at some point. We also include in table 1 the. method(s) used to 
detect and analyse the QPOs. We conclude the chapter with a discussion 
of the features that any method capable of reliably detecting QPOs must 
have. 
2.1 Visual Detection of QPOs 
The first QPOs, detected in the dwarf nova RU Peg during outburst by 
Patterson et al. (1977), were clearly visible in the light curve as an approx-
imately 50 s modulation. The 50 s oscillations were dubbed quasi-periodic 
as it was clear that the while the interval between maxima was not constant 
from cycle to cycle, it varied only between about 40 and 65 s, exhibiting a 














Figure 4: Portion of the light curve of RU Peg from run 1677. The individual 
maxima of the 50 s QPOs are marked to illustrate the lack of short-term 
coherence. The inset scale correcponds to a period of 51. 7 s, the mean period 
during the illustrated portion of the light curve. From Robinson & Nather 
(1979) 
from undetectable to 0.02 mag, although they never disappeared for more 
than 10 minutes at a time. 
Since then QPOs have been detected visually in a number of CV s during 
outburst. Robinson & Nather (1979) reported QPOs in U Gem with a mean 
amplitude of 0.008 mag and a period of 79 s changing abruptly to 71 s. 
Robinson & Warner (1984) found visible DNOs and QPOs at 23 s and 253 s 
respectively during a normal outburst of VW Hyi, an SU UMa type CV, the 
amplitude of the 23 s DNO being largest near peaks in the 253 s QPO. SW 
UMa was observed by Robinson et al. (1987) to have 5 min QPOs during a 
superoutburst, while Kuulkers et al. (1991) found 19 and 26 min oscillations 
in WX Hyi during separate normal outbursts. Tovmassian (1988) observed 
QPOs in SS Aur in quiescence. VW Hyi has also been observed to have 
QPOs in quiescence (Woudt & Warner, 2002a), as have MV Lyr (Pavlenko, 
1998) and GK Per (Patterson, 1991). Kato et al. (1992) found "super-QPOs" 












amplitude QPOs have also been observed in VW Hyi (Warner & Brickhill, 
1978), EF Peg (Kato & Starkey, 2002a), TV Crv (VSNET 21 Feb 2001) and 
DW Cnc (Uemura et al., 2002). The nova-like variable TT Ari (Hollander & 
van Paradijs (1992) and Tremko et al. (1996))also shoW's visible QPOs. For 
a full list of QPOs observed to date, see Table 1, and also Warner (2004). 
As discussed in the previous chapter, some QPOs are clearly linked to DNOs, 
while others are not. We will refer to the former as DNO-related QPOs, and 
to the latter as uncl88Sified QPOs. Figure 5 shows the number of QPOs as 
a function of QPO period, for all the QPOs in table 1. It can be seen that 
the majority of DNO-related QPOs have periods less than 750 s, with most 
falling below 500 s, while unclassified QPOs tend to have periods above 
500 s. The CV with a DNO-related QPO at 5000 s is nova GK Per, which 
has the longest known CV orbital period of 47.76 h. Figure 6 shows the 
distribution of QPOs as a function of the ratio of the QPO period to the or-
bital period of the CV. While DNO-related QPOs are evenly distributed 
below PQPo/ Porb = 0.125, unclassified QPOs increase in numbers until 
PQPO/Porb = 0.125, but over one third have PQPO/Porb >.0.125. 
The profiles of QPOs vary from sinusoidal to extremely jagged. Large QPOs 
often drag the intensity well below the smooth lower envelope of the light-
curve when at their minimum (Woudt & Warner, 2002a) (eg SW UMa (Kato 
et al., 1992)). In a run of VW Hyi, taken on 23 September 1984, the growth 
and decay of a QPO over five cycles was followed by the growth and decay 
over 4-6 cycles of another QPO of similar period, but phase-shifted by 0.4 cy-
cles. Warner, Woudt & Pretorius (2003) note "It is commonly observed that 
a train of 5 to 10 coherent QPO cycles is visible, before changing in phase 
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Woudt & Warner (2002a) noted that the DNOs visible in VW Hyi in some 
lightcurves were modulated by the QPOs, indicating a link between the 
two phenomena that was further strengthened by the discovery, discussed 
in Woudt & Warner (2002a), of a period-luminosity relationship for QPOs 
observed during outburst. PQPo increased from 400 to 600 s while VW Hyi 
,faded at a rate of 0.09 mag/h and RU Peg was observed to follow a large 
QPO period evolution over the 10 night decay to quiescence (Pretorlus, 
Warner & Woudt, 2006). It has been shown (Woudt & Warner, 2002a) that 
for DNO-related QPOs, PQPO/PDNO is about 15. For a detailed overview 
of the interaction of QPOs and DNOs, see Woudt & Warner (2002a). QPOs 
are also observed to exhibit frequency doubling and tripling, as do DNOs. 
Woudt & Warner (2002a) noted that a 600 s QPO in VW Hyi halved in 
period near the end of a run. In Warner & Woudt (2006a), QPOs with first 
and second harmonics are observed, with the harmonics appearing at the 
same time as their DNO counterparts. 
Pretorius, Warner & Woudt (2006) found an unclassified QPO in V1l93 Ori 
that was relatively coherent over several nights, despite several changes of 
period; they note that the flickering previously observed in V1l93 Ori (Bond 
et al. (1987), Warner & Nather (1988) and Papadaki et al. (2004» may in 
fact be due to QPOs. Unclassified QPOs and DNO-related QPOs have been 
observed to co-exist; HX Peg during decline from outburst showed both a 
347 s DNO-related QPO and a 746 s unclassified QPO (Warner, Woudt & 
Pretorius (2003) and Pretorius, Warner & Woudt (2006)). 
In summary, then, QPOs occur in dwarf novae of all types, generally during 
normal or superoutburst, and very occasionally at quiescence. They also 












and may change abruptly or gradually over the course of the observation. 
Two periods may be present simultaneously. Amplitudes range from 0.005 
to 0.7 mag and may change during an observation. The phase may change 
abruptly, either with or without a change in period and amplitude. They 
may exhibit frequency doubling and tripling, and DNO-related QPOs and 
unclassified QPOs can coexist. 
2.2 Detection through Periodogram Analysis 
The periodogram (by which we mean the normalized squared Fourier trans-
form of the time series, see section 4.3) is by far the most common analyt-
ical tool for detecting QPOs, perhaps since it is ubiquitous in the analysis 
of light curves. Tovmassian (1988) and Borisov (1992) detected QPOs us-
ing Deeming's method for calculating the Fourier transform (Deeming, 1975) 
and hence the periodogram. Semeniuk et al. (1987) computed periodograms 
using both Deeming's method and the maximum entropy method (MEM) 
prop?sed by Burg (1972); while the two techniques gave mutually consistent 
results, the QPOs were better seen in the MEM spectra. 
QPOs may be visible in the periodogram, but not in the lightcurve, and 
vice versa. WW Cet, for example, has 263 s QPOs that are clearly visible in 
periodogram, but not obvious in the lightcurve (Pretorius, Warner & Woudt, 
2006), while Robinson & Nather (1979) found 75 s QPOs in U Gem that 
were visible in the light curve but not in periodogram. Both BR Lup and AG 
Hya show QPOs clearly visible in both the lightcurve and the periodogram 












While a full discussion of the problems associated with using periodograms 
to analyse a non-stationary signal is reserved for Chapter 4, we note that 
Skillman et al. (1995) found a quasi-period in a periodogram of MV Lyr 
which would have been ignored had Borisov (1992) not found the same pe-
riod in previous observations. Skillman et al. (1995) argue that the real 
amplitude of the oscillation may be about two times greater than that es-
timated using the periodogram, since the periodogram technique assumes 
coherence. 
A frequently used alternative to the periodogram is phase dispersion min-
imisation (PDM) (originally called periodogram analysis in the literature), 
proposed by Warner & Robinson (1972) and extended in Warner & Brickhill 
(1978). The mean and linear trends are subtracted from the data, and an 
epoch and trial period chosen. The phase of each datum point is calculated, 
and the entire phase diagram divided into overlapping bins. The points in 
each bin are added, and then divided by the number of points in the bin, giv-
ing a mean magnitude for each bin. The mean magnitudes from all the bins 
make up a mean light curve. Several methods have been suggested for decid-
ing which mean light curve represents the best period. Warner & Robinson 
(1972) construct a discriminating function which reaches a maximum when 
the best period is found. Warner (1975) and Warner & Brickhill (1978) used 
this method on over-lapping sections of the time series to show the evolution 
of QPOs in V436 Cen. Pezzuto et al. (1992) detected QPOs using a peri-
odogram, but employed Warner and Robinson's method to improve on the 
period estimation.' Ostriker & Hesser (1968) suggested choosing the value 
of the period which minimizes the dispersion about the mean. Stellingwerf 












& van Paradijs {1992} and Nogami et al. {1998} used PDM to detect QPOs 
successfully in TT Ari and SW UMa respectively. Stellingwerf {1978} notes 
that this method i$ particularly suited to non-sinusoidal time variations. 
However, Warner {1981} points out that phase dispersion minimisation will 
not give reliable results if the oscillation undergoes changes in phase and 
period, as many QPOs do. 
2.3 Statistical Models 
Robinson & Nather {1979} investigated QPOs in U Gem, SS Cyg, RU Peg, 
and KT Per. Power spectra of the light curves were calculated, which in some 
cases indicated the presence of QPOs. The autocorrelation function {ACF} 
was calculated by taking the lagged product ~f the pre-whitened light curve 
with itself. The QPOs present in the light curves were expected {and found} 
to give oscillations in the ACF with similar periods, evenly spaced. The 
ACFs were, however, affected by low-frequency trends and photon counting 
noise, scintillation and seeing which caused a spike at lags less than 30 s. 
From QPOs visible in the light curves, Robinson & Nather {1979} were able 
to deduce that the minimum amplitude necessary for detection by the ACF 
was 0.003 mag - considerably better than the sensitivity of periodogram. 
Robinson & Nather {1979} continued the characterization ofthe QPOs by 
modelling the light curve as a second order autoregressive process {AR{2}}. 
This equates the light curve with a driven damped oscillator in which the 
driving force is a series of random small displacements. If this model is 
used, the oscillations can be characterized by the mean angular frequency {or 












coherence} time 'Y. Robinson & Nather (1979) show that they can produce 
a light curve with many of the features observed in lightcurves exhibiting 
QPOs. 
The periodogram of an AR(2} process can in principle be used to measure w 
and 'Y, since it has a Lorentzian distribution peaking at w, with a half-width 
at half-maximum of 'Y /27r. However, since the standard deviation of the 
power is equal to the power itself, the periodogram is very noisy, and often 
unsuitable for calculation. Robinson & Nather (1979) give an alternative 
method for finding wand 'Y, using the ACF. For an AR(2} process the ACF 
is a cosine curve with exponentially decaying amplitude. The frequency of 
the cosine is the resonant frequency, while the decay time is the same as the 
decay time of the AR process. In practise it is necessary to have an ACF 
with prominent oscillations, and to remove the high-frequency spike and 
the low-frequency trends. Robinson & Nather (1979) note that the noise 
properties of the ACF are very difficult to evaluate, as noise at any lag is 
highly correlated with noise at nearby lags. This renders the ACF reliable 
only for lags less than 1/30 the length of the light curve. 
Robinson & Nather (1979) found that in U Gem QPOs were not visible in 
any power spectra, and only in some ACFs, and only calculation of mean 
frequency was possible. For SS Cyg the mean frequency could be calculated 
from both periodogram and ACF (and the results agreed) but they could 
only use the periodogram for decay time. 
Robinson & Nather (1979) concluded that QPOs are 'a stochastic process, 
not deterministic', since the randomly driven damped harmonic oscillator 












(1984) used both the ACF and AR(2) modelling to find the coherence time 
of QPOs in VW Hyi, but Robinson et aI. (1987) were not able to apply 
the same techniques as the periodograms were noisy and poorly defined. 
Pezzuto et al. (1992) could not extract the decay time from the ACF due to 
irregular behaviour of the function. Singh et al. (1993) used a periodogram 
of the ACF to detect QPOs, as it is usually less noisy than the periodogram 
of the original light curve. 
The noise-excited damped harmonic oscillator model has also been used to 
model DNOs (Robinson & Nather, 1979; Hildebrand et al., 1981). As an 
alternative, Horne & Gomer (1980) and Cordova et al. (1984) model X-ray 
DNOs as a random walk in phase of a sinusoidal oscillator, but Jones & 
Watson (1992) note that this does not give simplified description of the 
data. 
2.4 Other Methods 
DNOs can be used as a signal for the possible presence of QPOs: a broad, 
low-amplitude 470-s signal in the FT of EC2117-54 would have been ignored 
if a double DNO with a beat frequency of 470 s had not been observed 
(Warner, Woudt & Pretorius, 2003). 
Patterson et al. (1977) used an O-C (observed-minus-calculated) diagram of 
the times of observed maxima vs the times of periodic maxima to show that 
the light curve of RU Peg could not be modelled as a strictly periodic process 
with superposed random phase jitter. Large scatter a.u.d no pattern in the 












are frequently used in Woudt & Warner (2002a), Warner & Woudt (2002), 
Warner, Woudt & Pretorius (2003), Warner & Woudt (2006a), Pretorius, 
Warner & Woudt (2006) and Warner & Pretorius (2008). The choice of test 
frequency for the O-C diagram is important, and the 211' phase ambiguity 
of any point can lead to diagrams which appear chaotic (e.g Warner & 
O'Donoghue (1989», but on reinterpretation have a clear structure (Warner 
& Pretorius, 2008). 
Gnedin, Nagovitsyn & Natsvlishvili (1999) conducted an extensive study of 
QPOs in SS Cyg, using a formidable selection of analytic tools, including 
the Grassberger-Procaccia method for attractor dimension estimation, and 
wavelet decomposition followed by Hilbert analysis. They identify QPOs in 
three period ranges:. 100-170 s, 2-5 min and 5-30 min. They also show the 
existence of a low-dimension strange attractor in the 1-10 min brightness os-
cillations of SS Cyg during quiescence, which they explain using an "impact 
oscillator" model. 
2.5 Discussion 
In order to study QPOs, we need to be able to detect them objectively 
and robustly. For possibly DNO-related QPOs, we also need to be able 
to detect the DNOsj Warner & Pretorius (2008) note that few DNOs are 
observed during the decline from outburst because "the DNOs often become 
too 'incoherent' to detect with Fourier transforms late in outburst.". 
Visual identification is subjective, and cannot pick up low amplitude oscil-












are barely visible in periodograms because the power is spread over a large 
range of frequencies and the periodogram is noisy, so the low-contrast QPO-
induced hump gets lost in the noise. 
On the other hand, Warner (1981) notes that "the combination of transitory 
oscillation of variable period can lead to an impressive periodogram (or 
power spectrum) containing well-resolved peaks whose widths are very little 
greater than that expected from the resolving power of the technique" , which 
can be very misleading. Periodograms are therefore also not reliable QPO 
detectors. 
Robinson's AR modelling relies on either the periodogram or ACF for calcu-
lation of characteristic time scales etc, and so is subject to the same restric-
tion as both of these methods. It is also not clear that an auto-regressive 
process is the best model for QPOs. 
We conclude that in order to detect QPOs, we need a method can identify 
relatively small numbers of cycles of oscillations buried. in non-white noise, 
and allow us to track and measure the changes in the frequency and ampli-
tude of the oscillations accurately. Once we are able to detect QPOs, the 
next step, if possible, is to find a mathematical model to describe them and 












Table 1: Table of optical QPOs 
CV Type Period Amp Visual Fourier ACF AR O-C Other Ref 
(8) (mag) 
SSAur DN 1200-1800 0.7(1) y' y' 1 





MVLyr NL 2256 0.5 y' 3 
GK Per N 380 0.03 y' y' 4 
Outburst 
RXAnd DN(Z) 1000 y'1 5,6 
TTAri NL 900 - 2820 0.04 - y' PDM 9, 10, 11, 
0.2 12, 13, 14 
WXAri NL 1180 15 











Table 1 - continued from previous page 
CV Type Period Amp Visual Fourier ACF AR O-C Other Ref 
(s) (mag) 
KRAur DN 400 - 900 ..; ..; ..; 16, 17 
CRBoo AMC 300 0.02 ..; ..; ..; 18 
AMCVn AMC 290,820 ..; 19 
OYCar DN 320, 1500 x ..; ..; 18 
~ 
V592 Cas NL 1296 0.4, ..; x, ..; 20 
0) 
0.05 
V436 Cen DN 400 - 500 ..; 21,22 
V442 Cen DN 925 ? ? 23 
V842 Cen N 750 - 1300 18 
wwCet DN 263 ..; 66 
Z Cha DN 585 ? ..; 18 
DWCne NL 2220, 4400 0.3 ..; ..; 24 











Table 1 - continued from previous page 
CV Type Period Amp Visual Fourier ACF AR O-C Other Ref 
(8) (mag) 
GO Com ON(WZ) 1980 0.5 .; .; 25 
TVCrv ON 600 .; .; POM 26 




V751 Cyg NL 1230 0.03 - .; 30 
0.3 
EC0528-58 VYSd 900 - 1560 .; .; 31 
EC2117 NL 500 0.06 .; .; 18 
AQEri ON(SU) 280 ? ? .; .; 18 
UGem ON 77 0.008 .; x .; 32,27 
V533 Her N 1400 x 18 











Table 1 - continued from previous page 
CV Type Period Amp Visual Fourier ACF AR O-C Other Ref 
(8) (mag) 
V795 Her NL 1150 0.015 ..; 33, 34, 
35,36, 37, 
38, 15 
AGHya DN(UG) 983 ..; 38 
~ 
VWHyi DN(SU) 400 - 600 0.001 ..; ..; ..; ..; ..; 32, 39, 27, 
00 
- 0.02 40,2,22,18 
WXHyi DN(SU) 190, 1140 , 0.002 41,18 
1560 
HPLib AMC 290 42· 
BIJ Lyn NL 1030 38 
MVLyr NL 2820 0.03 ..; 43, 44, 
45,46 











Table 1 - continued from previous page 
CV Type Period Amp Visual Fourier ACF AR 0-0 Other Ref 
(8) (mag) 
BRLup SU 650 ..; ..; 66 
AHMen NL 1100 0.1 ..; ..; 47 
TUMen ON 313 48 
BTMon N 1800 18,49 
~ 
CWMon ON 2200 50 
~ 
NSV 10934 ON 1300 51 
V20510ph ON 486,1800 ..; ..; 52 
V4260ph ON(Z) 1680 x ..; 53 
V4420ph NL 1000 ..; ..; 38 
V11930ri NL 649, 1720 ..; ..; 66 
EFPeg ON(SU) 360,1080 0.02 ..; ..; ..; 20 











Table 1 - continued from previous page 
CV Type Period Amp Visual Fourier ACF AR O-C Other Ref 
(s) (mag) 
HXPeg DN 341, 746, ..; x 18, 66 
1400 - 1900 
LS Peg NL 1240 0.04 x ..; 54,55,56 
RUPeg DN 55, 160, 0.02, ..; ..; ..; ..; ..; 57,27,66 
,j::. 
250, 360 0.035, 
0 
0.15 
GKPer N 5000 ..; 58 
TYPsA DN(SU) 245 ..; ..; 59 
VZPyx DN 390,3000 0.005 ? ..; 18 
RXl643+34 NL 1000 0.03 - ..; ..; 38 
0.3 
V893 Sco DN 350 18,60 











Table 1 - continued from previous page 
CV Type Period Amp Visual Fourier ACF AR O-C Other Ref 
(8) (mag) 
RWSex NL 620, 1280 0.005 .; .; 62 
WZSge DN(SU) 742 ...; .; .; 22 
SUUMa DN(SU) 2280 




UXUMa NL 650 64, 2 
IX Vel NL? 500 .; x .; 65 











References for Table 1: 
1 Tovmassian (1988), 2 Woudt & Warner (2002a), 3 Pavlenko (1998),4 Pat-
terson (1991), 5 Szkody (1976), 6 Patterson (1981a), 7 Patterson (1979), 8 
Patterson et al. (1980), 9 Semeniuk et al. (1987), 10 Hollander & van Paradijs 
(1992), 11 Suleimanovet al. (1996), 12 Tremko et al. (1996), 13 Kraicheva 
et al. (1999), 14 Andronov et al. (1999), 15 Patterson et al. (2002a), 16 
Singh et al. (1993), 17 Kato (2002b), 18 Warner, Woudt & Pretorius (2003), 
19 Provencal et al. (1995), 20 Kato & Starkey (2002a), 21 Warner (1975), 
22 Warner & Woudt (2002), 23 Marino & Walker (1984), 24 Uemura et al. 
(2002), 25 Kato & Hirata (1990), 26 VSNET 21 Feb 2001, 27 Robinson & 
Nather (1979), 28 Gnedin, Nagovitsyn & Natsvlishvili (1999), 29 Mauche 
(2002), 30 Patterson et al. (2001), 31 Chen (1994), 32 Haefner et al. (1977), 
33 Zhang et al. (1991), 34 Zwitter et al. (1994), 35 Patterson & Skillman 
(1994), 36 Rosen et al. (1995), 37 Rodriguez-Gil et al. (2001), 38 Patterson 
et al. (2002a), 39 Warner & Brickhill (1978), 40 Robinson & Warner (1984), 
41 Kuulkers et al. (1991); 42 Patterson et al. (2002c), 43 Borisov (1992), 44 
Skillman et al. (1995),45 Kraicheva et al. (1999),46 Pavlenko & Shugarov 
(1999), 47 Patterson (1995), 48 Pretorius (Unpublished), 49 Smith, Dhillon 
& Marsh (1998), 50 Kato et al. (2003), 51 Kato et al. (2004), 52 Warner 
& O'Donoghue (1987), 53 Szkody (1990), 54 Garnavich & Szkody (1992), 
55 Taylor et al. (1999), 56 Rodriguez-Gil et al. (2002), 57 Patterson et al. 
(1977), 58 Nogami, Kato & Baba (2002), 59 Warner & O'Donoghue (1989), 
60 Bruch, Steiner & Gneiding (2002), 61 Robinson et al. (1987), 62 Hesser 
et al. (1972), 63 Nogami et al. (1998), 64 Nather & Robinson (1974), 65 












3 Time-frequency Analysis Literature Revie\Y 
In our quest to find suitable methods for detecting and characterizing QPOs 
and DNOs, it is helpful to review the non-stationary time-series analysis 
used in areas of astronomy other than CV research. In this chapter we do 
not focus on the specifics of each technique, but rather on how it is used, 
and the type of data analysed. Where available, we included details about 
the spacing of the data, the noise level, the number of frequencies present 
simultaneously, the duration of the oscillation(s) and the nature of any non-
stationarity. 
Time-frequency representations, which allow a signal to be visualized in the 
time and frequency domains simultaneously, are an intuitive and instructive 
way to begin the analysis of any non-stationary signal. We begin, therefor, 
in section 3.1, with a review of applications of the wavelet transform, one 
of the most commonly used time-frequency representations in astronomy. 
Several other time-frequency representatiops have been known to be more 
effective than the wavelet transform for some types of data: we discuss 
several examples of these in section 3.2. 
A13 discussed in chapter 1, a variety of mathematical models have been sug-
gested for QPOs. Section 3.3 gives a brief discussion of several possible 
alternative models which have been successfully used to characterize non-
stationary oscillations, both in astronomy and other disciplines. In section 
3.4, we discuss differences between our data and the data covered in the 
literature (such as signal-to-noise ratio and frequency range), and the impli-












3.1 Wavelet Analysis 
Two different wavelet techniques, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and 
the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) are both used in astronomy. Both 
techniques decompose a signal into short, damped oscillations of varying 
length and amplitude, called wavelets; the DWT decomposes the signal into 
orthogonal components, while the CWT allows a continuous decomposition. 
A variety of differently shaped analyzing wavelets is available, allowing the 
decomposition to be tailored to the data. 
Wavelet analysis is used in different forms in several areas of astronomy, 
including image analysis, spectroscopy and time series analysis. We give 
only a brief overview of wavelet use in the first two areas, since most of the 
developments are not relevant for time series data analysis as they do focus 
on detection of periodic phenomena; for a more detailed introduction, and 
many useful references, see Scargle (1991). 
3.1.1 Wavelets for Image alialysis 
Image analysis requires the use of 2-D wavelets. Starck et al. (1994) use 
wavelets for image reconstruction of two evolved stars from inn-ared speckle 
interferometry, while Damiani et al. (1991) develop a method for X-ray im-
age analysis, used by Pizzolato, Maggio & Sciortino (2000), amongst others. 
Brosch & Hoffman (1999) resolve the shape of the LoTr 5 planetary nebula 
while Rosati et al. (1995) and Lazzati et al. (1999) independently develope 
fast, efficient, automatic image analysis for ROSAT data, used by many sub-












de Oliveira (2005) and Adami et al. (2005) use the a trous wavelet trans-
form to study intra-group diffuse light in compact groups of galaxies and 
intracluster light in the Coma cluster respectively. More recently, Masciadri 
& Riga (2004) use the (2-D) Mexican hat wavelet to identify exoplanets in 
direct imaging observations. 
3.1.2 Wavelets for Spectroscopy 
Moffat et al. (1994) investigate stochastic substructure in emission lines of 
Wolf-Rayet stars, using the Mexican Hat DWT, following the method of 
Gill & Henriksen (1990), who carried out wavelet analysis to detect hier-
archical structure in the spectra of molecular clouds. An alternative tech-
nique for analyzing discrete stochastic components is given by Lepine & 
Moffat (1996), involving both the DWT and CWT with the Mexican Hat 
wavelet, and is used by many subsequent authors (e.g. Dessart & Owocki 
(2002) and Lefevre et al. (2005». Starck, Siebenmorgen & Gredel (1997) 
• 
use . the a trous WT to extract shallow emission or absorption bands from 
low signal-to-noise spectra. The method of Szatmary, Vinko, & G8.l (1994) 
is used by Townsend (1999) to to analyse periodicities in absorption-line 
spectra of early-type stars. Meiksin (2000) and Theuns & Zaroubi (2000) 
independently use the DWT with the high order Daubechies wavelet (most 
appropriate for smooth data) to analyse absorption properties of the Lya 
forest. Madgwick et al. (2002) detect quasars in 2dF galaxy Redshift Sur-
vey via an automated search algorithm that localizes the broad emission line 
signature of quasars. Riera et al. (2003) use wavelet analysis of Fabry-Per6t 
observations to study Ha observations of HHIOO jet; this same method is 












, kinematics in Cepheus A. 
3.1.3 Early Wavelet use in Time Series Work 
One of the earliest papers using wavelet analysis for astronomical time-series 
data is Goupil, Auvergne & Baglin (1990), which investigates brightness 
fluctuations in non-radially pulsating white dwarfs. They investigate both 
the phase and amplitude spectra of the CWT. In a companion paper (Goupil, 
Auvergne & Baglin, 1991), 3-D plots and contour diagrams are used to 
represent the scalogram (squared CWT) graphically. To investigate the 
effect of noise on the CWT, tests are carried out using white and non-
white noise and a constant star. In all the stars analysed, the periodicities 
examined were clearly visible in the periodogram. 
Scargle et al. (1993) use Haar wavelets in the form of a scalegram (the time 
average of the CWT) to investigate QPOs in high time resolution EXOSAT 
observations of the low-mass X-ray binary Sco Xl. An extension of this 
method is detailed in Andronov (2003) and applied to the symbiotic star 
CH Cyg in Andronov & Chinarova (2003). The sca1egram does not give 
time resolution of the data, rather, it is an alternative to the periodogram. 
Szatmary, Vinko, & G81 (1994) investigate the CWT(with Morlet wavelet). 
of synthetic signals created to mimic features in long-period pulsating stars 
such as Mira and SR variables. In particular, they consider multicomponent 
signals and pseudo-periodic signals, concluding that ~he wavelet scalogram 
is an appropriate tool for investigating light-curves in the time-frequency 
plane. In Szatmary, G81 & Kiss (1996) and Szatmary & Vinko (1992), the 












studied, using the techniques discussed in Szatmary, Vinko, & G81 (1994). 
They point out that the unevenly spaced data sets typical of long period 
variable 'light curves often result in a CWT containing spurious, confusing 
signals. 
3.1.4 The WWZ 
This problem is largely addressed by Foster (1996), who develops a modifica-
tion of the CWT called the weighted wavelet Z-transform (WWZ) which has 
been used in many subsequent papers. The WWZ uSes a modified Morlet 
wavelet, and includes a parameter that controls the trade-off between time 
and frequency resolution. The WWZ tends to have poorer time-frequency 
resolution than the CWT, since removing the effect of uneven sampling 
involves smoothing the data. Foster (1996) also introduces the weighted 
wavelet amplitude (WWA), and recommends using the WWZ to locate a 
signal frequency, and the WW A to estimate the amplitude of the signal. 
The calculation of formal errors for the WWZ is extremely complicated, 
and while Foster (1996) gives an estimate of the formal errors for the period 
and amplitude, he notes that the most trustworthy method is Monte Carlo 
simulations. 
Although there are exceptions, the WWZ is generally used to analyse long-
period variables such as SR- and Miras-types, whose lightcurves have "mod-
erate to high signal-to-noise ratio, good but uneven data density (often with 
sizeable periodic gaps, and exhibit considerable fluctuations in their period 
and amplitude from one cycle to the next" (Foster, 1996). 












frequency-dependent WWZ periodogramj this method is applied to semi-
regular and Mira-type Variables to investigate period switching, biperiodic 
pulsations and long-term phase and amplitude modulation of the pulsations. 
Kiss & Szatmary (1999) and Kiss et al. (1999) use the WWZ to provide 
a detailed analysis of some 93 red semiregular variables, monitored over 
several years by various amateur groups, showing that· 44 have two signifi-
cant periods, and 12 show three periods. Wavelet analysis was useful since 
the instability of the periods resulted in decreased amplitudes in the pe-
riodograms. Kiss et al. (2000) investigate a sample of bright semiregular 
variables exhibiting repetitive mode changes, significant amplitude modula-
tions and multiple periods, monitored over 70-90 years~ The amplitudes of 
the periodicities discussed varies between about 0.1 and 1 mag, with a noise 
level of about 0.05 mag (which we estimate from the :periodograms in the 
paper.) 
Arentoft & Sterken (2000) use the WWZ and WWA to confirm their pe-
riodogram results for XX Pyx, but do not use the WWZ to resolve the 
temporal structure of the oscillations. Percy & Kastrukoff (2001) also use 
both the WWZ and WWA, supplemented by Fourier analysis and autocor-
relation analysis, to study period and amplitude changes in small-amplitude 
pulsating red giants, cQD.cluding that gaps in the data can enhance the ap-
parent reality of an alias period. 
McSaveney et al. (2002) use the WWZ'to analyse the RV Tauri star U 
Mon, which has an oscillation amplitude of about 1 mag and a noise level 
of about 0.5 mag, while Zijlstra, Bedding & Mattei (2002) use 340 years of 












oscillates with an amplitude of about 2.5 mag and has an estimated noise 
level of about 0.3 mag. Using WWZ transforms of long-term data from the 
low amplitude 0 Scuti star HD 52788, Zijlstra et al. (2004) show that the 
star exhibits highly unstable pulsations. 
Zhou & Qiu (2002) use the WWZ to investigate the evolution of superhumps 
in DN 1XS J23939+0628; they note that both the superhumps and orbital 
humps are clearly visible in both the periodogram and the WWZ. 
Zijlstra et al. (2004) use the WWZ to show that the evolving variable BH Cru 
increased its period by 25 per cent over 25 years, with the semi-amplitude in-
creasing simultaneously, to a value of 1.25 mag (with noise level "'0.3 mag). 
In the same paper, new periods for several other SC/CS stars are deter-
mined, some showing period evolution in the WWZ and WW A. Templeton, 
Mattei & Willson (2005) study the period change in 547 Mira variables using 
AAVSO data, deducing average rates of period change. 
Sabin & Ziljstra (2006) also use the WWZ to investigate the period evolu-
tion of semiregular variables. They find that the proximity of the different 
modes, which create overlapping and aliasing frequencies, can make anal-
ysis difficult. They also show that three main trends occur in the periods 
of stars on the AGB: sudden change, meandering behaviour and continuous 
change. Wright et al. (2006) analyse photometric data from V2067 Oph, and 
show that the intermittent periodicity could in fact be the result of random 
variations. 
Frick et al. (1997) developed an alternative modified (Morlet), wavelet trans-












larly spaced data. They studied chromospheric variations in several lower 
main-sequence stars. 
3.1.5 Other Wavelet Methods 
. The WWZ has clearly been an extremely useful tool giving considerable 
insight into non-stationary time-series, particularly for long period variables. 
For regularly spaced data, the CWT, which allows a choice of analysing 
wavelet, has also been used to good effect. 
Barthes & Mattei (1997) use the Morlet wavelet to investigate the pulsation 
modes of the LPV star u Cet, from long-term AAVSO visual observations. 
They observe two main components, both clearly visible in light curve and 
periodogram, with amplitudes ",3 mag and a noise level of about 0.4 mag .. 
Chinarova & Andronov (2000) use periodogram analysis, wavelet analysis 
and ''running parabola" scalegram analysis to tabulate the characteristics of 
the brightness variations of 173 semi-regular stars. Kiss, Szab6 & Bedding 
(2006) use the CWT to investigate the brightness fluctuations of 48 red 
semiregular or irregular stars. 
Fritz & Bruch (1998) analyse some 776 photometric data sets of CVs showing 
flickering, using Haar,Daubechies and Coiflets wavelets. Their choice of 
analysing wavelet reflects the characteristic shape of flickering flairs in CV s. 
Halevin et al. (2002) use the CWT to investigate the origin of QPOs and 
flares in several magnetic cataclysmic variables. 
Otazu et al. (2002) detect two superimposed periodiCities in X-ray data 












a lower signal-to-noise values (",,0.7) than standard periodogram techniques, 
such as PDM and CLEAN. This technique is extended to include unevenly 
sampled data in Otazu et al. (2004). This method is aimed at detecting 
periodic components with non-sinusoidal profiles, rather than quasi-periodic 
components; once the components have been identified using the a trous 
algorithm, PDM is used to identify the period correctly. 
Gonz8J.ez Perez et al. (2003) use the Pauli and Morlet wavelets to analyse 
the pulsating planetary-nebula nucleus NGC 246; they note that while the 
Morlet wavelet gives the best frequency resolution, the Pauli wavelet gives 
the best temporal resolution. 
Torrence & Compo (1998) provide one of the first discussions of significance 
testing for the CWT; their work is used in many disciplines, although it has 
been slow to find favour in astronomy outside of solar astrophysics, where it 
has been used to analyse magnetic field measurements (Boberg & Lunqstedt, 
2002), coronal variability (Marsh, Walsh & Bromage, 2002), high-frequency 
oscillations in coronal loops (Katsiyannis et al., 2002) and chromospheric 
UVoscillations (McAteer et al., 2004). Mathioudakis et al. (2003) investi-
gate intensity oscillations in a white-light flare on II Peg, finding a period 
of 220 s. They ~ntroduce the criterion that at least three cycles are neces-
sary to identify an oscillation, rather than a random, pulse-like variation. 
Lachowicz & Czemy (2005) investigate millisecond variability in Cyg X-1, 
while Lachowicz, Czemy & Abramowicz (2006) detect a possible 2:1 or 3:2 
period relationship in QPOs seen in two AGN. Mitra-Kraevet al. (2005) use 
the Morlet wavelet with this method to analyse the first X-ray observation 












Regulo et al. (2007) develop a method for the rapid detection of planetary 
transits, involving de-noising using the DWT, followed by detection using 
the Torrence & Compo (1998) method, to select the part of signal where 
the transit search was to be done. They use the Paul wavelet, whose shape 
is similar to that of the feature to be detected. Husser et al. (2005) and 
Jenkins (2002) also suggested the use of wavelets for planet detection. 
3.2 Alternative Time-frequency Representations 
The wavelet transform is not the only time-frequency representation pos-
sible, and several other methods have been known to give better time and 
frequency resolution for some types of data. For example, Kiss & Szatm8.ry 
(2002) use the wavelet transform and the Choi-Williams distribution to in-
vestigate the behaviour of R Cyg, and show that the Choi-Williams gives 
higher time resolution than the wavelet. The wavelet, Choi-Williams, and 
Zhao-Atlas-Marks distributions are used by Szatmary, Kiss & Bebesi (2003) 
to probe the period change in T UMi; they conclude that the Choi-Williams 
and Zhao-Atlas-Marks distributions give much clearer time-frequency rep-
resentations than the wavelet. 
Boyd et al. (1995) investigate the Gabor transform, and apply it to synthetic 
signals with multiple periods and time-varying frequencies, and photometric 
data from a roAp star. They show that what had previously been thought 
to be a modulation of the major frequency due to beating was in fact an 
abrupt shift to a lower power level. Belloni, Parolin & Casella (2004) use 
the Gabor transform to analyse a 7 Hz QPO in the atoll source 4U 1820-












spectroscopy ofmHz QPOs in Her X-l. 
Howarth & Greaves (2001) use a moving window analysis similar to the 
Gabor transform to investigate the phase and amplitude variation over time 
for the Mira-type variable T Cas; this method, developed in Howarth (1991), 
relies on first identifying the periodicity to be analysed in the periodogram. 
Marchenko & Moffat (1998) use an adaptive form of the Choi-Williams 
distribution to analyse irregularly spaced data from three Wolf-Rayet stars. 
Buchler & Kollath (2001) investigate both the Choi-Williams and Gabor 
distributions of a synthetic signal mimicking R Sct, as well as decomposing 
the signal into its constituent components, and using the analytic version of 
the signal to find the instantaneous amplitudes and periods. 
3.3 Other Non-stationary Analysis Techniques 
Time-frequency representations have clearly proved a good starting point 
for the analysis of non-stationary time series data. However, it is often 
desirable to be able to model the nature of the non-stationarity. Analysis of 
lightcurves in phase-space is one complementary technique to time-frequency 
analysis; of particular interest is the detection and characterization of a low 
dimensional attractor, which could imply a chaotic process. Several methods 
of chaos analysis have been developed for univariate time-series. 
The correlation sum method of Grassberger & Procaccia (1983) has been 
used to measure attractor dimension; as mentioned in the previous chapter, 
Gnedin, Nagovitsyn & Natsvlishvili (1999) find that the QPOs of the DN SS 












one to ten minutes. Misra et al. (2006) show that the low-frequency QPOs 
of the black hole system GRS 1915+105 exhibit behaviour which may be 
consistent with a chaotic attractor. Cannizzo et al. (1990) find no evidence 
for deterministic chaos in the light curves of Mira, R Leo and V Boo. The 
Grassbeger-Procaccia method has however fallen out of favour: Buchler, 
Kollath & Serre (1996) show that typical data sets are too short to provide 
reliable estimates. 
The global flow reconstruction method of Serre, Kollath & Buchler (1996) 
has been applied to a wide variety of pulsations. Buchler, Kollath & Serre 
(1996) show that the pulsations of R Scuti, an RV Tau-type star, can be 
described by an attractor of dimension 3.1, while Buchler, Kollath & Serre 
(1998) and Kollath et al. (1998) show that the lightcurve of AC Her is 
not consistent with multi-periodic behaviour, but is described well by an 
attractor of dimension <2.45. Kiss & Szatmary (2002) show that the period-
doubling of R Cyg can be seen as the switching between a periodic orbit and 
chaotic state. Buchler, Kollath & Cadmus (2004) investigate five irregularly 
pulsating stars, finding evidence that the light curves of all five are generated 
by low-dimensional chaotic pulsation dynamics. 
Scargle et al. (1993) use the scalegram to detect self-similarity in Sco X-1, 
which is then modelled by a 'dripping handrail' model. This is an example 
of transient spatial chaos, rather than low-dimensional deterministic chaos. 
Bedding et al. (1998) use the WWZ and WWA to investigate mode-switching 
in R Dor, which they suggest may be due to weak chaotic effects. 
Empirical Mode Decomposition (Huang et al., 1998), combined with Hilbert 












convection zone (Komm, Hill & Howe, 2001). Looking beyond astronomy, 
West, Prado & Krystal (1999) use time-varying autoregressive decompo-
sition methods to investigate structure in nonstationary electroencephalo-
graphic traces, while complex demodulation is used to detect a 90-min car-
diac biorhythm by Orr & Hoffman (1974). Econometric and control theory 
methods, such as Kalman filtering (Kalman, 1960), and regime change de-
tection (Nyblom, 1989), may also prove useful for modeling QPOs. 
3.4 Discussion 
We have introduced· a variety of techniques available for the analysis of 
non-stationary data, and discussed their use in astronomy to date. Time-
frequency representations in particular have been used to study period evo-
lution in a huge variety of astronomical sources; they would thus seem a 
natural place to start in our search for a detection tool for QPOs. 
It is not clear a priori, however, which time-frequency representation is the 
most appropriate for our data. While wavelet analysis is the most common 
time-frequency representation, we have discussed case where alternative rep-
resentations are more effective. There are also significant difference between 
our data and the data analysed in the literature, which need to be considered 
when choosing an analysis technique. 
In all the examples given above (and, indeed, in all the astronomical cases we 
have found that use time-frequency representations) the periodicities under 
discussion are clearly visible in the periodogram (and, in most case, the light 












periodogram, rather than as a detection tool in its own right. If we are 
to use the time-frequency representation to detect QPOs, we need to have 
a means of assessing the validity of our detection; apart from Boyd et al. 
(1995), only those papers using the Torrence & Compo (1998) method give 
any formal significance test of their results. The requirement of significance 
testing means that the statistics of the 'time-frequency representation must 
be well understood and amenable to computation. 
The time-frequency representation must also be amenable to signal detection 
in low signal-to-noise data: our lightcurves often have signal-to-noise less 
than one in the QPO frequency range, whereas the examples in the literature 
usually have a signal-to-noise ratios (significantly) greater than one. 
We also require that the time-frequency representation gives good frequency 
resolution over a broad range of frequencies, since we must be able to detect 
both DNOs and QPOs. Typically the frequency range must span periods 
from tens to several thousands of seconds, which is a broader range than 
any required iIi the examples discussed above. Ideally, the representation 
must also have good tiIne resolution, since both DNOs and QPOs are more 
intermittent than the majority of oscillations discussed in this chapter, and 
understanding the temporal nature of their occurrence is an important as-
pect of this study. 
Our data thus present a combination of characteristics not previously en-
countered in astronomy, m.a.kiIlg an explOration of the different time-frequency 












4 Time-frequency Representations 
In this chapter we give an introduction to the theory of the time-frequency 
representations mentioned in the previous chapter. We begin with an overview 
of stationarity, the discrete Fourier transform and instantaneous frequency. 
After a discussion of some desirable properties for time-frequency represen-
tations (TFRs) we introduce the archetypal TFR: the Wigner-Ville distribu-
tion, and its Fourier transform dual, the Ambiguity Function. Although the 
Wigner-Ville distribution has excellent time-frequency resolution, it suffers 
from interference terms which make it all but useless for analysing multi-
component signals; the bulk of the chapter focuses on an analysis of time-
frequency representations developed to overcome this problem, using syn-
thetic signals which mimic the most important features of our light curves. 
We conclude with a discussion of our findings, a more detailed analysis of 
some the applications of TFRs in astronomical time series mentioned in the 
previous chapter, and an overview of the available software. 
4.1 Definitions 
Vectors and matrices will be shown in boldface, with I indicating transpose 
and • indicating complex conjugate. Unless otherwise specified, f refers to 
frequency (in Herz), and w to angular frequency (in radians/second). E 
stands for the expectation operator. 
We follow the notation of Chatfield (1975) by denoting a stochastic process, 
which may be defined as a collection of random variables, as {X(t) : t E 












continuous T, we will denote the random variable at tiIne t by X(t), while 
for discrete T we will uSe Xt. Similarly, a finite observed time series that 
is a single realisation of stochastic process {X(t)} will be denoted x(t), 
for 0 ~ t ~ T, if the observations are continuous, and by Xt, for ti = 
to, to + f1t, ... , to + (N - l)f1t, if, as is the case for our astronomical data 
sets, the observations are discrete. 
4.2 Stationarity 
We confine our discussion initially to stochastic signals which are stationary, 
by which we mean that there is no systematic change in the mean or variance 
I 
in the time-series, and all strictly periodic variations have been removed 
(Chatfield, 1975). 
More precisely, a time series is said to be weakly stationary if all realizations 
{Xt} of the process {Xt } have the same mean 
(1) 
the (auto)covariance, r(7'), between any 2 samples from the same realization, 
Xt and XHT' is a function of the lag 7' only: 
r(t, t + 7') = E{(xt - It) (Xt+r - It)} = r(7'). (2) 













is finite (0'2 < 00). 
The autocorrelation function p( T) is defined as: 
(4) 
and is one way of characterizing the time-dependent properties a stochastic 
signal. 
Since astronomical data are seldom weakly stationary, it is often necessary 
to induce stationarity in the data before any analysis relying on stationarity 
can be undertaken; we give a brief discussion of the chief methods used. 
4.2.1 Stationarity of the Mean 
There are many different ways of removing the trend, including smoothing, 
filtering and differencing, all of which equate to applying a high-pass filter. 
Visual inspection will usually show any long term trend, which may be 
modelled by smoothing the data using a moving average filter or by fitting a 
low-order polynomial. The fitted trend is then subtracted from the original 
time series to give mean-stationary data. 












artifacts if the trend is not described by a polynomial. It also reduces the am-
plitude of periodic components and introduces a phase-shift (Harvey, 1993). 
Since this phase-shift depends on the frequency of the oscillation, DNOs and 
QPOs which may be related in phase but have different frequencies will be 
shifted so that the phase correlation might be lost. 
Since most of our lightcurves show a monotonic but non-linear trend, we 
have usually chosen to fit a second-order polynomial, and to subtract the 
fitted polynomial from the data. An alternative method for trend removal, 
using Empirical Mode Decomposition, is discussed in section 6. 
4.2.2 Removal of Periodicities 
Periodicities in the data due to orbital modulations can be identified in 
the periodogram (defined in section 4.3) and may be removed by fitting 
sinusoids of the correct frequency, and subtracting the fitted sinusoids from 
the lightcurve. 
Data which are dominated by orbital modulations were prewhitened by re-
moving the fundamental, first and second harmonics of the orbital period 
(where appropriate) using EAGLE, a FORTRAN programme written by Dar-
ragh O'Donoghue. 
4.2.3 Stationarity of the Variance 
Once the trend and any strict periodicities have been removed, it is necessary 












The cumulative sum (cusum) of a series Yt, defined as 
t 
ct = L(Yt - It) (5) 
j=1 
is a useful tool for finding changes in the mean of the series. By plotting 
the cusum of the squared residuals of the de-trended data, changes in the 
variance can be found. For homoskedastic data (Le. which show no change 
in variance) the cusum should oscillate around zero, showing no clear long 
term trends. 
Figure 7 shows the prewhitened data from RU Peg run s1674, and the re-
sulting (variance) cusum .. The variance of the light curve increases suddenly 
at a.bout 6000 Sj this is clearly seen in the cusumj for times prior to this 
the slope of the cusum is negative, indicating that the variance is below the 
mean variance, while for times after the increase in variance the slope of the 
cusum is positive. 
In theory, if the data are found to be heteroskedastic (i.e. have time-varying 
variance), they should be transformed to homoskedasticity if possible, or 
analysed in homoskedastic sections. In practise, if an oscillation such as a 
DNO or QPO begins or ends during a run, then the variance of the data 
is likely to change. It is not practical or, in many cases possible, to trans-
form the data to homoskedasticity, so we have simply used the cusum as a 
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Figure 7: Variance and cusum of RU Peg run s1674. 
4.3 The Power Spectrum and the Periodogram 
4.4 Theoretical Spectra 
12000 
In developing the equations for the spectra of the different kinds of signals, 
we follow the approach of Djuric & Kay (1998). For alternative derivations, 
see Deeming (1975) or Blinchikoff & Zverev (1976). 
4.4.1 Spectra of Periodic signals 
Most functions can be expressed as a superposition of sinusoids of different 
frequencies. For periodic functions, this superposition takes the form of an 












periodic, discrete-time signal xp(n) , n E I, with period N, can be expressed 
in the frequency domain by the discrete-time Fourier series: 
N-l 
xp(fk) = L xp(n)e-i27rfl.n, fk = ~, k E {O, 1, ... , N - 1}. (6) 
n=O . 
The complex function Xp(fk), called the discrete time Fourier series of xp(n) , 
can also be expressed in the form 
where Ixp(fk) 1 is called the amplitude spectrum of xp(tn), and f!>p(fk) is the 
phase spectrum of xp(tn). Defining the average power of the signal to be 
1 N-l 
P = N L Ixp(n)12, 
n=O 
we have (from Parseval's theorem), 
N-l 
P = ~2 L Ixp(fk) 12. 
k=O 
Then Ix(fk)12jN2 represents the power contributed to the total power by 
the component of xp(n) at frequency fk, and hence represents the power 












4.4.2 Spectra of Aperiodic signals 
If the discrete-time signal xa(n) is aperiodic, and obeys the finite-energy 
criterion 
00 
I: IXa(n)12 < 00, 
n=-oo 
then we can extend the discussion in the previous section to include xa(n) by 
allowing N -+ 00 (Goswami & Chan, 1999). Then the discrete-time Fourier 
series (6) becomes the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT): 
00 
xa(f) = I: Xa(n)e-i2~/t .. (7) 
n=-oo 
The total energy of the signal is given by 
the last equality again following from Parseval's theorem. Since IXa(f)2dfl 
is the contribution from the frequency band (f, f + df) to the total energy 
, 
of the signal, IXa(f)12 represents the energy density spectrum of the signal 
xa(n). 
4.4.3 Spectra of Stochastic Signals 
The assumption of weak stationarity enables us to use a single realization 
, 
of a stochastic process to make inferences about the underlying process. In 
particular, we can use a single realization of the process to estimate the 
power spectrum S(f) of the underlying process (Kendall, Stuart & Ord 












the autocorrelation function 
00 
S(f) = L p(r)e-i21f/7" 
7"=-00 
is defined as the power spectral density (PSD) and can be shown, by Wold's 
theorem, to be equal to 
S(f) = lim E{ Ix(f)12 } 
N-+oo 2N + 1 (8) 
(Djuric & Kay, 1998), where fh2 S(f)dl represents the average contribution 
to the total power of the components of {x(n)} with frequencies in the 
range (f, I + df) (Hamilton, 1994; Djuric & Kay, 1998). Note that the 
auto-correlation function and the power spectrum form a Fourier transform 
pair; they both contain the same information, but while the auto-correlation 
function occurs in correlation space (sometimes referred to as time-delay 
space), the power spectrum occurs in frequency space. 
We have shown that the spect a of deterministic periodic signals and weakly 
stationary signals are power densities, the former defined only on the discrete 
set of frequencies {O, l/N, 2/N, ... , (N - l)/N}. Deterministic aperiodic 
signals have spectra which are energy densities, defined on the continuous 













4.5 Estimating Power Spectra· 
The most common estimator for the discrete Fourier transform of an infinite 
continuous-time signal x(t) that has been discretely sampled at times ti = 
to, to + f1t, ... , to + (N - 1)f1t is 
N 
x(f) = L Xte -i27f It (9) 
i=1 
where the frequencies f = n/ Nj n = 1,2, ... , [N /211 at which x(f) are cal-
culated are called the Fourier frequencies (Frescura, F. et al., 2007). The 
periodogram P(f), which is the most common estimator for the power spec-
trum 8 (f), is then given by 
(10) 
where we have used the normalization of Vaughan (2005). Calculating P(f) 
at the Fourier frequencies ensures that the P(f) are statistically independent 
(Koen, 1990). 
Unfortunately, the periodogram of a single realization of the underlying pro-
cess is not a consistent estimator for 8(f): if the number of data points is 
increased, P(f) does not approach 8(f). Specifically, for an independen-
tely, identically, normally distributed signal, the periodogram at a given 
frequency, P(f), is scattered around the true power spectrum, 8(f), follow-
ing a X2 distribution with two degrees of freedom: 












P(f) rv S(f}XV2 (11) 
(Vaughan,2005). The standard deviation of the periodogram is equal to the 
mean, resulting in a periodogram which fluctuates wildly around the true 
value (Timmer & Koenig, 1995). 
Thus, while periodic signals in the data appear as peaks in the periodogram, 
noise in the data can produce large spurious peaks in the periodogram too. 
For data with a red noise structure, for example, which has more power at 
low frequencies, the result is a periodogram with many noise peaks at low 
frequencies, which can obscure peaks due to true periodiciti s. It is therefore 
necessary to be able to estimate the likelihood that a given peak is due to 
a periodicity in the data, rather than a random noise fluctuation. This is 
particularly important for QPOs, which occur in a frequency range which 
usually has a high level of noise. 
4.5.1 Confidence Levels 
If the population variance is unknown, and is estimated by 82 = ~ j , Koen 
(1990) shows that the periodogram follows an F-distribution (F2,N-l). For 
large N, F2,N-l ~ X~ so in practice, the chi-squared distribution is often 
used even when the variance is not known. 
If the underlying noise continuum is a y."hite noise process, so that the power 
spectrum is constant, either the X2 or F -distribution can be used to estimate 












tuation in the noise spectrum, rather than a periodic signal (Koen, 1990). 
For non-white noise, the power spectrum of the noise continuum is not 
constant, and it is necessary to fit a model for the noise before confidence 
levels can be calculated. Vaughan (2005) notes that one of the problems 
with fitting a continuum spectrum to non-white noise is that the variance of 
a non-white process is heteroskedastic, so ordinary least squares fitting does 
not provide an efficient estimator of the spectrum. However, the variance of 
the periodogram is homoskedastic in log-space: 
10g[P(f)] = 10g[S(f)] + log[XV2] (12) 
The logarithm of the periodogram ordinate (corrected for a constant bias 
introduced by the chi-squared term), is an unbiased estimator for the log-
arithm of the spectrum, and is distributed independently and identically 
(about the underlying spectrum) at each frequency (Vaughan, 2005). 
Vaughan (2005) fits a linear function to the log-periodogram, since his data 
show a red-noise power spectrum well modelled by power law (Le. linear in 
log-space). Flickering (discussed in section 1.4.1) also gives our data a red 
noise spectrum, but CV flickering has less power at very low frequencies than 
the X-ray data of Vaughan (2005); we therefore fit a low-order polynomial 
(generally between third and fifth-order) in log-space, using an OLS fitting 
programme. 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can be used as a goodness-of-fit-test for the 












order of the polynomial which best fits the data. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic, D, compares the cumulative probability distribution of a data set to 
the asSumed theoretical cumulative distribution function of the underlying 
series: 
The significance of any observed nonzero value of D (as a disproof of the 
null hypothesis that the distributions are the same) is given approximately 
(becoming asymptotically accurate as N becomes large) by the formula 
Pr(D> observed) = QKs(VND) 
where 
00 
QKS(A} = 2 L( - )j-1e-2j2,>,2 
j=l 
(Press et al., 1988). 
Thus, by comparing the ratio 2S(f}/ P(f} with the X~ PDF, we can estimate 
the likelihood that a given peak is due to a real periodicity in the data, rather 
than a fluctuation in the noise (Press et al., 1988). Confidence intervals can 
also be calculated using the appropriate values from the X~ distribution, 
scaled correctly for the frequency at which the level is to be calculated. 
Figure 8 shows the fitted log-periodogram of VW Hyi run s0484, and the 
resulting periodogram fit with 95% and 99% confidence levels calculated 
assuniing a x~-distribution for the noise spectrum. 
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Figure 8: Log-periodogram (top) and periodogram of VW Hyi run s0484. 
x~ PDF assumes that the power spectrum is known exactly, whereas we are 
in fact using S, which is an estimated model.' This alters the probability 
distribution of the ratio, but, for large numbers of Fourier frequencies (i.e. 
for large N, such as we have in our data) the probability distribution using 
the estimated power spectrum tends to X~, so we have used X~. 
The Fourier frequencies at which the periodogram P(f) is calculated ensure 
that for each frequency f, P(f) is statistically independent of the peri-
odogram ordinate at any other frequency. However,' it is often convenient to 
calculate the periodogram at frequencies other than the Fourier frequencies. 
In particular, oversampling increases the sensitiVity of the periodogram to 
weak signals. Oversampling can lead to an overestimation of the significance 












discussed earlier apply only to the periodogram calculated at the Fourier 
frequencies. 
4.6 Instantaneous Frequency 
The Fourier coefficients xU) are obtained by correlating the time series x(t) 
with a sinusoidal wave eiwt . Support of eiwt covers the whole real line, so 
xU) depends on values of x(t} for all t E 1R (Mallat, 1998). 
Thus if the frequency content of a signal is changing over time, then the 
power spectrum is of limited use, since it considers the average power at each 
frequency over the entire data set. We would ideally like a time-dependent 
analogue to the power spectrum, which enables us to see how the frequency 
content of the signal evolves with time. This requires the definition of a time-
dependent or instantaneous frequency. The.re are several different definitions 
in use; we have chosen to use that of Mallat (1998). 
The angular frequency wo of a cosine modulation x(t} = a cos (wot + 4>0} = 
a cos cP(t) is the derivative of the phase cP(t) = wot + 4>0. Generalizing this, a 
real signal x(t} may be written as a time varying amplitude a(t} modulated 
by a time varying phase cP: 
x(t} = a(t} cos[cP(t}] 
with a(t} ~ o. The instantaneous (angular) frequency is then defined as the 
positive derivative of the phase: 












(Gon~ves et al., 1997). Since there are many possible choices of a(t) and 
¢J(t) for any given signal, w(t) is not uniquely defined relative to f. However, 
if we define the analytic part xa(t) of a signal x(t) I:l.8 the inverse Fourier 
transform of 
A {2X(f) if f ~ 0 xa(f) = 
o iff<O 
then xa(t) = a(t) exp[i¢J(t)] and, since x(t) = Re[Xa(t)], x(t) = a(t) cos ¢J(t). 
We then call a(t) the analytic amplitude of f(t) and ¢J'(t) its instantaneous 
frequency (Mallat, 1998). 
Whether this instantaneous frequency has any physical meaning, however, 
depends on a number of factors. Since the instantaneous frequency is defined 
as a single value function of time, a signal consisting of multiple modes 
cannot be analysed directly. It must first be decomposed into its constituent 
'monocomponent' signals (Cohen, 1995). The question of what exactly a 
'monocomponent' signal is, however, remains largely unanswered. Initially, 
bandwidth limited functions were suggested, but the bandwidth limitations 
necessary to giv  a meaningful instantaneous frequency have never been 
established (Huang et al., 1998). Boashash (1992) showed that if the real 
part of the Fourier transform of a signal contains only positive frequencies, 
then the instantaneous frequency is physically meaningful. 
4.7 Time-frequency Representations 
Ideally, we would like some way of finding the instantaneous frequency 
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Figure 9: Top panel: 
shows a synthetic light curve we have created which mimics a noise-free 
DN lightcurve with a first harmonic DNO changing linearly in period from 
25 s to 30 s, fundamental and first harmonic QPOs starting with periods 
750 s and 375 s respectively and tracking the period change of the DNO, 
and an IpDNO with a constant 70 s period. The light curve we have based 
this synthetic signal on is run s0484 of VW Hyi, discussed in section 7.4; 
For simplicity, the amplitudes of the constituent periodicities are all con-
stant and equal. The integration time was chosen as 4 s, since this is the 
most common value for our data. The bottom panel of figure 9 shows an 
idealized time-frequency representation (TFR) of the signal: the top line 
shows the frequency evolution of the DNO, while the bottom two lines track 













4.7.1 Important- Properties 
While an ideal TFR such as the one in figure 9 is not realizable in practice, 
many effective approaches have been developed since the pioneering work of 
Gabor (1946), Ville (1948) and Page (1952). 
Before considering specific TFRs, however, it is useful to consider the prop-
erties which are desirable in a TFR, with particular reference to the types 
of signal we wish to analyse. mawatsch & Boudreaux-Bartels (1992) and 
Auger et al. (1996), amongst others, give a detailed list of such properties; 
we follow here the formulation of the latter, and include only those that 
are relevant to our analysis. Williams (1998) gives a good discussion of the 
properties most relevant to analysis of noisy signals. 
1. Energy Conservation: Since we are, in some sense at least, looking for a 
time-dependent energy spectral density, it seems reasonable to require 
that the TFR Tx(t, f), when integrated over time and frequency, gives 
the total energy of the signal: 
Ex = f:O f:O Tx(t, f)dtdf 
= f:O Ix(t}12dt 
= f:O Ix(w}12dw 
Note that we only consideJ: finite energy signals, i.e. signals for which 
Ex < 00. 
2. Marginal properties: Following on from property 1, we would like 












the instantaneous power or spectral energy density respectively: 
This requirement ensures that, if the signal is stationary, the time 
integral of Tx(t, f) gives the (smoothed) power spectrum. 
3. Real-valued~ If we are using the TFR as a measure of instantaneous 
energy, then it should be real: 
Tx(t,f) = T;(t,f) 
4. Time covariance: If we shift the signal x(t) in time, then Tx(t, f) 
should shift in time by the same amount, but otherwise remain the 
same: 
y(t) = x(t - to) => Ty(t, f) = Tx(t - to, f} 
5. Frequency covariance: If we shift the signal x(t} in frequency, then Tx 
should shift in frequency by the same amount, but otherwise remain 
the same: 
y(t} = x(t}ei2'1f/ot => Ty(t, f) = Tx(t, f - fo} 
6. Dilation covariance: If we dilate the signal x(t}, then Tx(t, f) should 













7. Wide-sense support conservation: if our signal is limited in time or 
frequency, then Tz (t, f) should have the same limits in time and fre-
quency: 
a) x(t) = 0, It I > T ;::} Tz(t, f) = 0, It I > T (time support) 
b) xU) = 0, III > B ;::} Tz(t, f) = 0, III > B (frequency support) 
8. Instantaneous frequency: we would like the instantaneous frequency 
Iz(t) of our signal x(t) to be the average frequency at a given time of 
I, ITz(t, f)df 1 
I, Tz(t, f)df = Iz(t) = 211" w(t) 
9. Unitarity 
To ensure energy conservation, we require that the scalar product is 
-
conserved from the time domain to the time-frequency domain (Moyal's 
formula): 
1+00 1+00 1+
00 I -00 x(t)x*(t)dtI2 = -00 -00 Tz(t, f)Tz *(t, f)dtdf. 
10. Positivity: IT we are using the TFR as a measure of instantaneous 
energy, then it should be always positive. However, this requirement 
turns out to be incompatible with Properties 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 (Meck-
lenbrauker & Hlawatsch, 1997). Generally, a judgement has to be made 
about which properties are most important, and to what extent they 
can be relaxed. We discuss this in further detail for each TFR. 
11. Well defined stochastic distribution: The proba.bility distribution of 
Tz(t, f) for a stochastic signal x(t) must be well defined and com-












is seldom included in the standard texts on TFRs, for our data it is 
essential; we must be a.ble to asses the significance of any detections. 
12. Good time and frequency resolution: 
By time resolution, we mean the spread in the time direction of Tz(t, f) 
for a time-dirac signal x(t) = 6(t - to), while frequency resolution will 
refer to the spread in the frequency direction of Tz(t, f) for a frequency-
dirac signal x(t) = eiwt. Ideally we would like Tz(t, f) -+ 6(t - to) for 
a time-dirac signal centered at to, and Tz(t, f) -+ 6(/ - fo) for a 
frequency dirac signal centered at fo. 
The uncertainty principle expresses the fundamental relationship be-
tween the standard deviation of a function and the standard deviation 
of its Fourier transform: they cannot simultaneously be made arbi-
trarily narrow. A narrow waveform will result in a broad spectrum, 
and vice versa (Cohen, 1989). For TFRs, the implication of the uncer-
tainty principle is that they cannot be considered as a 'point' energy 
representations. Instead, we need to view the TFR as quantized into 
blocks of area O'lO'~, where 
time spread 
O'~ = 211');" J~OQ(w - w)2Ix(w)12dw frequency spread 
f = i J~OQ tlx(t)12dt average time 
w = i J~OQwlx(w)12dw average frequency 
Then the Heisenberg-Gabor inequality gives a lower bound on the 

















Figure 10: Four different tHings of the TF plane. From Auger et al. (1996) 
which holds with equality only for Gaussian functions (Mallat, 1998). 
Many different quantizations (or tHings) of the time-frequency plane 
are possible. Figure 10 shows four different TFRs, which result in 
different tHings of the TF plane, and allow different analyses. 
Within the limits of the uncertainty principle, however, we would like 












4.8 The Wigner-Ville Distribution 
With these basic properties in mind, we introduce our first TFR: the Wigner~ 
Ville distribution (WVD). The Wigner-Ville distribution W:z;(t, f) of a signal 
x(t) is giv~n by 
(13) 
(Ville, 1948). It satisfies properties 1-9, and. has the best time-frequency 
resolution of all TFRs: T:z;(t, f) = t5(t - to) for a time-dirac signal centered 
at to, and T:z;(t, f) = t5(f - to) for a frequency di!ac signal centered at 10 
(Mallat, 1998). 
The WVD of a realization of a stochastic signal is an estimator for the 
theoretical WVD of the generating process (Mecklenbrauker & Hlawatsch, 
1997). For a weakly stationary noise process with power spectrum 8(f), 
the WVD at each time is given by the power spectrum of the process: 
E[W:z;(t, f)] = 8(f) (Qiu, 1993). For a deterministic signal corrupted with 
independent, identically distributed (i.i.d) gaussian noise, E[W:z;(t, f)] is the 
sum of the WVD of the deterministic signal, Wsignal, and the power spec-
trum of the noise, 8noise (f): 
E[W:z;(t, f)] = Wsi9naz + 8noise(f) (14) 
(Flandrin & Martin, 1984). This means that the WVD is a biased estimator 












WVD of the noisy signal, since it is determined by the power spectrum of 
\ 
the noise, is also not consistent: 
(15) 
Thus the WVD suffers from the same estimation problems as the peri-
odogram. However, by estimating the power spectrum of the noise, as dis-
cussed in section 4.5.1, confidence contours (the 2-D equivalent of confidence 
levels) can be used to determine regions in the time-frequency plane at which 
the signal has power significantly above that expected for pure noise. 
4.8.1 The Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution 
In practise signals have finite duration, which is equivalent to multiplying 
the infinite signal in equation 13 by a rectangular window h( t) that is zero 
outside the time range. The WVD of the truncated signal is called the 
pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (PWVD), and is given by: 
1
+00 
Wa:(t, f) = 2 -00 h(r)x(t + r)x*(t - r)e4'71"/Tidr. (16) 
The PWVD no longer satisfies the marginal property (2), the compact fre-
quency support property (7b), or Moyal's formula (9), and loses the ideal 
frequency resolution of the WVD to some extent (depending on the length 












Figure 11: Top panel: A ,inuwidal signal with period varying linearly from 
25e to :l(k Lowe,. p~ne]; The Pseudo Wigner- Ville dietdbution of the ,igni!.l 
shown ~l~)v~, 
If x(t) is sampled at timCll t = U. fl.!. 2fl.t,." then, unle", the ,ignal b OVCf-
sampled by a fa<:1;Of of at \ca.st 2, or the analytic' signal is u>Cd, the WVD will 
suffer from spect,ral aliaeinK (AUK'" e1; "L, 19'JIi). From now on t,he signal 
;crt) will be ","wmed to kits "nalytic version, a, defined in scction4.6, 
evolution of the fr"'luency of the , iKnal i, de~rly ,i,ible in the PWVD, 














Figure 12: Sign"l, <,o"r('- spectral den"ty ruld PWVD of a ,ynthetic ON 
lightcur",,,. 
4.R.2 Tn t.erfrr('llcr Trrmg 
The P\VVD of our singl,· s;tllISoid is an cxC<'lleut TFR which allows us to see 
the ",,,,Iut ion of th,> p<'riod of the oillUsoid oyer lime. Unfortunatd,', as SOOIl 
as a sigual hM more {ban one frequency compollent, thing" become mor~ 
romplicmoo . The main panel of figure 12 shows the P\YVD of the "yuihetic 
DN light cur." ".., introduced in figure 9. While the changing DNO Knd QPO 
ptriodicitics are clearly visible, all '" the COWlt"nt period IpD1\O. there are 
.boo l"·c ""t" of spurious signal._ calkod interference terms. 











sider a multi-component signal x(t) consisting of N components Xk, each 
I 
localised around frequency ik and time tk: 
N 
x(t) = L Xk(t). (17) 
k=l 
Then the WVD of x( t) can be expressed as 
N N N 
Wx(t, f) = L Wk(t, f) + L L Wkl(t, f) (18) 
k=l k=ll=l 
where the k-th term in the first sum is the WVD of Xk, and each term in 
the second sum is an interference term (IT) caused by the interaction of the 
k-th and l-th signal components. Thus the WVD of an N-component signal 
consists of N signal terms and N(~-l) ITs (Mecklenbrauker & Hlawatsch, 
1997). In figure 12 there should be six sets of ITs, but only five are ap-
parent: the broadest set of ITs (at around 0.02 Hz) is in fact the sum of 
the interference terms from the DNO with both QPOs. In figure 12 we can 
easily identify the sets of ITs, but this would not be possible if the true 
signal frequencies were unknown, or the periodogram could not be used to 
differentiate between signal and interference terms, as is the case with our 
data. 
The IT corresponding to the interaction between the k-th and l-th signal 
components occurs at point (tkl = t!ett!, Ikl = .ta¥) in the time-frequency 
plane (i.e midway between the signal terms), and oscillates in the time and 
frequency directions with 'frequencies' lIkl = Ik - II and Tkl = tl - t2 re-












(1992) note that this implies that the closer together two components are 
in frequency, the slower their ITs will oscillate in the time direction. This 
is clear in figure 12: the ITs due to the interaction between the two QPO 
terms oscillate much more slowly in the time direction than the ITs due to 
the other interactions, whose generating signal terms are further apart in 
frequency (specifically, the ITs due to the QPO interaction oscillate in the 
time direction with a period of 900 s). In a noisy signal, these slowly oscil-
lating ITs could easily be mistaken for an intermittent QPO, if no additional 
identification strategy is possible. 
The presence of ITs means that the WVD is rarely Used as a TFR for signal 
detection. However, since the ITs are oscillatory, they can be reduced by 
smoothing the WVD in the time and frequency directions, which in addition 
reduces the violation of the positivity property which the ITs cause. This is 
achieved by convolving the WVD with a 2-D smoothing kernel (Hlawatsch 
& Boudreaux-Bartels, 1992). 
4.9 The Ambiguity Function & the Correlation Domain 
Since the convolution of two functions is also the product of their Fourier 
transforms, and products are somewhat easier to visualize and work with 
than convolutions, we will analyse smoothing kernels in the the Fourier 
transform dual of the time-frequency domain: the correlation domain. 
Just as the power spectrum and the autocorrelation function form a Fourier 
transform pair, the WVD and the ambiguity function (!AF) form a Fourier 












time-frequency domain of the WVD and it can be interpreted as a joint time-
frequency correlation function (Hlawa.tsch & Boudreaux-Bartels, 1992). The 
ambiguity function, Az:(r, 1I), of a signal x(t) is defined as: 
A:z:(r, 1I) = 2 It x(t + r)x * (t - r)e-i47rvtdt 
= 2 II x(J + lI)x*(J - lI)ei47rTI df 
(19) 
where r is the time-delay, and 1I is the Doppler value, which measures the 
difference in frequencies between points at a given time-delay (Hla atsch 
et al., 1995). As shown in figure 13, for a signal localised in time over an 
. interval T and frequency on an interval F, the AF is localised at the origin, 
with a spread in the time-delay of [-i, il and Doppler domain spread of 
[-i, i 1 (Mecklenbrauker & Hlawatsch, 1997). 
The top panel of figure 14 shows the AF of each of the separate components 
of our synthetic DN lightcurve. The DNO component appears as a diag-
onal from top l~ft to botto~ right: points which are separated in time by 
2000 s, for example, have a difference in frequency of -0.002 Hz. The IpDNO 
component is horizontal along the r-axis, since all points occur at the same 
frequency. The two QPO components have a much smaller overall change 
in frequency over the course of the light curve than the DNO, so they are 
almost parallel to the r-axis. 
The bottom panel of figure 14 shows the AF of the synthetic DN lightcurve. 
The interference terms appear as bands running parallel to the r-axis. For a 
general multi-component signal as discussed in section 4.8.2, the ITs appear 
in the AF at (Tkl, 1I1d) and (-rid, -1I1d) and oscillate in the r direction with 
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Figure 13: A Gltussiftll signal with time duration T=40 s, frequency spread 
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Fi)\ure 14: Tal' pan"l: Sup""p,,,,,,d AF, of Ihe individual em)jponem" of the 
,ynthetie DN li~hteun·e_ Lower pallel: AF of Ihe "ynthelie DN light~un'~ 
Thc advantagc \0 vi.~wiIl!\ a ,i~n>Jl in th~ co<rel~tive domain is that ITs are 
k .. "a.I"d a.wa.'l [mm the Ol'igin, while ,ignal !<Crms paflS th1'ough t.he origin: 
if we call find a 2"D ,moothing k""llel tha.t. i, lo~a.li,,,,l a\ the origill ill t,h~ 
corr~la.tion d{~ur'ill, multiplying the AF by il (or eonvoh'ing the \VVD with 
it, FT) will produ~e a.t TFR wit.h 1''''lnred or rem,,,,,,,) 11'<, LuI ,igllal (enn" 
illtad. 
Considerable work h"" gone into dn"cloping kernels which allow thc resulting 
to TFR to still fulJil at least somc oflhe properties mentioned in scct'>on 4.7.1 
while suffidcmly attcnuating tl,., ITs. Smoothing comes al a COSI. howe,"cr: 
the mLo:e smoothing in timc Md/or frcqucney. the P<l<lr<>r tl,., rcsolution in 
timc and/or frequency (Cohen, 1989). Sine", as we havc ""cn, the geometry 











been developed for different kinds of signals: there is no single kernel which is 
optimal for all signals. Many papers have been written comparing the effect 
of different kerne, on various signal types (e.g. Carothers & Swenson (1992), 
Li, Jia & Zhao (1999), Hlawatsch et al. (1995), Buchler & Kollath (2001), 
Kiss & Szatm&ry (2002), Thayaparan & Kennedy (2003), Szatmary, Kiss 
& Bebesi (2003) or Figueiredo et al. (2004)). We follow a similar analysis 
to that of Hlawatsch et al. (1995) - while our synthetic signals mimic the 
nature of our data, we use their method of ambiguity domain analysis to 
establish the effect of the kernel under discussion. 
We divide our discussion into two sections: kernels which allow variable 
degrees of IT attenuation, and kernels which, in most situations, have no 
ITs. Most kernels belong to the Cohen class (Cohen, 1989) or the affine class 
(Rioul & Flandrin, 1992) or both. Table 2 gives a summary of the kernels 
discussed and the properties that they satisfy. In our analysis, we will focus 
on the IT attenuation, noise behaviour and time-frequency resolution of the 
kernels, all three aspects of which are integral to the analysis of our data. 
4.10 TFRs with Variable IT Attenuation 
4.10.1 The Cohen Class 
The Cohen class is defined as the set of all quadratic TFRs that satisfy 
property 4, i.e. are covariant with respect to time-shift and frequency shift 
operations (Cohen, 1989). The Cohen TFRs, C~(t, I), are derived from a 











nTable 2: Kernels and the properties the' satisfy. Name Kernel \li(r, II) Properties 
Wigner-Ville (WVD) 1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8,9. 
Pseudo Wigner-Ville (PWVD) h(~)h*(-i) 1,3,4,5,6, 7a, 8. 




1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. e ~ 
Born-Jordan (BJD) sin(7I"7"1I) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. 
71"7"11 
Cone-Kernel (CKR) g( r) IrISinJ;:II) 3,4,5,7. 
Affine Smoothed Pseudo Wigner- h(;)g(B-;;T) 1,3. 
Ville (ASPWVD) 
Gabor Spectrogram (SPEC) Wh( -r, -II) 1, 3, 4, 5, 10. 












Cx(t, f) = r r t/J(t - f, f - f')Wx(f, f')dt'df' (20) 
1t'11' 
or, equivalently, in the correlative domain, as 
where w( T, v) is the Fourier transform of t/J(t, f). 
Each member of Cohen's class is thus associated with a unique, signal in-
dependent kernel function W(T, v). Properties 1-10 can be expressed as 
constraints on the kernel, and hence used to construct kernels which satisfy 
particular sets of properties; for an excellent review of this method of kernel 
construction, see Loughlin, Pitton & Atlas (1993). 
For any kernel satisfying Property 2 (existence of marginals), Cx(t, f) of 
a deterministic signal corrupted with i.i.d gaussian noise is the sum of the 
noise-free Cohen TFR and the power spectrum of the noise, as was the case 
for the WVD. Thus these TFR estimators are also biased, with the amount of 
3 
the bias depending on the noise level. We also have Cx(t, f) '" Snoi8e(f)~ 
(Posch, 1990). In general, the variance of the TFR will depend on the 
amount of smoothing by the kernel: more smoothing results in a lower 
variance (Williams, 1998). 
In the correlative domain the regions where the kernel W(T, v) is small or 
zero show where ITs will be attenuated, th~ by considering the shape of the 
kernel in the correlation domain, it is relatively clear which kinds of signal 












4.10.2 Smoothed Pseudo WVD 
One method of smoothing the WVD is to use the separable kernel 
(22) 
where g(t) is a time-smoothing window and 1,.(11) (the Fourier transform of 
a time-smoothing window h(t)) is a frequency-smoothing window (Auger et 
aI., 1996). The lengths of the windows g(t) and h(t) control the amount 
of smoothing in the time and frequency domains respectively: a longer 
g(t) gives more time smoothing (and hence worse time resolution), and a 
longer h(t) gives less frequency smoothing (and hence better frequency res-
olution)(Hlawatsch et aI., 1995). The SPWVD satisfies properties 1, 3, 4 
and 5.· 
If the length of the window g(t) is M, then for a deterministic signal cor-
rupted by i.i.d gaussian noise, 
(Flandrin & Martin, 1984). Thus the variance of the SPWVD decreases as 
the length of the time-smoothing window increases. 
Figures 15 and 16 show the SPWVD of the synthetic DN lightcurve, with 
L9 = 50 (200 s) in both figures, but Lh = 50 in the first, and Lh = 300 
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T"' ~J 
FigUle 15, Smoothed l'seudo \Vigner-ViLle di"l·ri\mliOTi 01 ,.-mh~tic D_~ 
light curve, Wilh L. =50 (200,, ), Lh - 50_ 
,',e cannot dlttereni.iai" (he lwo l(jllg period QPO Nmponmta, but in the 
tioTi of th~ iiynthctic ';gnal and th~ ambiguity dom~in repre" .mi,,,-(iOTi of the 
PSWVD kernela oon~aponding to 1.110,"'" """,1 figure>; 15 ".nd ]6_ Sinc~, in 
the iUIlbiguity domain, Ihe Sl'WVD is aimply (he prod"ct, of th ~ AI" of the 
signal and t,h~ ambiguity domain version o[ i,he kernel, "igllal or inklf~r~nce 
terms whid, ar~ pl"C>-Cnt wh~rc the kernel 1.;; ,ern are co",ple v,]y reTTl()Y,,",,_ 
The "'" biguity domain >-hows cl~arly the effect o[ lengl-heTiing iI( t): t,he SP-
WVD kenld 1>""0"'''' wider in th~ ,-dimension, resulting in Ie", ,moothing 
in the ,-dimemion. which corr~,pond;; to l~", smoothing in the frequency 
dimen"ion in the TFR. 
lnterference terms betw,*,n i,he i,wo long_period ('-''''I'Ollellh in figu,"" 1 G "." 











Fig,lTe 16: Snwothed Pseudo 'Vigner-Ville distribution of synthetic DN 
light<'un-e, with L. =50 (21)( .. 1. Lh - 3((1 . 
• 
• 
- - ----- .----- .... ~ 
~. 
~. 
-<000 -"""" -'000 -1000 0 11)(X)~;oo =0 4000 
""'*>'1') 
Fignre 17; Ambiguity function of synt hetic DN light curve. with Sl'\\'VD 
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Figure 18: Ambiguity function 0' synthetic: Dl\- lighh:urve, with SPWVD 
kern"l superilllposed, with L, - C,O (200s), Lh - .100 . 
figurH 1 g, thH int~",ference u.",,,,,, ar~ oomplet..ly att..null.ted. In the ~Illbiguity 
prc·yia".ly not "ttemwtcd by the kcrn~l now occur in " rHgion ,,'hHr~ the 
kernel is .ero. and ale hene<:' c(Ilnp lotcly atknuakd. Smoothing in th~ " 
dimension in the ambigui,y domaill corre"pond, to 'mf~)thillg ill the time 
nal. F igures 21 and 22 'how t.he SPWVD aJJd ambiguity domain analysis 
re"pec,.i..-ely of all iutermittetlt sillusoid of period 100 , . The ,moothing in 
the time domain rc><,,1ts in a SI'WVD that docs not cl~arjy ,ho'" tk begin_ 











Figure 19: Smoot h,,] P,eudo Wigner- Ville dislribUlion of .ynlhetic 0."1 
lightcnrY~ with Lg _ 2,)(j (1~), Lh = 300. 
" "., 
-, • I ~ ... ---- ---- ... * 
"' 
Figur~ 20: Amhigui'y fundi"" of synthetic DN lightcurY~ with SPWVD 












Hgure 21: Smoolh"l Pooenclo \"ig1><'r_ Ville di,tr;but.ian of ;ntcrmilrenl oinu-
",id, wilh Lg 250 (J((I(),j, L" 300, 
Ille "iIm>oid i" perh"p., pr~""'nt far the duration o[ Ihe 'ignal, i<J. ,-""tying 
alnplielHlH. Th.".H are two r~awns for this: ,ignal "'tm" .... hich "honkl not, 
window to emute Ih~1 we have optm'a] fr"<]uency resolution U,e, minimal 
"",oothing), 
VI'. are Ih", p"'ooent"Ci with th~ central ;>8ue that will dog many of ehe htnHb 
t.o , moolh in t ime (and minim",]])' in fr"1uency, if w~ ar" to have sufficient 
fr"'lnHncy r"",,]utionj, but this reoulls in poor eime reo"]ntion, part,icubrly 














Fi&ure 22: Ambiguity fundion of intermittent sinusoid, with SPWVD kernel 
superimposed, with L. 2.'iO (lllO:l), Lh 300 
4.10.3 Choi_Williams Distribution 
Tmwacl of ""ing " ""p"r"ble sIIloothing hlrnel, ""veral kernell haye boon 
developed that depend on the prod"", of T Md l'. Th""" have the generw 
form 
'ii(T,") = f(rv). (23) 
and, sin"" the ITs are atv,nuatwl, the ,esuUing TFR-, "re "')Illeti",,,,, "an"" 
Reduced InterfeI~nce Di"tribuhons (Auger et a!., 19(16). One of Ihe "ar);"st 











tion (CWD) (Choi & Williams, 1989), which is characterized by the kernel 
(27rTV)2 
WCWD(T, v) = exp[- ], 
q 
. (24) 
where q is a positive parameter that jointly controls the smoothing in time 
and frequency (Hlawatsch et al., 1995). A larger value for q gives less 
smoothing, as it results in a broader WCWD(T, v). In fact, as q -+ +00, 
the cwn tends to the WVD. 
The CWD satisfies properties 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8. In particular, the time 
and frequency support properties are not satisfied. Pure sinusoids have 
the ideal time-frequency resolution of the WVD, but all other signals are 
broadened when compared with the WVD (Hlawatsch & Urbanke, 1994). 
Since the CWD satisfies property 2, the CWD of a noisy signal is the sum 
of the noise-free CWD and the power spectrum of the noise, as discussed in 
section 4.10.1. 
The top panel of figure· 24 shows the synthetic signal that we have analysed 
with the CWD; it consists of a two sinusoids, one with period 70s and 
one with period 100s, that overlap in the middle portion of the data set 
for 4000 s. The lower panel shows the CWD of the synthetic signal, with 
q = 100. Reducing q to 0.1, as shown in figure 24, which increases the 
amount of smoothing, does not fully eliminate the ITs; further reductions 
in q have no noticeable affect. 
If we view the signal's AF, with the kernel superimposed as in figure 25, 














Figure 23, CWD of two ,inusoid, (pf'riad. 70" and Ill!) "J, ()v."-l,,pping in 
time from 2()f1() s to 60C10 s, iY = 100. 
Fi~UTe 24: CWO of t,wo NllllSOiill (periods 70 5 and 100 s}. overlapping in 












Figure 25, Ambiguity func tion of CWD kernel with ~ = 0,1, 8uperimp""",i 
on ambiguity function of overlapping sinuooids signal. 
IT"; IT" ",,-curring 011 the IJ- or .,--axis canIlot h~ complet..-ly ~ltenu..wd. 
Theoo ITs are due to either dillerent frequency eompo"~nt" ocenrring at. t,h~ 
""m~ lime (i_ e. for t = 2000 - 6(I()()s in our signal) or componenl. a( t,h~ 
""m~ frequency occurring at dillcrent tiIneB, Ihe former r""ult ill IT~ on t,h~ 
,,-(\.Xis, the lalter iT. on the T->lXi •. Thus for signals such 118 OUl'>, whi~h 
frequently h~"" differen! frequency components occulTing at Ihe same time, 











4.10.4 Born-Jordan Distribution and Cone-shaped Kernel Rep-
resentation 
If we require that the TFRs resulting from the kernels described by equa-
tion 23 preserve finite time- and frequency-support (property 7), then the 
simplest choice for w( T, v) is 
,T. ( ) sin( 7rTV) 
'!I!' BJ T, v = --'----'-
7rTV 
(25) 
which defines the Born-Jordan distribution (BJD) that satisfies properties 1 
to 8. The BJD is the minimum vadance distribution for white noise (Hearon 
& Amin, 1995), but does not allow smoothing of ITs in the frequency di-
rection. Allowing smoothing of the BJD in frequency gives the Zhao-Atlas-
Marks representation (Zhao et al., 1990), also known as the cone-shaped 
kernel representation (CKR), with the kernel 
sin(7rTv) 
WCKR(T, v} = g(T}ITI-:......-....:.. 
7rTV 
(26) 
where g( T} is a window function (Hlawatsch et al., 1995). The CKR satisfies 
properties 3, 4, 5 and 7. Most importantly, it does not satisfy property 1, 
since WCKR( T, v} is zero on the entire v-axis, and hence the CKR's integrals 
with respect to frequency, and over the entire time-frequency plane, are zero. 
It is thus not an energy distribution (in the statistical sense), which is why 













The CKR of a deterministic signal corrupted by Li.d gaussian noise is the 
sum of the CKR of the noise-free signal and D(t, li9), where 
(27) 
and r(T) is the auto-covariance of the noise (defined in section 4.1). This 
means that for white noise, D( t, Ii g) = 0, and the CKR is an unbiased 
estimator (Oh & Marks, 1992). Hearon & Amin (1995) show that of all the 
Cohen TFRs the CKR has the highest variance, and hence the least desir-
able performance in the presence of noise. In addition, confidence contours 
cannot easily be constructed for the CKR since the stochastic distribution 
of the CKR is not calculable from the power spectrum as is the case for 
the other TFRs that obey the energy conservation I1roperty. While these 
issues mean that the CKR is not ideal for our data, we nonetheless include 
an analysis of the behaviour of the CKR, for completeness. 
IT attenuation in the CKR is more complicated that in the kernels discussed 
so far because the kernel does not reach its maximum at the origin, but 
rather at (±TO,O), where TO is determined by g(T) .. Figure 26 shows the 
kernel of the CKR, for window lengths 25, 75, 100 ~d 200, where we have 
used a Gaussian window. The asymmetry evident in figures 26b) and c) 
is due to asymmetric sampling in the T domain resulting in asymmetric 
contours, rather than any inherent asymmetry in the kernel. The position 
of the maximum shifts out along the T-axis as the window length increases. 
Since WZAM(T, v) is zero on the entire v-axis, any signal terms occurring on 
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Figure 2,,: Ambiguity function of the CKH. kernel, for difterent window 
l~nKl·h"_ 
quency oompon~llts in the '1'FR. For component" ",hich arc ch"" in frequ~llcy 
(i .• . """ 0), the atte.u.uation will depend on the time distance between the 
cnmprm.HlCg. If the time distance between components is t = .L'r(), then the 
,'.sulting IT will be amplified, rather than attenuated, Ho",ever, if T. is the 
length ohhe window, th~ll all terms (~iglla.l and H) ",ilh Ir~ > ~'l" ",ill be 
completely suppressed. We "r~ thus r""cd with a dil~mm": incrc""ing the 
length of the window improvc" fn'qu.mcy reooilltioll, btlt ")",,, ",ab" il rnOT~ 
likely that 1'1'" ",-ill be cl~ to (±TG, 0), a.nd h.",,~ ellhrrnc"j (!!lawalsdl ., 
Ill .. 1995). 
Figure 27 sho",,~ the Cl<R of our >lynr,heb: DX li!\ht""""'~' where t.h~ willdnw 











Fig~ 27: CKR of synt hotic DN lightcu""" Lg""2Ml (1000 s). 
Using this "indow length fOT om intermittent sinusoid (Figure 28) gives " 
better result than t he SPWVD; the signal tertrUI are well-defined. and the 
ITs are more a ltenuated. 
Figure 29 shows the effecl of this kernel on a ,;hart-period intermitt.em, 
amplitude modulated signal, tnitnickin~, for =pl~. a DNO of changing 
amplitude. The amount of smoothing in time required to remove tiJ<. low-
frequency ITs in the synthetic DN lighwll!"'ro result in the signal terms of 
the intermittent DNO being completely smoothed. In ""klitioll, the ITs 
are "mplified and smoothed (becall .• e thcy apP"ar near where the kernel is 
maximum iu the correlation domain). resulting in tbe appearance of five 
frequency bands. While this is a somewhal extreme example, it does "how 
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Fij:1.lT<O 2<J: CKR of " jnwJrnitu,Ilt., am plitn<ie modulated sinusoid of period 











4.10.5 The Affine Class 
Affine TFRs are covariant in both translation and dilation, rather than 
translation and frequency shift as is the case for the Cohen class. A general 
affine TFR (Ax(t, aj II)) of an analytic signal x(t) is 
roo roo s t 
Ax(t,ajII) = }-oo}-oo II( : ,ae)Wx(s,{)dscte (28) 
where II(t,lI) is a smoothing kernel. Equivalently, using the AF instead of 
the WVD, we have 
where w({, r) is the ambiguity domain version of II(t, 11). Strictly speaking, 
affine TFRs are time-scale representationsj a is called the dilation or scale 
parameter, and acts as a measure of the frequency since by reducing s the 
support of lIt,s is reduced in time and hence covers a larger frequency range 
(Goswami & Chan, 1999). If we let a' = 110/11, where 110 is the central 
frequency of the analyzing kernel, then an affine TFR can be displayed as 
a time-frequency representation (Rioul & Flandrin, 1992). Since the WVD 
satisfies the scale-invariant property, it is a member of the affine class. The 
Born-J ordan and Choi-Williams kernels can also be used for affine TFRs 
(Hlawatsch & Boudreaux-Bartels, 1992). 
The important difference between affine and Cohen TFRs is that the affine 












are simply shifted or translated, but retain the same 'size' at all frequencies. 
This means that for affine TFRs the time and frequency resolutions depend 
on the scale (or frequency) at which the signal is being analysed, while 
for Cohen TFRs the time and frequency resolutions are the same at all 
frequencies. 
Figures 30 and 31 show the time-frequency plane tiling for a Cohen TFR (the 
Gabor spectrogram, which will be discussed in section 4.11.1) and an affine 
TFR (the wavelet scalogram, which will be discussed in section 4.11.2). For 
affine TFRS, the frequency resolution will typically be better at low frequen-
cies (since the width of the time-frequency box in the frequency direction 
is longer at lower frequencies), while the time resolution will be better at 
higher frequencies (the height of the time-frequency box in the time direction 
direction decreases as the scale or frequency decreases). 
The majority of the affine TFRs, such as the Bertrand (Bertrand & Bertrand, 
1992), D-Flandrin (Flandrin, 1999) and Unterberger (Unterberger, 1983) 
distributions, were developed to analyse wideband mono component signals 
(Gonc;alves & Baraniuk, 1998), and as such are not appropriate for our data, 
which are essentially composed of several components each of which is rela-
tively narrowband. There are however two affine TFRs that are potentially 
useful: the affine smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution, which allows 
variable IT attenuation, and the wavelet scalogram, which does not have ITs. 
Since the kernel depends on the frequency, a correlation domain analysis is 
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Figure 30: Time-frequency plane tiling for the Cohen class Gabor spectro-
















Figure 31: Time-frequency plane tiling for the affine class wavelet scalogram, 












4.10.6 Affine Smoothed Pseudo WVD 
The affine smoothed pseudo WVD (ASPWVD) is the affine counterpart of 
the SPWVD, and is defined as 
1 J 100 T S - t T '" T AASPWVD = - h( - )g(-. )x(s + -2)x (s - -2 )dsdT. 
a -00 a a 
(30) 
where g(t) and h(t) are smoothing windows as in the Cohen case. The 
. ASPWVD only satisfies properties 1 and 3. g(t) and h(t) give a flexible 
choice of time and scale (or frequency) resolution. 
If the length of the window g(t) at scale s is M s , then for a deterministic 
signal corrupted by i.i.d gaussian noise, 
(Flandrin & Martin, 1984). Thus the variance of the ASPWVD decreases as 
the window length increases, as in the case of the SPWVD, but also depends 
on the analysing scale s. 
Figures 32 and 33 show the ASPWVD of the synthetic DN lightcurve, with 
the length of g(t) set to 0 in the first case (no time smoothing) and 80 (320 s) 
in the second (these are the lengths of the window at the largest scale). The 
length of h( t) is 80 in both cases, which was the minimum length needed 
to resolve both QPOs. What is apparent in figure 33, 'Yhen compared with 












Figme 32: AsrWVD of synthetic D:-l" Iightenrve, with Lg = 0 and Lh = 80. 
time smoothing is needoo ro remove the IT in the ASPWVD. However, the 
frequency resolu1ion decrea._ in the APS\VVD ""' the frequency increases 
- the DNO in the APSWVn ;, broader th"n the n'lO in the PSWVD. 
If we now compaIe the effect of the PSW\,D aud APSWVD (with kemds 
chosen to give good time-frequency r"""lutiou for our synthetic DN signal) 
on an intermittent sin\llj()id of period 100 s (figures 21 and 34), we see that 
in the frequency band of imere", the PSWVD maintain. good frequency 
resolution, but has poor time r"""lution. while the APS\\'VD has good time 
resolution (since for affine distributions the time resolution Improyes as t·he 
frequency incre"",,"), but h"" poorer frequency resolution than t·he PSWVD. 
Finally. we oompare the effect. of the CKR and APSWVD on fill intermittent, 
amplitude modulated sinusoidal signal of period 20 s (figures 29 and 35). 
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FigUNl 33, ASPWVD af'yntheric 0"-' lighlcurve, with f g = ~U ,md J' h = 80 
indkidual ~wup, uf =ilIatiollil are vi"ble, but the s~na.l ie 'till dbtarted 
by IT._ Th~ fr"qu~ncy resolution ie about the ,arne far both h,..",l. at thh 
frequency. 
4.11 TFRs with '<0 ITs 
rllere are two TFRs which do nol l'n,,-lu("e IT" if their signal oomponenT..3 do 
nol o,..,rl"p in 1m.,. or frequency (fll,,"·at >eh. 1991): Ihe Gabor evectragram. 
which b" ffif'mber of the Cohen clas" and its .ffine counterparl the w.welet 
ocalogram. The pri", p.tid for Ihe lack of IT. i. ,""",-,lution: ooth these TFRs 
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figure 35: ASPWVD of all illt.ermil.l.ellC, amplil.utle modul",,,,) sinlliOid of 











4.11.1 Gabor Spectrogram 
The spectrogram is traditionally defined as 
CSPEc(t, f) = I L x(t')h*(t' - t)e-i21r/tl dt'I2 (31) 
where h(t) is a a short time analysis window, localised around t = 0 and f = 
o (Hlawatsch et al., 1995). The integral inside the absolute value is called 
the Short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Auger et al. (1996) note that, 
using Moyal's theorem, the spectrogram can be expressed as a smoothing of 
theWVD: 
so the Cohen kernel for the spectrogram is WSPEC = Wh(-r, -1I), which is 
the WVD of the spectrogram's analysis window. This means that the time-
frequency resolution of the spectrogram is dictated by the resolution of the 
analysing window, rather than the analysed signal. Smoothing in the spec-
trogram is thus extensive, resulting in virtually complete interference atten-
uation, but also poor time-frequency resolution (Hlawatsch & Boudreaux-
Bartels, 1992). The choice of h(t) determines the trade-off between the time 
spread and the frequency spread of the smoothing function: time resolution 
is proportional to the time duration of h(t), while frequency resolution is 
proportional to the bandwidth of h(t). The Gabor spectrogram satisfies 
properties 1, 3, 4 and 5, and, for a noisy signal, is the sum of the noise free 












· Williams (1998) shows that the spectrogram, when a rectangular window 
is used, gives the best performance of all Cohen TFRs in the presence of 
non-white noise, as it has the smallest variance. 
Figure 36 shows the Gabor spectrogram of our synthetic DN signal, using 
a Gaussian window of length 500, which allows resolution of the QPO com-
ponents. Each component is clearly visible, and there are no interference 
terms, although some attenuation and smoothing is apparent near the ends. 
Figure 37 shows the spectrogram of an intermittent sinusoid, using the same 
window as in the previous example. We see that requiring good frequency 
resolution has again resulted in poor time resolution. Indeed, as Cohen 
(1989) and Zhao e~ aI. (1990) point out, if one wishes to have accurate time 
and frequency measurements using the spectrogram, two separate analyses 
must be undertaken, using windows of different length. 
4.11.2 The Wavelet Scalogram 
We define the (continuous) wavelet transform of a signal x(t) as 
(33) 
where ""t,o.(s) = 70.""0 (";t) and ""0 is a fixed function, called the ''mother 
wavelet", which has zero mean and is well localized in time and frequency 
(Cohen, 1995; Mallat, 1998). There are clearly an infinite variety of functions 













Fig\lTe 36: Ga.bor Spectrogram of the ,ynt hct ic Df',- _i~h\c llrvH, wi 1.11 willd u", 
length 500. 














which is the wavelet we will use in this section as it has excellent frequency 
resolution. Chapter 5 will give a more detailed introduction to the theory 
of wavelets, and introduce further mother wavelets. 
The wavelet scalogram, ASCALo, is defined as 
ASCALO(t, a) = IT:z:(t, a; (1)1 2 (35) 
which can be written as 
1
00 100 s t 
ASCALO(t, a) = -00 -00 W:z:(s, e)W"'(-a-' ae)dsde (36) 
(Auger et al., 1996), showing that the kemelfor the scalogram is (I SCALO (T, 11) = 
W",(T, 11); the wavelet scalogram is th~ affine counterpart of the spectrogram. 
The scalogram validates properties 1 and 3, and is always positive. Percival 
(1995) shows that the time integral of the wavelet scalogram can be used as 
an unbiased, consistent estimator for the power spectrum, thus for practical 
purposes the wavelet scalogram satisfies the marginal properties. It is also 
the minimum affine variance estimator, and we have ASCALO I'V !SnoiBeX~. 
By varying the width of the mother wavelet, the time-frequency resolution at 












f'igurH :18: \VaveJet ,,:alograTTl of ,ynU'~tic OK lighteu,",,,, with waVdHt 
length 80 
is a Morlet wavelet of lengt h &I (320 s). All component" a", dea<ly visible, 
With this muther wavelet, the intermittent ,inuwid with period llXls is 
,'e'olved ",ell in frequency hm nul time. a, figur~ 39 'haws, II we reduce (he 
width of l,he mathe" wayelet to J5 (140 "), t hen the intermittent sinuwid with 
period 100;, well resolved in time (figure 40), bUl th~ [requ~ncy resolutiun 
is poor, Th~ intermittent, amplitude-modulated ,; nusoid wi t h period 20 " 
i, well ,~,oh-"d in timH - mud, l"dtHr than .... it h t he CKR or ASP\YVO, hut 
ag~in th e f''''luHncy re"ol,,~jon j, P(~)L Wid) t he TTlo~her w"",le( of wid~h 
35 (14lJ '1, t he QPOs in the syn(he l,ic nK lightcurve are s~ill ,,-en re"ol.-ed 
in f,-.,<!Ilency (fig"re 42). hu~ the IpD:'-IO and especially the D:'-IO are nu\. 













Figure ~9: Wll.v~let ,.:~l()!,;mm of iIllermilleIlI "inmjoid, wit,1! l'Iavelel leIlgth 
"'. 
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F igure 41; Wavelet ",,,>.Ingram of high-freql>eney in\erIllilceni "inuwj,L witt 
wavelet length 35. 












'ln~ll"y n>"ol.utkm we r~quiIc at low frequ~nc;,,, to deted QPO" and th~ 
high timH re801"tion ~1. hi gh frequende, needed to study DNO,. which none 
of I.h H ol.he, TFRs have been able to do, but WH IO'H tk good fr~"HTley 
re"",lution 1<\ high fn;( l'lendes , which is not ideal. Ho,,'e,'cr. DcipIat C't at 
(IU92) "ho,,' that (he wavelet scalogr81ll reache, a maximum at the inotan-
tanC'{)us fr~qucney ",'(tl defim,,1 in 'edion 4.u. Thus by finding all lac&! 
maxima in the frcqu~nc}' di ... ";ti",, (whid, w~ will call maximal rielges), we 
e~n el eu>d. the instant aneous fr~qucney. evcn ~t high frequHnci'" where l·hH 
frequency re"ol,,(iou of Ihe wavelet .calogram ;., poor. Fi);ure ·13 "how, th~ 
synthctic D:-< liRhtc" .... e, ~n i<ly'ed "'i l·h a "'lodel· mOl·her wavelet of length 35 
~, in figure 42, ]'ul· wit h the maximal ridW" ofthe .hown Thu , t he w,,,,,,let 
ocalogram, with the ",ldi(io" of n, a,dllial ridges. proddes a good T l'R for 
d l<l.a .'"d, a, OUI> , which consist of component' ""~~'ing ~ WielH ire'lUHucy 
rang~, and requiring hi gh j,jn,e resolution at high frcquenciC'> . 
4.12 Discussion 
We haye im""j,igaled I< number of Tl'R,. ,vi. h th~ aim o£findiTl g a 'TFR "'jlh 
g'~,.J l·ime and frequency r~solution whieh eTl abl "" u8 to elHI""j, = d I<nal:;"" 
D:-<O, and QPO" T he", nre. of COUT'!", rn ~TLy '1u".(h· al)(; 'TFR~ Ih ~1 we h .. ,'e 
not inye8l.i gl<led. \Ve have not discu,sed the Pag'c di"trihuj,ion (Pl<!(e, 19.'12). 
"irlee l·h e ampli l.nde of frequency component>< iTI thi, di'trilmUm' depend' on 
th~ <lumj,ion of Ihe oscillation, which make. int~~']ll'et~ti OTI <liflienlt, and &ig--
nificance l.e8l-ing ~irtually iml~ibl e . TT, in Ihe "hrgenau-Hill distribution 
I<re "hmed. to app<:ar at all .igTLaI fre'lne,,"ie> for a ll l·jme, wher~ the signal 
j, nOll.-~ero, Since the"", 1'1'. are HT",\i""""a1.ed , j,hey ca n appear a" strong' a, 
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Trno r_r 
Figure ,13: Wavelet ,eaJograUl of synthetic DN lightcurve, with wavelet 
length 3[>, anclma:<irnum ridges, 
a Uli,leading appe~rance to the signal terms. 
TFlh (Jther t.i",,, Ih~ qUiillrl<t.ie for"" melltiolled are ~ls.o ~\"aihhl~, ,,~,h 
""' Ihe 1(J(,,ul<lllbiguily fUlldioll of O'Neill &: Fll<udrill (2(101)), ..,.hieh emil' 
bill~' ~lem~nt' of t,he WVD and th~ Af<·. How"nT, lh~ I'h arc ~wn "'O<C 
complicate;:! than the><e of the qua-iratic TFR" and "," 1m"" not pu",u~d 
thl'Se methods. ReassignUlent me thod" which involve post-processing of 
the speetrograUl to improve res.olution, are e_~plored in, for example, Kodera, 
Villedal')" &. Gendrin (1976), HO"'~ver, t.hese r~pr",ent~tions do n(Jt, allow ~n 
were not inv""tiga\",l nll:ther; fo,' ~ g(Jod i"',rodu(~,i(JIl, i"eludi"g exa"'pl"" 
"''' Thayaparan & Kennedy {2003i, Oung & F<xsl><lrg (1998) introduced 












of the instantaneous frequency and bandwidth of the signal to smooth the 
signal, and are best suited to mono component signals, they were also not 
pursued. 
While we have focused our analysis of kernels on ambiguity domain analy-
sis to understand IT attenuation and time-frequency resolution, alternative 
analyses are possible, often relying on the development of appropriate mea.-
sures for time-frequency resolution to choose the optimal kernel analytically. 
We briefly discussed one such measure (the time-bandwidth product); for 
alternative measures, see Stankovic (2001) and references therein. 
With the theory of TFRs behind us, it is insightful to re-examine in greater . 
detail the use of different TFRs introduced in chapter 3. 
Boyd et al. (1995) use the Gabor transform to investigate HD 60435 (see fig. 
7 of Boyd et al. (1995)}. Because they are analysing a specific oscillation 
(11.64 min) they are able to choose an analysis window width which gives 
the required time-frequency resolution in this narrow frequency band. Bel-
loni, Parolin & Casella (2004) also consider a relatively narrow frequency 
band, and are hence able to !l-chieve an appropriate time-frequency resolu-
tion balance. Dolan et al. (1998) gives one of the the few examples of the 
analysis of a transient signal with the Gabor spectrogram, but since the fre-
quency range is relatively narrow, they are able to choose a window length 
which gives the optimal time-frequency resolution for analyzing the signal. 
Figures 1.10 and 1.11 of Buchler & Kolla.th (2001) compare the CWD and 
Gabor spectrogram of a synthetic R Sct light-curve; the higher time and 
frequency resolution of the CWD enable more detailed analysis of the light 












can readily be identified as such with the help of the periodogram, in which 
the true periodicities are clear. 
Kollath & Buchler (1997) compare the (Morlet) wavelet scalogram, Gabor 
spectrogram and CWO for long-term light curves of T UMi and R Sct (Fig-
ures 1 and 2 of Kollath & Buchler (1997)). It can be seen that at higher 
frequencies, the wavelet has better time resolution than the Gabor spectro-
gram or CWO, while overall the CWO has better freqllency resolution than 
either of the other two, but is somewhat distorted by ITs. Buchler & Kollath 
(2001) compare the CWO and Gabor spectrogram of a. synthetic light curve 
of the long-period variable R Sct, giving a good example of how the Gabor 
spectrogram, though lacking I'!s, has poorer time-frequency resolution than 
the CWO. 
Figure 5 of Szatmary, Kiss & Bebesi (2003) shows the wavelet, CWO and 
CKR of T UMi. The CWO and CKR give far bettet frequency resolution 
than the wavelet scalogram, and allow harmonics not. visible in the wavelet 
scalogram to be seen. Because the harmonics are relatively far apart, the 
interference terms, especially noticeable in the CKR, oscillate quickly in 
I 
the time direction; they do not present an interpretational challenge. In 
Kiss & Szatmary (2002),· the better time resolution of the CWO, when 
compared with the wavelet map (Fig. 8 of Kiss & Szatmary (2002)), enables 
the increase in frequency of the main pulsation to be seen clearly. The 
strong interference terms caused by the interaction of the main component 
with its harmonics are not a problem, since they can be easily identified 
i 
as spurious using the periodogram. The good time resolution also allows 
the first harmonic period evolution to be seen in detatI, at higher frequency 












harmonic, which is not visible in the CWD. In Figures 2 to 4 of Buchler, 
Kollath & Cadmus (2004), the CKR is seen to give sharp images for the 
five large-amplitude irregular pulsators under discussion. The fundamental 
period and harmonics are visible; since these are relatively widely spaced in 
frequency, the ITs are easily identifiable. 
The examples above show that if ITs can be identified as such (either by eye 
or with the use of the periodogram, for example) then the CWD and CKR 
are superior to the wavelet scalogram. For our data, however, we cannot 
rely on the periodogram to detect ITs, and so have to ensure by our choice 
of kernel parameters that they are attenuated as far as possible, resulting 
in poor time resolution for the CWD and CKR. This is particularly acute if 
we have to attenuate slowly-oscillating ITs resulting from components close 
in frequency, such as QPO harmonics, since this requires broad smoothing 
in the time-domain. 
Apart from Dolan et al. (1998), the oscillations in the examples discussed 
above are long lived, and time resolution is of lesser importance. For tran-
sient oscillations, such as DNOs and QPOs, we have to have good time 
resolution to analyse them in a meaningful way; this makes the CWD and 
CKR, with kernels chosen to attenuate ITs, less effective for our data. 
As an alternative to the CWD and CKR we have shown that the wavelet 
scalogram, with maximal ridges to compensate for its poorer frequency res-
olution at shorter scales than the CWD and CKR, does not suffer from ITs 
and has the requisite high time resolution at high frequencies. In addition, 
it is a minimum variance distribution in the presence of non-white noise; 












It is this combination of time-frequency resolution attxibutes and desirable 
properties in the presence of noise that makes the wavelet scalogram an 
, 
appropriate TFR for further study as a tool for detecti~g DNOs and QPOs. 
4.13 Software 
A variety of software is available for time-frequency analysis. The figures of 
I 
TFRs in this chapter were generated using the Matlab Time-Frequency Tool-
box, developed by Franc;ois Auger, Olivier Lemoine, Paulo Gonc;alves and 
Patrick Flandrin. It is available at http://tftb.nongnu.org/, and is also com-. 
patible with GNU Octave (available at http://www.gmi..org/software/octave/). 
I 
An Ansi C version is available at http://www-Iagis.univ-lille1.fr/ ... davy/-
, 
toolbox/Ctftbeng.html. 
Some other (open-source) time-frequency packages available on the web in-
clude: 
• WWZ: Fortran and Windows VB.net versions of~oster (1996)'s WWZ, 
available from http://www .aavso.org/ data/software /. 
• TiFr An: a time-frequency package developed, by Z. Csubry and Z. 
Kollath for the analysis of light-curves, available for both Windows 
and Linux systems, at http://www.konkoly.hu/tifran/index.html. 
• WaveLab: a comprehensive wavelet toolbox :for Matlab and GNU 
Octave, available at http://www-stat.stanford.edu/,,,wavelabj. 
• WMTSA: an implementation of the wavelet-b~ed techniques for the 













• Fortran, IDL and Matlab implementation of the continuous wavelet 
transform, including significance testing, based on Torrence & Compo 























5 The Wavelet Scalogram 
We introduced the wavelet scalogram briefly in the previous chapter as one 
method of smoothing the WVD to remove interference terms, and showed 
that, with the addition of maximal ridges, the scalogram provides an ap-
propriate method for analysing our data, which require good time and fre-
quency resolution over a broad frequency range, and well-defined behaviour 
in the presence of noise. In this chapter we give a more detailed description 
of wavelet theory, focusing on practical implementation issues such as the 
choice of analysing wavelet. We then analyse a number of synthetic light 
curves with features similar to those of our data, in order to explore the 
behaviour of the wavelet scalogram in detail. 
5.0.1 Introduction 
We begin with a more traditional introduction to wavelets than that given 
in the previous chapter, following the standard approach of, for example, 
Daubechies (1992), Goswami & Chan (1999) or Chui (1997). 
First, we define a family of functions 
1 (t -b) 'l/J8,b(t) = .;s'I/J0 -8- , 8> O,b E 1R 
where 'l/Jo is a fixed function, called the ''mother wavelet", that is well lo-
calised in both time and frequency i.e. 












for some E > 0 (Cohen & KovaCevic, 1996). 
If we form the scalar product of 1/1s,b and x(t) E lR, then, just as (x, e-iwt ) is 
the continuous Fourier transform (FT), 
1 J t-b Twav(s, bj 1/1) = (x(t),1/1s,b) = Is11/ 2 x(t) 1/10 (-s-)dt, (38) 
gives the continuous wavelet transform (CWT). The main difference between 
the FT and the CWT is that Twav(s, bj 1/1) is a 2-dimensional function of both 
time and frequency, while /(w) is a 1-D function of frequency only. If the 
wavelet function 1/1s,u(t) is complex then the wavelet t~ansform will also be 
complex, so it is useful to define the wavelet scalogram, analogcrus to the 
Fourier power spectrum, as ASCALO(S, bj 1/1) = ITwav(s, bj 1/1)12• We will use 
the terms wavelet scalogram and wavelet spectrum interchangeably. 
s is called the dilation parameter, or the scale of the wavelet, and acts as a 
measure of the frequency of the wavelet, since as s changes, 1/1s,O(t) = I~fl;~ 
covers a different frequency range (Goswami & Chan, 1999). b is called the 
translation parameter as it indicates the location of $e wavelet along the 
time axis. 
The wavelet function at each scale s is normalized to have unit energy: 
, 
where J~oo ItPo(w')12dw' = 1, which enables comparisons between wavelet 
transforms at each scale s and to the transforms of other time series (Tor-












There are several constraints that we can impose on our choice of suitable 
functions for wavelets, over and above the localisation constraints given in 
equation 37. Ideally, for example, we would like to be able to reconstruct 
_x(t) given the wavelet components Twav(a,bj.,p), just as a signal can be 
reconstructed from its Fourier transform components. Since the wavelet 
transform is the 2-D projection of a 1-D function it is redundant, so the 
inverse is not uniquely defined (Fritz & Bruch, 1998). H, howeve~, we im-
• 2 




f(t) = a;l 2' [W""f](a, b).,pa,b(t) : db 
o a -00 
(Cohen & Kovaeevic, 1996). The finite energy constraint implies that both 
"p(0) = 0 and J~: .,p(t)dt = 0, so only (time-localised) oscillatory .,pa,b(t) are 
permissable (Fritz & Bruch, 1998), hence the name wavelet. 
It is helpful to be -able to plot the wavelet transform as a function of fre-
quency rather than scale. Since the peak in the Fourier transform of the 
wavelet, "p(sw), does not necessarily occur at a frequency of s-l, Meyers, 
Kelly & O'Brien (1993) show that for wavelets with a dominant frequency, 
a cosine wave of known frequency can be substituted into equation 38, and 
the scale s at which the wavelet spectrum reaches its maximum calculated. 
Figure 44 shows how wavelets with different time and scale parameters anal-
yse the signal at different parts of the time-frequency plane. Notice that, 
as discussed in the previous chapter, as the analysing frequency increases, 
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Figure 45: Examples of different mother wavelets. 
5.1 Choice of Analysing Wavelets 
There are an infinite variety of functions, both real and complex, which 
satisfy the restriction given in section 5.0.1. Figure 45 shows the Haar, 
Daubechies, Meyer, Interpolating, Morlet and Mexican Hat wavelets. 
The choice of a particular wavelet depends on the signal to be analysed, 
and the type of analysis desired. If the shape of the signal to be detected is 
known, then the wavelet with the nearest matching shape should be chosen 
(Meyers, Kelly & O'Brien, 1993). Considering the often (amplitude modu-
lated) sinusoidal shape of DNOs and QPOs, smoothly oscillating wavelets 












than the abrupt step function of the Haar wavelet, or the spiky Daubechies 
wavelet. 
We noted in section 4.7.1 that the uncertainty principle implies that a func-
I 
tion cannot be arbitrarily well localised in both time and frequency; if Ut 
and Uw are the time and frequency spread 'l/Js,u(t) respectively (defined in 
section 4.7.1), 
(39) 
If Ut and Uw are finite, as is the case for any 'I/J(t) obeying the constraints(37), 
then 'I/J(t) is called a time-frequency window and Twcw(s,b;'I/J) contains the 
information of x(t) in the time window 
[st + b - SUt, st + b + SUt] 
and the frequency window 
1 1 
[-(w - U"-I), -(w + uw )] S . S 
(Goswami & Chan, 1999). 
Different wavelets make different compromises betw~ Ut and Uw , and hence 
between time and frequency resolution. 
An additional consideration is that for complex wavelets, such as the Morlet, 
! 
the phase and amplitude information of the data are separated: amplitude 












is contained in tan-1 [Im{Wn(s)}/Re{Wn(s)}] (Torrence & Compo, 1998). 
This means that complex wavelets have good frequency resolution, but have 
constant power across the time duration of an oscillation, which does not 
enable extrema to be detected. For real wavelets, such as the Mexican 
Hat wavelet, phase and amplitude information is superposed in the time-
frequency plane; they are useful for detecting extrema and discontinuities 
(Percival & Walden, 2000). 
In order to explore fully the behaviour of wavelets we thus investigate two 
smooth wavelets with very different features: the complex Morlet wavelet 
and the real Mexican Hat wavelet. 
5.1.1 The Morlet Wavelet 
Thf;! Morlet wavelet is described by 
(40) 
where TJ = t / s is a non-dimensional time parameter and Wo is the wavenum-
ber (Torrence & Compo, 1998). The Morlet wavelet is a complex exponential 
of .frequency ~, modulated in amplitude by a Gaussian window (Percival 
& Walden, 2000). 















Figures 46 a) and b) show the Morlet wavelet for Wo = 3 and Wo = 7 respec-
tively, from which it can be seen that increasing Wo in~reases the number 
I 
of oscillations in the wavelet. Figures 46d) and e) give the periodograms of 
the wavelets in figures 46a) and b), showing that increasing Wo decreases the 
frequency spread of the wavelet, increasing the frequen~y resolution. Note 
that the Morlet wavelet is analytic (~o(w) = 0 Vw < 0) and hence can be 
used for instantaneous frequency calculation, as will be ldiscussed in section 
5.1.3. 
We have chosen to use Wo = 6 in our analysis, which gives a Morlet wavelet 
I 
which has 5 oscillations. This is the most commonly used value of wo, but 
is also appropriate given the QPO detection criteria wlUch will be discussed 
in chapter 7. 
5.1.2 The Mexican Hat Wavelet 
For real wavelets, the wavelet transform measures the variation of x(t) in a 
neighbourhood of time u, whose size is proportional to s~ale 8. Real wavelets 
have good resolution in the time domain because they lonly produce power 
at times when the signal has an extremum or a sharp discontinuity. They 
I 
can be used to map signal extrema and detect discontinuities (Percival & 
Walden, 2000) 
One of the most commonly used real wavelets is the Mexican Hat Wavelet 
(MHAT), with 
1 1 d 
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Figure 46: a) and b): Morlet wavelet for two different values of woo The 
real part is indicated by a solid line, the imaginary part by a dashed line. c) 
The Mexican Hat wavelet. d), e) and f): Fourier transforms of the wavelets 
shown in a), b) and c). 
where again TJ = t/ s. The equivalent Fourier period for a given scale s is 
211"s 
Period --y'2.5 
The MHAT wavelet is the normalized second derivative of a Gaussian func-
tion; figure 46c) shows the mother wavelet. When compared with the Morlet 
wavelet the MHAT wavelet has good resolution in the time domain, but is 












5.1.3 Maximal Ridges and Instantaneous Fr~uency 
Delprat et al. (1992) showed that, for analytic wave~ets such as the Mor-
let wavelet, IAsCALOl2 reaches a maximum at the instantaneous frequency 
¢/(t) defined in section 4.6, for slowly changing low frehuency signals. A de-
tailed discussion is given in Mallat (1998), who extended the proof to show 
that the ridge algorithm of Delprat et al. (1992) a.lsQ accurately measures 
instantaneous frequency for components changing rapidly at high frequency. 
For a monocomponent signal containing a periodic or quasi-periodic signal, 
the wavelet maxima will form a horizontal line in the ~orlet spectrum at the 
period of the oscillation, called a wavelet ridge. For a signal that has several 
components in different frequency bands, the local (frruency) maxima will 
give the instantaneous frequency in each band. 
In the MHAT spectrum, the wavelet maxima present as points at the times 
of the maxima and minima of oscillations in the signal, at the period of the 
I 
oscillation. While these points do not show the instantaneous frequency, 
they do show the time at which extrema occur, which I we will use as part of 
our method for detecting QPOs, described in chapter 7. 
5.1.4 Cone of Influence 
Since the wavelet is localized in time and frequency" T(s,bj1/J) is affected 
only by the signal around t = b, in a radius that de~ends on the width of 
the wavelet as determined by the scale s. More specifically, each wavelet has 
(compact) support on a finite time interval [-C,C]. [I'he cone of influence 












(t", s) for which x(t') affects T(s, t"j t/J). MaUat (1998) shows that the COl 
is defined by W' - t'l ~ Cs. 
Figure 47, adapted from MaUat (1998), shows the COl ofthe point (t',O). 
Finite data length means that for points near the beginning or end of the 
data set, the support of T( s, bj t/J) thus effectively includes a number of points 
with zero amplitude (Le. points before or after measurement started), and 
therefore has significantly reduced power. Torrence & Compo (1998) define 
the e-folding time for the wavelet as the time-radius at which the wavelet 
power first drops by a factor of e-2 at an edge. The time extent to which 
the decreased amplitude affects the wavelet transform depends on the scale 
of the wavelet and the type of waveletj at shorter scales (shorter periods) 
the effect is 'minimal, while at very long scales, the effect is marked. 
5.1.5 Confidence Contours 
We have assumed that the' noise structure of our data remains constant, 
and is LLd Gaussian, so that we can fit a stationary model to the noise 
continuum using the periodogram (as discussed in section 4.5.1). After 
fitting the appropriate noise spectrum to the periodogram, and choosing 
a particular confidence level for X~, one can calculate the confidence level at 
each scale, since as discussed in 4.11.2, IWn(s)12/(72 '" !PkX~ for complex 
wavelets. For real wavelet IWn(s)12/(72 '" X~ (Torrence & Compo, 1998). 
To check that our assumption of a stationary noise structure for each data 
set was correct, we calculated the best-fit noise-model for sections of each 
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each section were very similar to the model for the complete time series. 
5.2 Implementation 
Torrence & Compo (1998) show that the wavelet transform can be calculated 
quickly and efficiently using 
N-l 
Wn(S) = L: X1c¢*(SW1c)eiw/cnAt. 
1c=0 
(42) 
Rather than use linear scales, we write the scales as fractional powers of 
two: 
Sj = s02j4j ,j = 0, 1, ... , J 
where So is the smallest resolvable scale and J determines the largest scale. 
In practise we are limited in the range of S (or equivalently frequency) by 
the integration time (~t) and the finite length of the data. The highest 
frequency which we can use is the Nyquist frequency (~), which gives an 
upper bound on So. Smaller values of dj give finer resolution; we typically 
use dj = 0.025. 
We have used the Matlab toolbox of Torrence & Compo (1998) as a starting 
point, but have added instantaneous frequency algorithms and confidence 













5.3 Wavelet Examples 
In this section, we examine the wavelet scalograms 9f a variety of syn-
I 
thetic signals, following the example of Szatmary, Vinko, & GaJ. (1994), 
who studied wavelet scalograms of synthetic signals mimicking features of 
I 
LPV lightcurves. We have created synthetic light curVes that test wavelet 
spectrum behaviour for various aspects of DNO and QPO behaviour. All. 
I 
data are 8000 s long, and are sampled at 4 s intervalS, which is the most 
I 
common integration time for our data. 
The colour of the wavelet spectrum at any point indic~tes the amplitude of 
I 
the wavelet spectrum at that point. In the colour map that we have used, 
small amplitudes are blue, medium amplitudes are greeh or yellow, and large 
I 
amplitudes are red; the deeper the red, the larger the ~plitude. Since the 
I 
wavelet scalogram is the square o  the wavelet transform, negative minima 
I 
are converted to (positive) maxima. 
5.3.1 A Simple Sinusoid 
Figure 48 shows the Morlet and MHAT spectra of ~ sinusoid with period 
750 s. Note that while it appears in figure 48 that the Morlet scalogram 
gives the frequency of the oscillation as 725 s, this; is an artefact of the 
logarithmic period scale, which makes it difficult tQ estimate periods by 
eye without magnifying the period range of interest: zooming in on the 
scalograms (figure 49) shows that the period is, in f~t, 750 s. 
The Morlet spectrum shows a narrow frequency band of high power centred 












signal; there is no indication of where the signal reaches local maxima or 
minima. In contrast, the MHAT speCtrum of the same signal shows narrow 
(in the time domain) oval shapes centered at the times of the maxima and 
minima of the sinusoid, but dispersed over a wide frequency range. 
The instantaneous frequency appears as a continuous (black) line in the 
Morlet scalogram at the frequency of the signal. There are several maximal 
ridges at longer periods, but these are relatively short, and are due to the 
finite length of the data. They do not occur in regions of high amplitude 
relative to the amplitude at 750 s. 
Comparing the maxima of the MHAT scalogram (shown as black dots in the 
MHAT scalograms in figures 48 and 49) with the signal, we can see that the 
maximal points show the times (and period) at which the signal reaches an 
extremum. 
The region below the black 'u' in both wavelet spectra in figure 48 shows the 
region in which the edge effects are significant; short periods are relatively 
unaffected by edge effects, but longer periods can be seriously affected. The 
effect is more pronounced in the Morlet spectrum, as the Morlet wavelet has 
larger time support than the MHAT at a given scale, and hence a broader 
COl. 
Figure 48 highlights the different information available from the Morlet and 
MHAT spectra. Using the well-resolved frequency information from the 
Morlet scalogram, and the well-resolved time (or phase) information from 
the MHAT scalogram, we can gain a far more accurate picture of the original 
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Figure 48: :'>lorle( (middle) and Mexican Hal 
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Our data are evenly sampled, but a few sets contain short gaps of at most 
a few hundred seconds. We linearly interpolate between the endpoints of 
the gap, rather than setting the missing points to zero. To investigate the 
effect of gaps, figures 50 and 51 show the Morlet and MHAT scalograms of 
a 100 s sinusoid sampled every 4 seconds; while figure 50 contains no gaps, 
figure 51 contains three gaps, of 16 s, 75 sand 100 s respectively. 
We can again see that due to the larger time support of the Morlet wavelet, 
the Morlet spectrum is more affected by gaps than the MHAT. While at 
short periods, the effect of the gaps is relatively well localised in time in 
both wavelet spectra, at longer periods the effect is pronounced, giving much 
higher amplitudes than the ungappy data at the same period. In the Morlet 
spectrum, the gaps result in many more maximal ridges, at higher ampli-
tudes. 
5.3.3 Frequency Modulations 
Since both DNOs and QPOs change frequency in a variety of ways, it is 
important to have an understanding of how well the wavelet spectra can 
detect these changes. 
Figure 52 shows the wavelet spectra of a sinusoidal signal with period varying 
linearly from 200 s to 400 s. In both wavelet spectra the period of the 
sinusoid is accurately depicted by the maximal ridges/points. 














Figu,e 50: Morlet (middle) and Mexican Hat (bottom) ><:a.\ogr(l.ll:l.S of "" 



















FiguTC .'il: Model (middle) aud 1:[exkm Hal (bottom) scalogram;; of a 
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Figllt~ ,,2; jl,jorl€t (nJiddle) and Mexican Hat (bottom) scalograms of a 












to 300 s at time 4000 s. Away from the change point, the Morlet spectrum 
accurately gives the period of the signal. However, the change in period is 
not abrupt in the Morlet spectrum; rather, it appears to change linearly over 
several hundred seconds. The Morlet spectrum also shows large amplitudes 
at shorter periods near the change point. 
In contrast, the MHAT has only a single maximum between the two true 
frequencies; it accurately refiects the abrupt change in the period of the 
signal. Shorter periods do not appear to be affected by the cha ge in period 
as waS the case for the Morlet wavelet. 
Figures 54, 55 and 56 show sinusoids with periods centred at 600 s but 
varying periodically (at a period of 2000 s); the amplitude of the period 
change is 10 s in figure 54, 20 s in figure 55 and 30 s in figure 56. 
In all three figures, both wavelet spectra accurately track the period change. 
However, in the Modet spectra spurious maximal ridges appear at a period 
of about 900 s when the period of the signal is at a minimum. There is also 
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5.3.4 Phase Jumps 
Both DNOs and QPOs exhibit abrupt changes in phase, so in this section 
we investigate the effect of phase jumps on the wavelet spectrum. 
Figure 57 shows the wavelet spectra of a sinusoidal signal with period 400 s, 
with a single phase change of 0.1 of a cycle (40 s) at 4000 s (marked by an 
arrow above the signal). Both Morlet and MHAT spectra are affected near 
to phase jump, the Morlet more than the MHAT. The phase change appears 
as a brief decrease in period in both spectra, as one would expect since the 
effect of the phase change is to decrease the length of the affected cycle. As 
with the abrupt period change in figure 53, the Morlet spectrum is affected 
at shorter periods near the phase jump. 
Figure 58 shows the wavelet spectrum of a sinusoidal signal with period 
400 s, with a single phase change of 0.4 of a cycle (160 s) at 4000 s (marked 
by an arrow above the signal); figure 59 shows the periodogram of this signal, 
which appears to contain two peaks of different amplitude on either side of 
the correct signal frequency (0.0025 Hz). This' gives an excellent example 
of the use of the wavelet scalogram: in both the Morlet and MHAT spectra 
the true (single) period nature of the signal is visible, at the correct period, 
and the phase change can be seen as the time-localised event that it is. This 
larger phase change has a longer time effect on both wavelet spectra; about 
1000 s for the Morlet wavelet and about 500 s for the MHAT wavelet. 
In figure 60, the signal is again a 400 s period Sinusoid, with 10 evenly spaced 
random phase jumps, with a maXimum jump of 160 s. Here the effect of 
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5.3.5 Amplitude Modulations 
Figures 61, 62 and 63 show a 400 s sinusoid, with amplitude modulated by a 
sinusoid of period 2000 s in the first two figures, and 3500 s in the third. In 
figure 61 the range of the amplitude change is 0.2, in figure 62 it is 0.5 and 
in figure 63 0.8. In all three wavelet spectra the instantaneous frequency is 
found accurately, although as the amplitude modulation increase there are 
additional maximal ridges in the Morlet wavelet at longer periods. In figures 
61 and 62 the MHAT wavelet maximal ridges show the extrema accurately 
in time and period, but in figure 63 the maximal ridges are inaccurate in 
period when the amplitude of the signal is very small. In neither the Morlet 
nor the MHAT spectra is it easy to assess the magnitude of the amplitude 
fluctuation. 
5.3.6 Multi-component Signals 
Figure 64 shows the wavelet spectra of the synthetic DN lightcurve intro-
duced in the chapter 4. While the instantaneous frequency of the Morlet 
spectrum shows the correct periods for the 4 components, the maximal ridges 
in the MHAT are less satisfactory, especially at the short DNO period (25-
30 s) for which the maxima are correctly identified in time, but spread in the 
frequency direction. The MHAT maxima of longest period QPO (750-900 s) 
are the most accurate in period. 
Figure 65 shows a signal consisting of two sinusoids of equal amplitude, and 
periods 400 s and 600 s. The maximal ridges in the Morlet spectrum show 
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Figur~ 6~: Morlct (middle) and ~[exican Hat (bottotlJ) scalogram" of the 











period for both periodicities. The maximal ridges in the MHAT identify 
the maxima and minima in the signal at the correct times, but the periods 
are not correctly resolved; there is only a single line of maxima points, 
fluctuating around a period of about 500 s. 
Figures 66 and 67 both show a signal consisting of the sum of an 800 s and 
a 1200 s sinusoid, with the phase difference between the sinusoids () cycles 
in figure 66 and 0.3 cycles in figure 67. While the periodicities are resolved 
in both Morlet spectra, there is again a slight oscillation in both periods. In 
addition, the Morlet spectrum in figure 67 is badly affected at the ends of 
the signal, where the double period is no longer correctly resolved. 
In both figures the MHAT wavelet does not resolve the two periodicities, 
except at a few times in figure 66. As in the previous example, the dominant 
period appears to be the average of the two true periods. 
Figure 68 again shows a signal that is the sum of two sinusoids, this time 
with periods 900 s and 1200 s. Here, the Morlet spectrum only correctly 
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Figllle G5: "'lorle\. (middle) awl :'>,lexican Hat (bot lom) scalogTaJllS of a signal 
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Figure 57: Morlet (midctl~) and Mexicall Hl<t (huilolll) s('alogram" of a sig11 1<1 
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Figure M: )"Iml ... (middle) and "'erican Hat (bottom) ",alogram. of a ,i!(lli\l 











5.3.7 Noisy Signals 
To investigate the effect of noise on the wavelet spectra, we have constructed 
a pure noise signal, with a red noise power spectrum similar to the noise of 
our data. We used the Time Frequency Toolbox function noisecg, with pa-
rameters Al = 0.4 and A2 = 0.2, which gives complex colored gaussian noise 
bt . ed b . filt' hit . . thro h yl-A!-AI o am y ermg awe gaUSSIan nOIse ug a (I-A1Z(-I)-A2Z{-2» 
second order filter. 
The noise signal is shown in the top panel of figure 69, with the periodogram 
in the lower panel. The top panel of figure 70 shows the log periodogram, 
with the third order polynomial fit, while the lower panel shows the peri-
odogram, with the fitted periodogram and 95% and 99% confidence intervals. 
Figure 71 shows the wavelet spectra of the pure noise signal. In the colour 
scheme we have used, the noise background changes from yellow (i.e. low 
amplitude) at the short periods to red (i.e. higher amplitude) at the longer 
periods, as expected for a red-noise continuum. The blue confidence contours 
indicate where the signal has power above the 95% significantly above the 
level expected from the noise at that period; as expected, even for a pure 
noise signal, there are some regions which are identified as having significant 
power, although they are generally of short duration. While the Morlet 
spectrum shows some maximal ridges at longer periods which appear to 
indicate a periodicity, they are not of significant power. 
In figure 72 we have added the red noise signal to the synthetic DN lightcurve; 
the average amplitude of the noise is 1, while the amplitude of each of the 
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the signal 'components are all correctly detected in the 95% confidence in-
tervals. While the instantaneous frequency of the components is no longer 
as straight as it was in the noise-free case, it is still possible to track the 
period change of the DNO and QPO components accurately. 
The MHAT spectrum is most affected by the noise at shorter periods; the 
extrema of the QPOs are still readily resolved, and occur at the correct times, 
when compared with the noise-free MHAT spectrum. Figure 73 shows the 
periodogram of the noisy DN lightcurve; all signal components are clearly 
visible in the spectrum, although the DNO component is evident only as a 
broad hump between 0.03 and 0.04 Hz. 
Figures 74 and 75 again show the wavelet spectra and periodograms of a 
noisy version of the synthetic DN lightcurve; the amplitude of the added 
noise has been doubled. The components are all visible in both the wavelet 
spectrum and the periodogram, although the 70 s lpDNO does not appear 
as a continuous oscillation of significant power in the wavelet spectrum. It 
is still possible to use the maximal ridges in the Morlet wavelet to find the 
period of the components. The maximal points in the MHAT spectrum are 
not of use at thelpDNO and DNO periods, where the period estimate is 
greatly affected by the noise. However, at the QPO periods, it is possible 
to use them to detect the extrema of the oscillations correctly. 
Figures 76 and 77 show the wavelet spectra and periodograms of the syn-
thetic DN lightcurve, but with noise of amplitude 3 added. Now, detec-
tion of all components is affected by the noise and barely any confidence 
contours identify the 70 s lpDNO. While QPOs only register as above the 
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spectrum still identify the periodicities, and show an unbroken instanta-
neous frequency for each QPO. The DNO appears as a series of significant 
regions linked by maximal ridges; the instantaneous frequency fluctuates, 
and shows breaks. 
In the time intervals where the QPOs are detected about the significance 
level, the MHAT spectrum can be used to identify the extrema, all though 
not as accurately in time as in the previous less noisy examples. 
All components are visible in the periodogram, although there are no  sev-
eral peaks due to noise which are above the 95% confidence level, and one 
that is above the 99% confidence level (at 0.007 Hz (142 s)). However, since 
the 70 s IpDNO is not detected at this noise level, it would not be possible 
to use the Morlet spectrum to identify the 0.007 Hz peak as noise or signal, 
if the true signal periodicities were unknown. 
Figure 78 shows a sinusoidal signal with a basic period of 600 s but modu-
lated in period and amplitude, with period range 580 to 620 s and amplitude 
range of 1 to 1.7. Figure 79 shows the periodogram of the signal, which has a 
main peak at 0.00181 Hz (550 s), and a secondary peak at 0.00165 Hz (620 s). 
The maximal ridge in the Morlet spectrum shows a single continuous com-
ponent fluctuating in period correctly. There are however several maximal 
_ ridges at longer periods, although not at large amplitudes. The MHAT spec-
trum maximal points identify only a single component, and show the period 
fluctuation correctly. 
In figure 80, we have added red noise of amplitude 1.5 to the signal in 
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nal to the noise signal for the first half of the time series only. The large 
amplitude times of the signal are again detected as significant in the Mor-
let spectrum, and during these times the MHAT wavelet correctly identifies 
the (changing) period of the extrema. In the periodogram, while the signal 
is still clearly visible as a peak, there are a number of noise spikes with 
amplitudes above 99% confidence level. 
5.4 Discussion 
In this chapter we have given a detailed introduction to wavelet theory, 
including a discussion of the features of different types of analysing wavelet 
and the factors that need to be considered when choosing an analysing 
wavelet. We concluded that smooth, sinusoidally varying wavelets are most 
appropriate for our data, and chose to investigate both the complex Morlet 
and real MHAT wavelets in greater detail, since the Morlet wavelet is ideal 
for frequency estimation, while the MHAT wavelet can be used to analyse 
extrema and discontinuities. 
We have shown that the maximal ridge algorithm of Delprat et al. (1992) 
gives accurate values for the'instantaneous frequency of a multicomponent or 
time-varying signal when the Morlet wavelet is used, and that the maximal 
points of the MHAT spectrum can be used to accurately measure the time 
at which extrema occur in a signal .. The Morlet spectrum does sometimes 
show maximal ridges at frequencies other than the true signal frequency, but 
the amplitude at which these ridges occur is usually significantly lower than 
the the true signal amplitude. If confidence contours are used, then there is 
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Gaps in the data affect the Morlet spectrum more than the MHAT spec-
trum. However, since our data rarely show gaps, we have not focussed on 
addressing this issue. For data with significant gaps the WWZ, discussed in 
chapter 3, should be used. 
We investigated the effect of phase jumps, where again the Morlet spectrum 
is seen to be more affected than the MHAT spectrum. However, the maximal 
ridges can still be used to estimate the instantaneous frequency, even when 
10 phase jumps were included in an 8000 s test sinusoid. The maximal points 
in the MHAT wavelet are also still an accurate estimate of the extrema of 
the signal in the presence of phase jumps. 
Amplitude modulations do not seem to affect the ability of either wavelet 
spectrum to detect the period of a signal significantly. We investigated the 
ability of the Morlet and MHAT .spectra to resolve two close periodicities, 
and found that for long period components (>1000 s), the minimum period 
difference that can be resolved is about 300 s, although the relative phase 
of the components can affect this. For multicomponent signals, the MHAT 
spectrum is most useful for components with periods greater than about 
100 s, for which it can be used to track the extrema. 
We constructed a pure noise signal with a red noise periodogram similar to 
that seen in our data, which we added to various signals to test the ability 
of the Morlet spectrum, with confidence contours, to detect periodic compo-
nents in the presence of noise. We showed that even when the signal-to-noise 
ratio is 0.5, we are still able to detect signal terms. Both the maximal ridges 
and maximal points can be used to measure the instantaneous frequency 












Overall, we have shown the Morlet and MHAT wavelet prfvide complemen- . 
I 
tary ways of viewing non-stationary, multi-component d~ta with signal-to-
noise .ratios less than 1. This builds on previous work in asttonomy, discussed 
I 
in chapter 3, which focus on signals that are less intermittent, have higher 
I 












6 Empirical Mode Decomposition 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we showed that wavelet analysis, with the addition of 
confidence contours and wavelet ridges, can be used to detect non-stationary 
signals in noise. We would like to be able to analyse the amplitude behaviour 
of the detected signals in greater detail than the wavelet spectrum allows. 
An alternative decomposition of the signal into 'meaningful' frequency bands 
is given by Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), which is a useful adjunct 
to wavelet analysis as it allows detailed measurement of the amplitude of 
components. 
In this chapter we introduce the theory of EMD, and investigate the EMD of 
the synthetic signals introduced in the previous chapter to gauge its useful-
ness for our data. We also carry out Monte C.arlo simulations to investigate 
the effect of noise on the amplitude of the EMD components. We conclude 
with a discussion of possible uses for EMD. 
EMD has been used in astronomy, primarily in solar astrophysics, where 
it has been used to analyse the sunspot cycle (Astley, Komm & Howe 
(2004), Li et al. (2007) and Xu et al. (2008)), solar coronal oscillations 
(Terradas, Oliver & Ballester, 2004) the heliospheric magnetic field (Smith, 
Zhou'& Ruzmaikin, 2006) and rotation residuals of the solar convection zone 
(Komm, Hill & Howe, 2001). It has also been used in geophysics to inves-
tigate variations in stratospheric ozone and temperature (Ruzmaikin et aI., 
2007), the Earth's magnetic field (Roberts, Yu & Russel, 2007) and coastal 













Huang et al. (1998) developed this method to decompose,multi-component 
data into a set of functions for which a meaningful instantaneous frequency 
can be defined everywhere, called Intrinsic Mode FUnctiOns (IMFs). It is 
assumed that the data have at least two extrema (one maximum and one 
minimum) and that the characteristic time scale (of each IMF) is defined 
by the time lapse between extrema. This does require that the data are 
oversampled sufficiently that the extrema are well-defined (Rilling, Flandrin 
& Gon~alves, 2003). If the data contain no extrema, only inflection points, 
then differencing the data once or more will reveal the extrema, and the 
final results can be obtained by summing the components. 
To extract the IMFs from the original data, a sifting process is followed: 
1. All local maxima are identified, and an upper envelope, ~(t) is 
constructed by interpolating between the local maxima with a cubic 
spline. The procedure is repeated for the local mfnima, forming a 
lower envelope, emin(t). Figure 84 a) shows ernaz(t) (red) and emin(t) 
(green) for part of the synthetic DN lightcurve discussed in section 4; 
the data is shown as a thin black line. 
2. The mean ml(t) of the upper and lower envelopes is calculated: 












3. By subtracting m1(t) from x(t) the first IMF, hl(t), is calculated: 
Figure 84 b) shows hl(t) for the synthetic DN data. hl(t) contains the 
finest scale or shortest period component of the data; in the case of the 
synthetic DN lightcurve, it consists of the 25 - 30 s DNO component. 
4. The process is repeated, using m1(t) as the new data, until the ex-
tracted mean is monotonic. Figures 84 c), e) and g) show successive 
iterations of the the sifting processing, using the mean calculated in 
the previous iteration as the input for the next iteration. Figure 84 
d), f) and h) show the extracted IMFs: they correspond to the 70 s 
IpDNO, and the 375 - 450 sand 750 - 900 s QPOs respectively. 
The time series is thus decomposed into n IMFs and a residual, mn(t) which 
is either the mean trend or a constant: 
n 
x(t) = L hj(t) + mn(t) (43) 
j=1 
6.2.1 Implementation 
In order to find the extrema necessary to fit the splines, the second derivative 
of the data is needed, which requires second differencing of the data. This 
decreases the Nyquist frequency and the resolution at which the data can 
be analysed. To compensate for this, we interpolate between points so that 
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Figure 84: EMD of synthetic DN light curve. Thin bIJck lines indicate 
the data,. thick black lines indicate the fitted mean. Red Unes indicate the 
fitted maximum enveloped, green lines indicate the fitted mhrlmum envelope. 
Dotted lines indicate the oscillations added to constrain the spline curves at 
the beginning and end of the data .. 
original data set. 
Unless the spline ends are correctly constrained, they have a tendency to 
propagate unwanted oscillations into the envelopes, affecting the calculated 
mean, and hence the decomposition. To constrain the splinEj ends accurately, 
I 
we have added ",5 oscillations at each end of the time seties, constructed 
to bring the splines gradually to zero. The oscillations min1c the behaviour 
of the data near the end, ensuring that the splines do not oscillate wildly. 
In Figure 84, the oscillations added at the beginning of e~h iteration are 
indicated by dotted black lines. 
Ideally, hl(t) should be an IMF. However, a gentle slope *ay be amplified 












ordinates, so the sifting process is repeated at each step using hI as the 
input until the extracted signal is an IMF. The usual criterion for stopping 
is when the number of extrema equals the number of zero crossings (Huang 
et al., 1999). An additional constraint sometimes used is that the mean of 
the upper and lower envelopes has to be 'close' to zero, for some thresh-
old. Rilling, Flandrin & Gon~a1ves (2003) have extended this to include 
two thresholds: one criterion to ensure globally small fluctuations from the 
mean, and one to allow locally large deviations from the mean. However, 
we have not found this necessary for our data. 
6.3 Testing 
EMD is a signal-dependent adaptive technique which often requires numer-
ical experiments to understand its properties, as theoretical analysis is sel-
dom possible. Rilling, Flandrin & Gon~alves (2003) show that even for 
a pure tone, EMD may not extract the single mode correctly if the sam-
pling period is insufficient. They also give an empirical relationship for the 
minimum distance necessary between frequencies for them to be correctly 
resolved. Flandrin, Rilling & Gon~alves (2004) show that the EMD of noisy 
signals can act as a dyadic filterbank, similar to wavelet analysis; based on 
this, Flandrin, Gon~alves & Rilling (2004) discuss the selection of true sig-
nal modes from noisy decompositions, and the construction of confidence 
intervals for the extracted modes. In this section we investigate the EMD 
of several of the synthetic signals introduced in the previous chapter, and 














Figure 85 shows the EMD of a sinusoid of period 100 s, ;With three gaps of 
lengths 20 s, 60 sand 100 s respectively, which have been linearly interpo-
lated over. hI, the first IMF, contains the signal; the amplitude is correct 
i 
except near the second gap .. The second and third IMFs, h2 and h3, have 
significant amplitude only near the second gap. The final four IMFs contain 
very low amplitude long period oscillations; this is typica~ of the EMD of a 
finite length time series with non-zero mean. It is interesting to note that 
the third gap, which is the longest, is accurately repreSented in the first 
IMF, and does not affect other IMFa. We conclude that gaps in the data 
can result in apparent transient oscillations near the gaP1 and hence EMD 
of gappy data must be analysed with care. 
6.3.2 Frequency Modulation 
We wish to check that a frequency modulated signal is d,composed into a 
single signal IMF, rather than different IMFs covering different frequency 
bands. Figure 86 shows the EMD of a sinusoid with period ~hanging linearly 
I 
from 200 s to 400 s; the signal is correctly extracted in the firSt IMF, hI, while 
, 
the remaining 5 IMFs contain only very low amplitude tren;d like behaviour. 
Similarly, in figure 87, the first IMF contains the signal i(a sinusoid with 
period changing abruptly from 200 s to 300 s.) at time ~OOO s, while the 
remaining 5 IMFs contain low amplitude trend informati$. The EMD of 
a sinusoid with period with period given by 600 + 30 cos( :~) is shown in 
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Figure 85: Empirical Mode Decomposition of a sinusoid with period 100 S, 
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Figure 86: Empirical Mode Decomposition of a sinusoid with period chang-
ing linearly from 200 s to 400 s. 
IMFs contain low amplitude trend information. 
6.3.3 Phase Jumps 
Figure 89 shows the EMD of a sinusoid with period 100: s, with a phase 
jump of 160 s at time 4000 s. The first IMF contains the signal, while the 
remaining 4 !MFs contain trend information, and low ampliitude oscillations 
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Figure 87: Empirical Mode Decomposition of a sinusoid with period chang-
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Figure 88: Empirical Mode Decomposition of a sinusoid with period with 
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Figure 89: Empirical Mode Decomposition of a 100 s sinusoid with a phase 
jump of 160 s at time 4000 s. 
In figure 90, we show the EMD of a 100 s sinusoid with 10 random phase 
jumps. While the first IMF captures the majority of the signal, near the 
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Figure 90: Empirical Mode Decomposition of a 100 s sinusoid with 10 ran-
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Figure 91: Empirical Mode Decomposition of a 400 s sinusoid with amplitude 
1 + 0.8sin(iroo). 
6.3.4 Amplitude Modulation 
Figure 91 shows the EMD of a 400 s sinusoid with amplitude modulated by 
1 + 0.8sin(~). The first IMF contains the signal, with the correct ampli-
tude; the remaining 5 IMFs contain trend information. It can be seen that 
even when the splines are constrained using characteristic oscillations added 
at the ends, the extracted mean can show fluctuations; this is particularly 












6.3.5 Multiple Components 
Figure 92 shows the full EMD of the synthetic DN signal, dl~(:USSed in section 
6.2. For a signal such as this, with no noise and components well spaced 
in frequency, EMD works very well: the first four IMFs C()ntain the DNO, 
the IpDNO and the two QPOs respectively. However, for signals containing 
two components that are close in frequency, EMD does not always correctly 
decompose them into meaningful components. Figure 93 shows the EMD of 
a signal consisting of two sinusoids, with periods 400 s and 600 s respectively. 
The first IMF contains an amplitude modulated version of the true signal, 
while the second and third IMFs consist of low amplitu~e versions of the 
400 s and 600 s components respectively. 
6.3.6 Noisy Signals 
So far we have considered only the decomposition of noise-nee signals. How-
I 
I 
ever, since all our data are noisy, we need to guage the effect of noise on 
the accuracy of the decomposition. To estimate the error in the EMD of 
their signal, Komm, Hill & Howe (2001) construct realizations of their time 
series which they use for Monte Carlo simulations. Each point in each re-
alization is drawn from a distribution with mean given by the value of the 
true data point, and standard deviation given by the measurement error. 
They find that the realization and the original IMF components are in good 
agreement. 
We use a different Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the effect of noise on 
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Figure 93: Empirical Mode Decomposition of a signal consisting of two 
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':r bl 3 A t d d d . t' n for Monte Carlo simulations a e : verage s an ar eVla 10 
Noise· Average IMF Average 
Amplitude Amplitude std 
0.1 0.96 0.14 
0.2 0.91 0.19 
0.3 0.87 0.26 
0.5 0.82 0.27 
0.8 0.75 0.30 
1.0 0.72 0.34 
1.2 0.70 0.36 
viation of the average IMF. It is clear that as the noise level increases, the 
average IMF increasingly underestimates signal amplitudej for signals with 
a high noise level, we can expect that the IMF will give an underestimate 
of the signal amplitude. 
6.4 Uses for EMD 
While Huang et al. (1999) originally developed EMD as a means of decom-
posing signals prior to Hilbert analysis, we use the IMFs resulting from EMD 
directly, either for prewhitening or amplitude analysis. Here we give a de-
scription of its use for prewhiteningj several detailed examples of amplitude 
analysis with EMD are given in chapter 7. 
6.4.1 Prewhitening using EMD 
As mentioned in section 4.2, it is often necessary to prewhiten astronomical 
data to ensure that they are stationary prior to further analysis. EMD 
provides an efficient way of prewhitening data which do not display a strictly 
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Figure 95: RU Peg s1674: Raw and fitted data. 
adequately removed using fitted sinusoids. 
Figure 96 shows the empirical Mode decomposition of the raw light curve 
of RU Peg, run s1674. While the top 5 IMFs clearly contain oscillatory 
information, the bottom 5 IMFs contain the trend information. By summing 
the latter, a good fit to the trend can be achieved; figure 95 shows the 
raw data and the fitted trend. Subtracting this trend prewhitens the data, 
ensuring stationarity of the mean. 
EMD can also be used to remove eclipses. Figure 98 shows the EMD of 
U Gem s1679. Once again, the lower IMFs contain information about the 
long-term change in the light-curve, this time due to the eclipse. Figure 97 
shows the raw data and the fitted eclipse found by summing the six longest 
period IMFs. The prewhitened data show less residual influence from the 
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In this chapter we introduced Empirical Mode Decomposition as a method of 
adaptively decomposing a multi-component time-series into its constituent 
modes. We investigated the effect of decomposing signals with frequency 
and amplitude modulations, phase jumps and gaps and carried out Monte 
Carlo simulations to estimate the accuracy of the amplitude of the extracted 
signal IMF, for a sinusoidal signal buried in red noise. We found that as the 
noise level was increased, the amplitude of the extracted IMF was less than 
the amplitude of the true signal. While this provides an avenue for further 
research, to find a way to correct for the decre~ amplitude, we have chose 
in the remainder of this work to use the amplitude given by the EMD without 
correction, baring in mind that the true amplitude may be somewhat larger. 
We also discussed the use of EMD as a means of prewhitening tiIlle series 























7 Application of Time-Frequency Techniques to 
Four Cataclysmic Variables 
In this chapter we apply the wavelet and EMD techniques discussed in the 
previous two chapters to quiescent and outburst lightcurves from four CVs: 
RU Peg, U Gem, TY PsA and VW Hyi. Our purpose is threefold. Firstly, 
since all of these runs have been analysed in detail previously, we see how 
previously detected DNOs and QPOs appear in the wavelet scalogram, and 
hence build up a set of criteria for objectively detecting QPOs using the 
wavelet scalogram. We then use these criteria to see if there are QPOs in 
the VW Hyi data which have not been identified by the old methods and, 
finally, we investigate the non-stationary behaviour of all DNOs and QPOs 
detected, using both the wavelet scalogram and EMD. 
This chapter is important for establishing the reliability of the new tech-
niques (by checking that all previousl  identified DNOs and QPOs are iden-
tified by our techniques), and provides an opportunity to compare the in-
formation provided by the new techniques with that elicited by standard 
techniques such as the Fourier Transform and O-C curves. 
7.1 RU Peg 
RU Peg is a dwarf nova with an orbital period of 8.99 h. The four runs 
analysed here were taken on consecutive nights in November 1975 when 
RU Peg was at outburst maximum (Robinson & Nather, 1979). Details 
of the individual observing runs are given in Table 4; a preliminary report 












T hI 4 RU P Ob a e : eg t' D tails serva 10n e I 
Run Number HJD Start Int time Run Length 
+2440000 (s) (bJ) 
s1674 2721.64 4 2.9rr 
s1677 2722.56 4 3.8~ 
s1680 2723.56 4 3.~1 
s1683 2724.56 4 3. 7 
QPOs detected are given in Robinson & Nather (1979)1' The data were 
obtained with the 2.1 m telescope at McDonald Observatbry using the Mc-
Donald high-speed photometer (Nather, 1973) and were Idndly provided by 
Ed Robinson. As we did not have data on a comparison Istar, the data are 
scaled arbitrarily. 
7.1.1 81674 
Figure 99 shows the wavelet spectrum of run s1674 of au Peg, the first 
light curve in which QPOs were identified, by Patterson bt al. (1977). The 
I 
-50 s QPOs are clearly visible in the Morlet wavelet spectrum as little 
• i 
islands of high power (within 95% confidence contours~ at around 50 s. 
I 
They are most coherent from 3000 s to about 6000 s, when the DNOs at 
12 s begin. Two IMFs of s1674 are shown in figure 1bo; the IMF with 
I 
average period 12 s shows the DNOs, while the 52 s IM~ shows the QPOs. 
The 12 s IMF confirms that the DNOs show a huge increase in amplitude 
from about 0.002 mag to 0.006 mag, starting from about!6000 s. It appears 
I 
that the QPOs decrease in coherence from the start of the DNOs. The 
! 
mean amplitude of the QPOs is about 0.004 mag, r~ng from 0.002 to 
O.Olmag. Power spectra of times 0 to 3000 s, 3000 .to 6000 s and 6000 to the 












(55 s) and 0.019 Hz (53 s) are most coherent from 3000 s to 6000 s, where 
they show well defined peaks significantly higher than the 99% confidence 
level, with the 0.016 Hz and 0.019 Hz being the most prominent. The MHAT 
spectrum is not useful for analysis of oscillations at these short periods. 
7.1.2 81677 
The wavelet spectrum of run s1677 is shown in figure 102. Again it appears 
that when the DNOs are strongest, the QPOs are least coherent. The peri-
odogram of the entire run is shown in figure 103, where the QPOs are seen 
as a broad hump of power between about 0.015 Hz and 0.022 Hz. Analyzing 
the run in sections does not resolve the peaks; it appears that the QPOs are 
changing frequency frequently; this is confirmed by the Morlet spectr~, 
which shows that the instantaneous frequency is changing constantly. The 
mean magnitude of these QPOs is about 0.004 mag. 
7.1.3 81680 
The Morlet wavelet spectrum of s1680, shown in figure 104, shows several 
significant bands of power at around 750 s. However, the maximal points for 
these oscillations in the MHAT spectrum show that the period of these os-
cillations is changing dramatically, precluding their identification as QPOs. 
The 50 s QPOs are visible in patches, but are clearly very incoherent, which 
is supported by the periodogram (figure 105), which again shows a broad 
hump between 0.016 Hz to 0.022 Hz. The mean amplitude of the QPOs is 
0.003 mag, ranging from invisible to 0.005 mag. The DNOs are only visible 













The periodo~am in figure 105 shows a n~ber of closJ, similarly-spaced 
, I 
significant peaks between 0.012 Hz and 0.21 Hz; the top ~anel of figure 106 
I 
shows a close up of this region of the periodogram, which is typical of a 
I 
source showing stochastic flickering. In the lower three panels of figure 106 
we show the periodograms for the first, second and third 1100 s of the run. 
Notice that, apart from the peaks due to the QPO betwrn 0.017 Hz and 
0.2 Hz, the significant peaks in the full periodogram are dre to flickering at 
different times in the run; they do not represent reprodu9ible periodicities. 
While peaks due to QPOs can recur from night to night i~ a narrow period 
range, peaks due to stochastic flickering do not. 
7.1.4 s1683 
I 
The QPOs in run s1683 are again highly incoherent (figure 107), with a mean 
I 
I 
amplitude of 0.003 mag. It also appears that, apart from the ",50 s QPOs, 
there are oscillations at about 120 s. This is supported by Ithe periodogram 
(figure 108), where there is a hump of power between O.OO~ Hz and 0.01 Hz. 
This may be an example of period doubling. Again, there is power at about 
I 
750 s, but this is not resolvable into even a quasi-periodic 9scillation. 
I 
Robinson & Nather (1979) noted that s1677 is the only run which showed 
I 
clear power at the QPO period in the periodogram. We reprpduce figure 2 in 
Robinson & Nather (1979) in 109; note that here the periodpgram is plotted 
as log (power) vs frequency. We note that in all four runs, rusing amplitude 
as the ordinate (rather than log (power» , with the confidenc~ leVels from the 
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Figure 101: Lightcurvc of three sections of RU hI\" run s1574, with peri-
odograms below each section In the peri()d<wam~, the red line indicate~ 
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Fignre 104; Wavelet "ml..(y"i" of "10&1. The ,·~d line indicate. the ~'timated 
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Run Number Int time Run Length 
(s) (hrs) 
s1676 2 3.26 
s1679 3 4.12 
s1682 4 4.40 
s1685 4 2.64 
s1691 4 4.30 
7.2 UGem 
U Gem is a dwarf nova with an orbital period of 4.25 h. The data analysed 
here were taken on consecutive nights in November 1975, 13-18 d after an 
outburst that reached a maximum on 1975 October 22, and were first anal-
ysed in Robinson & Nather (1979). Details of the individual observing runs 
are given in Table 5. The data were obtained with the 2.1 m telescope at Mc-
Donald Observatory using the McDonald high-speed photometer (Nather, 
1973), and were kindly provided by Ed Robinson. As we did not have data 
on a comparison star, the data are scaled arbitrarily. 
7.2.1 s1676 
The ",73 s second oscillation seen in run s1676 is visible in the wavelet 
spectrum (figure 110); it appears that over the course of the run the period 
increases from about 64 s to 90 s, but the period often changes abruptly, 
as mentioned in Robinson & Nather (1979). The periodogram (figure 111) 
shows many peaks between 0.012 Hz and 0.016 Hz which fall above the 99% 
significance level. The 98 s IMF in figure 112 shows the IMF corresponding 
to the 70 s QPO; the average amplitude is about 0.004 mag, with a maximum 













shows some evidence of power at about 32 s, particularly 5000 s and 8000 s, 
although with very low coherence, as seen in the 49 s ~F in figure 112. 
There is also evidence of power of low coherence at about 1160 s. 
7.2.2 81679 
I 
Figure 113 shows the wavelet spectrum of run s1679. It ils similar to that 
of run s1676, with relatively incoherent oscillations occurriflg at about 90 s, 
with a mean amplitude of about 0.005 mag. Again, there is evidence of 
i 
I 
power at about half the 90 s period, at about 50 s, but this is very incoherent 
(although there is a significant peak in the· power spectrum. at this period -
see figure 114). Note that ~hile the wavelet s ectra are of the pre-whitened 
data (eclipse removed) we have shown the light curve of the raw data, as 
i 
we wish to investigate whether or not the oscillations ch.8.nge during the 
eclipse. The same plotting is used for runs s1682, s1685 ~d s1691. The 
137 s IMF, shown in figure 115, corresponds to the 90 s ~PO, and shows 
i 
that the amplitude of the QPO appears to increase slightly during the eclipse 
i 
occurring between 8000 s and 9500 s, while the period inc~eases slightly as 
well. Once again there is some evidence of power of low coherence at about 
160s, especially prior to the eclipse when the bright spot is in view. 
! 
7.2.3 81682 
The wavelet spectrum of run s1682 is shown in figure 116. frhere appear to 
be two time scales - about 80 s and about 160 s - at which power is present, 
but they show low coherence. The amplitude of the 80 s QJo (as identified 












just before eclipse. As the bright spot comes into view, from about 9000 s 
to the start of the eclipse at 13000 s, the oscillations become larger and even 
less coherent - this can be seen clearly in the 100 s IMF (see figure 118). 
The periodogram of the complete run, shown in figure 117, has a broad 
hump between 0.012 Hz and 0.016 Hz, with a prominent peak at 0.014 Hz, 
corresponding to the 80 s QPO. The power seen in the previous two runs 
at 160 s is again present, increasing in amplitude when the bright spot is in 
maximum view. 
7.2.4 s1685 and s1691 
Figure 119 shows the wavelet spectra of run s1685. While there is clearly 
power present in the 60 to 180 s range, it is seldom resolvable into a narrower 
frequency range. The amplitude appears to decreases during eclipse (see 
figure 121), however, there is another range of decreased amplitude, from 
7000 to 8500 s, which does not occur during an eclipse. A similar pattern is 
seen in s1691. In neither run are QPOs of any coherence detected. 
Robinson & Nather (1979) differentiate between the QPOs found in runs 
s1679 and s1682, which continue to be present during eclipse, and flickering 
from the bright spot, seen in runs s1685 and s1690, which disappears during 
eclipse. However, in both of the latter cases, the amplitude of the flickering 
during eclipse appears to return to the level prior to the bright spot coming 
in to view. It is therefore possible that the flickering due to the bright spot 
is occurring on a similar time scale to the relatively coherent QPOs, which 
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Figur~ 113: Wavel~t analysi. of s1679. Nole Ihal the wavelet ftMly,i, i, of 
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Figure 119: Wa~let aIl3l)1<i. of s1685_ Note that the "'a,""let ftnalysis is of 
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Figure 120: Periodogrllffi of U Gem 81685 
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7.3 TY P8A: run 83412 
This light curve was taken in September 1984, using the UCT photometer on 
the 40" telescope at the Sutherland site of the South African Astronomical 
Observatory, when the dwarf nova TY PsA was in normal outburst. TY PsA 
showed DNOs large enough to be seen directly in the lightcurve, which was 
first analysed by Warner & O'Donoghue (1989), who also found a .....,245 s 
QPO. Warner & Pretorius (2008) re-analysed the run, and found a DNO 
with period roughly 38 s, but with many rapid changes in period and phase. 
We use wavelet analysis and EMD to attempt to gain details on the period 
and amplitude changes of the DNO, to test the efficiency of our methods at 
relatively short periods. Since there was a gap in the data, we analyse them 
in two separate sections; figures 125 and 126 show the wavelet spectrum of 
each section. While the first section shows only hints of the possible DNO, 
it is clearer in the second section, together with the .....,245 s QPO which 
is clearly visible, especially in the second half, and a .....,500s modulation. 
It is clear that the DNO has very low coherence, and changes amplitude 
frequently. The MHAT spectrum shows the extrema of the 245 s QPOs; 5.5 
cycles are present. 
Figures 127 and 128 show the IMFs capturing the DNOs. The periods shown 
are the average period of the DNO for the section under consideration; table 



























Figure 126: Wavelet aualy"i" of second pan of 83412. 











Table 6: DNO Periods 1Tli -' in TY_Ps, run s3412. 
Time since start (s) Period (s) Amplitude (mag) 
First section, starting HJD 7.25149 
50 - 300 38.5 0.016 
650 - 850 29.2 0.009 
1250 - 1500 27.0 0.01 
Second section, starting HJD 7.280101 
100 - 300 41.7 0.01 
700 -950 32.3 0.01 
1350 - 1500 34.5 0.006 
1700 - 1850 36.9 0.012 
2250 - 2500 35.5 0.011 
2700 - 2900 38.5 0.012 
3300 - 3500 28.4 0.005 
3500 - 3700 31.3 0.01 
4100 - 4400 45.1 0.007 
4500 - 4650 35.7 0.01 
4700 - 4800 30.0 0.006 
03412 -II DNOo 
~~ , 0.01 P_"34.50 
1-0.0: 
-o.~ 200 400 800 800 1800 1200 1400 
~~." J3Mo , 0.01 p" 38.110 
l-o~: 


















7.4 VW Hydri 
VW Hydri is an SU UMa dwarf nova with an outburst time scale of the order 
of 28 days (Warner, 1995a). Since it is circumpolar at the Sutherland site 
of the South African Astronomical Observatory, and is relatively bright (9-
13 mag), VW Hyi presents an extended season for maximum time-resolution 
observation. In addition to quiescent observations, many observations have 
been made selectively towards the end of out burst as the star returns to 
quiescence specifically to study DNO and QPO behaviour (Warner & Woudt, 
2006a), and several groups of runs taken on consecutive nights allow for the 
study of persistent or evolutionary phenomena across nights. Since VW 
Hydri exhibits many of the DNO and QPO phenomena observed in dwarf 
novae, it provides a handy single star from which much about the entire 
class can be learned. 
Our VW Hyi data are from the UCT archive, and have been previously 
analysed in Woudt & Warner (2002a), Woudt & Warner (2002b), Warner, 
Woudt & Pretorius (2003), Warner & Woudt (2006a) Pretorius, Warner & 
Woudt (2006) and Warner & Pretorius (2008). Details of the individual 
observing runs for outburst and quiescent observations are given in tables 
7 and 8 respectively. All observations were taken at the Sutherland site 
of the South African Astronomical Observatory, using the 20", 40" or 74" 
telescope as indicated. Data acquisition for observations on the 20" and 40" 
telescope up to and in~luding run s5248 used the UCT photometer (Warner 
& Nather, 1971); subsequent runs on this telescope and the 74" were made 
using the University of Cape Town CCD (0 'Donoghue, 1995) operating in 












observations made with a B filter are marked with an lfterisk. 
I 
VW Hyi outbursts can be divided into four groups: superoutburst, long nor-
I 
mal outburst, medium normal outbursts and short normal outbursts (Woudt 
& Warner, 2002a). The RASNZ VW Hyi data, spann~ng 1972-2004, have 
I 
been used to construct average outburst profiles (figufe 129), onto which 
each outburst observation can be placed (Woudt & Warner, 2002a). Each 
observation is thus assigned a phase (column 'Start' in ~bles 7 and 8), rela-
tive to the arbitrary T =0 d (column 'T=O' in tables 7 and 8) of the template. 
We have assigned quiescent observations a phase relatite to T =0 d of the 
next outburst, as we have several quiescent observations occurring a few 
days before an outburst for which we also have data. 
i 
We first analysed each run and noted how the QPOs ~reviously detected 
in the run appeared in the Morlet· and MHAT spectra. We found that all 
previously detected QPOs were visible in the Morlet spectrum, with power 
above the 95% confidence level and a single continuo~ instantaneous fre-
I 
quency line. Using the MHAT spectrum, we counted thJ number of extrema 
(given by the maximal points) which occurred during the time span of the 
confidence contour, and found that while 3 cycles (6 maximal points) were 
sometimes sufficient to have been identified as a QPO 'lin the periodogram 
(e.g. run s0030), usually 5 or more cycles were present: We thus defined a 
QPO as at least 5 cycles (10 maximal points in the MHAT) at power above 
the 95% confidence level (on the Morlet spectrum), or; 6 significant cycles 
spread over two confidence contours at similar frequenJ. We only deviated 
! 
from this definition :when there was a clear triplet of, QPOs with funda-
mental, first and second harmonic, and one of these contained less than 5 
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Figure 129: Averaged outburst profiles for the four different types of out-
burst seen in VW Hyi. Solid line indicates superoutburst, dashed line indi-
cates long normal outburst, dash-dot indicates medium normal and dotted 












the instantaneous frequency from the Morlet spectrumi to find the (average) 
period of the detected QPO. 
While it would have been possible to combine the confidence contours and in-
stantaneous frequencies from the Morlet spectrum with the maximal points 
from the MHAT spectrum into a single spectrum, we chose simply to work 
with both spectra. While the MHAT wavelet was less hseful in our analysis 
of RU Peg, U Gem, and TY PsA, in our analysis of VW Hyi, as outlined 
above, it played a crucial role. 
Table 9 summarizes the details of each oscillation det~cted in our analysis; 
we include the run number, the type of outburst; the start and end times of 
each oscillation (in seconds from the beginning of the rk), the period of the 
oscillation at start and finish (in seconds), and the ayerage amplitude (in 
i 
magnitudes) as measured from the IMF. Oscillations showing non-monotonic 
period changes were analysed in monotonic sections .. For oscillations with 
I 
periods > 100 s the number of cycles observed is included. DNOs are clas-
sified as fundamental (DF), first(D1) or second harmonic(D2) or IpDNOs 
I 
(DL). DNOs with periods between 70 and 120 s may ~e either fundamental 
period DNOs, or IpDNOs; we have decided to categofize all DNOs in this 
, 
period range as IpDNOs. DNO-related QPOs are classified as fundamen-
tal (QF), first(Q1) or second harmonic (Q2) or sub~armonic(QS). QPOs 
that do not appear to be DNO-related are classified as QU, and QPOs from 
quiescent light curves are classified as QQ. The second I last column, 'Prey?', 
indicates whether the oscillation had been detected in previous analyses ('y') 
or not ('n'), and the final column includes comments. ' 












and groups of runs of particular interest; in the following chapter we use the 
results from our analysis to investigate the nature of DNOs and QPOs in 
VWHyi. 
7.4.1 Runs s0018, s0019, s0026 and s0030 (mid-fall to return to 
quiescence ) 
These four runs were taken on consecutive nights, and span a long normal 
outburst from T = -0.23 to T =3 d. 
In addition to the 20 s DNO and 75 s IpDNO seen by Woudt & Warner 
(2002a), Warner, Woudt & Pretorius (2003) and Warner & Woudt (2006a) 
in sOO18, we find, in the Morlet spectrum (Figure 130) shows significant 
power at 346 s near the beginning of the run, which is resolved as 4 cycles by 
the MHAT spectrum. Later in the run three cycles at 286 s have significant 
power. Unfortunately the oscillations are divided between two !MFs (see 
figure 131), making further analysis difficult. This is the earliest observation 
of DNO-related QPOs in normal outburst. There is also evidence of power 
at about 128 s, but this is not resolvable into a coherent oscillation. 
The 75 s IpDNO is difficult to see in the Morlet spectrum, and the IMF shows 
that the amplitude is changing rapidly. The 0.009 mag 20 s DNO in sOO18 
is only clearly visible in the Morlet spectrum for about a thousand seconds, 
in contrast to the 0.02 mag 30 s DNO in s0019 (see figure 132), which is 
clearly visible throughout; both DNOs, however, are clearly visible in the 
periodogram. The 514 s QPOs of s0019 (Warner & Woudt, 2006a), when 
viewed with the Morlet and MHAT spectra, resolves into three separate runs 












Table 7: VW Hyi: Outburst observation8 from the beT archive. Run8 
k d 'th t' k ak B fil I mar e WI an as en8 were t en USlnJl; a ter. 
Run Telescope Length Int Outburst! HJD Start T=O T Start 
(hr8) time (8) Type I +2440000 (d) (d) 
80018 20 2.04 2 L I 1572.52 1572.75 -0.23 
80019 20 4.30 5 L ! 1573.44 1572.75 0.69 
80026 20 3.32 5 L I 1574.50 1572.75 1.75 
80030 20 6.92 5 L 1575.47 1572.75 2.72 
80110 40 2.47 2 Suver 1662.30 1677.20 -14.90 
80111 40 0.97 2 Super , 1662.41 1677.20 -14.79 
80112 40 2.31 2 Super 1662.48 1677.20 -14.72 
, 
80122 40 2.56 5 Super 1675.33 1677.20 -1.87 
80124 40 1.84 5 Super 
I 
1676.37 1677.20 -0.83 
80127 40 3.77 4 Super 
I 1677.29 1677.20 0.09 
80129 40 1.86 5 S I 1691.30 1690.20 1.10 
80480 40 1.73 5 Super 2017.38 2022.65 -5.27 
80484 40 3.91 4 Super I 2023.31 2022.65 0.66 
81277 40 1.78 4 M I 2352.39 2354.20 -1.81 
81307 40 1.33 4 M I 2354.39 2354.20 0.19 
81322 40 4.91 4 M 2355.39 2354.20 1.19 
81571 40 1.99 4 Super I 2402.32 2403.40 -1.08 
81616 40 2.27 3 Super I 2404.31 2403.40 0.91 
82241 40 2.63 5 Super; 2758.41 2770.00 -11.59 
82243 40 1.65 5 Super i 2759.40 2770.00 -10.60 
82623 40 3.60 5 M 3515.30 3514.60 0.70 
82911 40 3.14 4 L I 4934.43 4937.10 -2.67 
82915 40 0.73 4 L i 4937.28 4937.10 0;18 
82917 40 2.18 4 L I 4939.49 4937.10 2.39 
83078 40 1.95 4 Super • 5323.34 5328.50 -5.16 
83416 40 1.19 2 M I 5967.55 5967.00 0.55 
85248 40 4.66 5 M i 8202.36. 8201.75 0.61 
86138J 40 2.09 4 M I 11898.28 11897.85 0.43 
86138JI 40 3.90 5 M , 11898.43 11897.85 0.58 
86184 40 1.68 5 L 11957.28 11957.25 0.03 
86316 40 5.72 5 L 
I 
12354.24 12353.95 0.29 
86528J 74 5.81 4 L 12520.22 12519.65 0.57 
86528JI 74 4.18 5 L I 12520.47 12519.65 0.82 
87222J* 74 3.61 4 Super I 13007.31 13006.40 0.91 
87222JI* 74 3.03 4 Super • 13007.46 13006.40 1.06 
87301 40 2.94 5 M I 13087.24 13086.10 1.14 
87311* 74 5.41 4 M , 13139.19 13138.95 0.24 
87342 40 3.07 5 M I 13155.19 13154.90 0.29 












'E hI 8 VW H . Q . t bse t' fro the UCT hi a e : LyJ.: Ulescen 0 rva lOns m arc ve 
Run Telescope Length Int HJD Start T=O T Start HID Next 
(hr) time (s) +2440000 (d) (d) +2440000 
s0073 40 2.83 5 1648.25 1613.00 -28.95 1677.2 
s0077 40 4.11 5 1602.44 1580.00 -10.56 1613.00 
s0085 40 1.67 5 1604.44 1580.00 -8.56 1613.00 
s0093 40 3.33 5 1605.45 1580.00 -7.54 1613.00 
sO 102 40 1.31 5 1657.33 1613.00 -19.87 1677.2 
s0105 40 1.80 2 1660.29 1613.00 -16.91 1677.2 
s1414 40 2.89 4 2384.30 2370.00 -19.10 2403.4 
and amplitudes of 0.05 mag. 
Run s0026 (figure 133) shows a 0.04 mag 1042 s QPO persisting throughout 
the run, and s0030 (figure 135) shows a 1124 s QPO of similar magnitude, 
hut a comparison of their !MFs (figures 134 and 136) shows that the QPO 
of run s0030 is far less coherent than the previous night's. These two QPOs, 
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Figl1re 137; Wavelet analysis of sQ()93. 
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7.4.3 Runs s0102, s0105, sOl10, s0111, sOl12, s0122, s0124 and 
s0127 (a few days before and spanning superoutburst) 
Runs s0102 and s0105 were taken during quiescence, some four to five days 
before the start of a superoutburst. In both, a strong oscillation with first 
harmonic is seen; in s0102 at 833 s with 1st harmonic at 411 s and in s0105 
at 530 s with first harmonic at 260 s. The amplitude of the fundamental 
is 0.029 mag in s0102 and 0.026 mag in sOl05, while the first harmonics 
have amplitudes of 0.035 mag and 0.037 mag respectively. In both cases, 
the oscillations are present for part of the run, and completely absent for 
part; the nature of the data changes quite significantly (see Figure 139). 
The usefulness of the time definition of the MHAT wavelet is apparent: the 
durations of the oscillations can be seen clearly, allowing FTs of only the 
relevant parts to be calculated. 
Runs s0110, s0111 and s0112 were taken on the same night during the rise 
to supermaximum (T =-14.90 d), and essentially consist of a single long run 
with short gaps; the only oscillation is a 300 s oscillation visible in the first 
half of s0111, with amplitude 0.007 mag (figure 140). 
Runs s0122, s0124 and s0127 are taken on consecutive nights during decline, 
from T = -0.83 to 0.09 d. In addition to the 410 s QPO seen in Woudt & 
Warner (2002a) in s0122 we also see a 909 s oscillation persisting throughout 
most of the run, especially prominent in the last half (figures 141 and 142). 
sOl24 is oscillation-free, but s0127 exhibits a plethora of phenomena. The 
Morlet spectrum in figure 143 clearly shows the 27 s DNOs, increasing in 
period over the duration of the run to 34 s. There are also suggestions 
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the rllll The 4,,0 " ClPO round by Warner & 'Vouclt (2006<11 is d~arb-
visible in thr.,., 17'-'''1'' with I,..riod, of 4.)4 s, J9~ s and 4A7 sand amplitLlde. 
0.02 mag, O.W mag alld 0.W7 Ill"!,; r""p"cliveiy (fig Llre 141). In addition 
t.h.,,-~ is ~videnc~ of 8, 12,,0 S o5Cill8,tion , changing to 1075, aft~I 8000 ":-C<.lnd". 
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7.4.4 Runs s1277, s1307 and s1322 (beginning, middle and end 
of medium normal outburst) 
Runs s1277, s1307 and s1322 were taken at T = -1.81, 0.19 and 1.19 d 
respectively, spanning a medium normal outburst. s1277 shows no obvious 
oscillations. 
In addition to the 18 s DNO found by Woudt & Warner (2002a) in s1307, 
there is some evidence in the Morlet spectrum of power at about 32 s (which 
would be the fundamental frequency of ~he DNO) - see figure 145. The fun-
damental (500 s), first (250 s) and second harmonic (145 s) QPO frequencies 
are also visible at \'8l'ious times (figure 146). The Morlet spectrum of run 
s1322 (figure 147) shows the 0.01 mag 28-32 s DNOs and 0.02-0.05 mag 
420-476 s QPOs mentioned in Warner & Woudt (2006a), as well as possible 
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7.4.5 Runs s1571 and s1616 (begInnIng and end of decline after 
superoutbur:rl) 
R."n' s1.,71 and ,1616 were tru..en two day' apart, at the heginning and end 
of return to qui"",ence alter a superouth11rst, at T _ -1.081 and 0.912 d 
respe<:tiyely. Woudt &; Warner (2002a) filt1nd a po"'ihl~ 1151 " QPO in 
d571. which i, clearly yi,ible in th~ wayelet (fi!(Ure 149) and two IMFs 
(figure 150), increasing in amplitude from 0.005 to 0.011 mag. A 694 s, 
0.0.1 mag qpo appears t~dee in ,1616, M well "" " 1282 , 0.05 mag QPO 
lor the first hall, aTwI 7 cycle, "I 33:) , QPO at 0.02 mag. givillK a triplet 
of QPO fundamentaL first 3Ild second harmonic. There is also evidence of 
an 87, 0.01 mag ",,,,illation near the end of the mn; thi. may be eith~r "" 
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s0129 is a good example of the wavelet spectrum's use in detecting oscilla-
tions of low coherence. In addition to the DNO (either DF or IpDNO) at 
93 s identified by Woudt & Warner (2002a), there is evidence of power at 
about 33 s throughout the Morlet spectrum (see figures 153 and 154) as well 
as three runs of QPOs with periods 578 s, 658 s and 714 s, and amplitudes 
of 0.02 mag. The most coherent run lasts for only 5 cycles (MHAT spec-
trum, figure 153). Neither the 33 s nor the QPOs are visible in the power 
spectrum. 
7.4.7 82241 
Run s2241 was taken during superoutburst, and shows unclassified QPOs 
(Woudt & Warner, 2002a) with a period of about 700 s that are only ap-
parent during superhumps (see figure 155). In figure 156, w&<show the raw 
lightcurve of s2241, showing the superhumps, with the duration of the QPOs 
marked. The MHAT spectrum enables us to see clearly where the oscilla-
tions begin and end, and for how many cycles they last. There is some 
evidence for a first harmonic at about 350 s, but this may be due to the 
non-sinusoidal profile of the QPOs. 
7.4.8 82623 
Figure 157 shows the wavelet spectra of run s2623. The ",24 s DNO can be 
seen clearly throughout in the Morlet spectrum, with discontinuities as well 












from 1000 to 833 s, tracks the decrease in DNO period change from 25 to 
23 s, (from time 4000 to 9000 seconds) where the DNO has a discontinuity, 
jumping to 27 s, and the QPO fundamental disappears completely. The 
400 s QPO first harmonic is present for several cycles before 9000 s, but also 
disappears abruptly when the DNO period jumps. The 250 s QPO second 
harmonic, which is present throughout, does not appear to track the DNO. 
7.4.9 86138 
s6138 was analysed in two sections (figures 158 and 159), as the run con-
tained a large gap and change in integration time. In both parts, in addition 
to the 25 s DNO first harmonic and _ 350 s QPO first harmonic found by 
Warner & Woudt (2006a), we see evidence in both the Morlet and MHAT 
spectra of the QPO fundamental (at 667 s in the first half, and 769 s in the 
second half) and the QPO subharmonic (1030 s and 1450 s). Figure 160 
shows this QPO triplet appearing in the second half of the run. 
7.4.10 86184 
In the Morlet spectrum in figure 161, in addition to the DNO that changes 
from 24 s to 27 s over the course of the run, and the 80 s IpDNO, three 
sections of an -400 s oscillation can be seen, although it is of low coherence. 












from 1000 to 833 s, tracks the decrease in DNO period change from 25 to 
23 s, (from time 4000 to 9000 seconds) where the DNO has a discontinuity, 
jumping to 27 s, and the QPO fundamental disappears completely. The 
400 s QPO first harmonic is present for several cycles before 9000 s, but also 
disappears abruptly when the DNO period jumps. The 250 s QPO second 
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to the 25 s DNO first harmonic and '" 350 s QPO first harmonic found by 
Warner & Woudt (2006a), we see evidence in both the Morlet and MHAT 
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From the detailed discussion above, it is apparent that wavelet analysis 
and EMD are powerful tools for detecting both coherent and incoherent 
oscillations across a broad frequency range, for signals with a low signal-to-
noise ratio. 
The Morlet and MHAT spectra can be used'in together to detect oscillations 
of only a few cycles «5) (eg s1307, s6138 and s6184); it is this feature that 
we have used to identify QPOs objectively against criteria based on the 
appearaIice of QPOs identified in previous analyses, as discussed in section 
7.4. We have added some 62 QPOs to the existing 44 of VW Hyi using this 
method. 
For low amplitude coherent oscillations at short periods (ie < 50 s), it is no 
surprise that the periodogram is still the best means of detection. However, 
EMD can be useful in these situations for investigating possible amplitude 
changes in the oscillation. For oscillations in this range that have phase 
changes or gaps (e.g. 80129, s1307, s6528), the Morlet spectrum can be 
used to determine the structure of the oscillation, but only for amplitudes 
> 0.005 mag. The Morlet spectrum can also be used to detect short period 
oscillations of low coherence, which are not visible in the periodogram (e.g. 
80129). 
Coherent oscillations with periods greater than 800 s (eg 80127, s0484, s1322, 
s6138) fall in a region of the periodogram that often shows considerable 
noise in CV data, making differentiation between signal and noise difficult, 












the noise continuum helps with the identification of possible QPOs in both 
the periodogram and the Morlet spectrum; even in the case of U Gem, 
where the QPOs are seen in the periodogram only as a broad hump of low 
power, correct modelling of the noise continuum enables accurate detection. 
EMD can then be used to provide details on the profile of the oscillation, as 
these are often non-sinusoidal. We find that the average amplitudes found 
from the IMFs are in good agreement with those published in the literature 
for relatively coherent QPOs, but tend to be somewhat larger than the 
published amplitudes for more incoherent QPOs. This is unsurprising, as 
the published amplitudes are calculated from the periodogram, which will 
underestimate the amplitude of an incoherent oscillation. Our amplitudes 
therefor give a new lower bound on the true amplitudes of QPOs, since, as 
was discussed in chapter 6, the presence of noise decreases the estimated 
amplitude in EMD. 
The time resolution of the MHAT spectrum enables groups of spikes in 
the periodogram to be resolved, e ther as a single oscillation with discrete 
period changes (e.g. s0019), or (along with the Morlet spectrum) as multiple 
simultaneous oscillations of similar period (e.g. s2915, s2623, s3416 and 
s1322). 
The wavelet spectra have also enabled us to develop far more detailed knowl-
edge of the temporal behaviour of DNOs and QPOs. While the QPOs in 
s2241 had been observed previously, the wavelet spectra show that they 
only occur during superhumps, which was not previously known. We also 
observed further links between DNO and QPO behaviour, such as period 












Table 9: Table of QPOs detected in VW Hyi. 
Name Type Osc·start Osc end Cycles Pstart Pend Mag Class PreY? Comments 
s0018 L 650 1900 4 346 346 0.008 QF n 
s0018 L 1000 2000 75 75 0.007 OL y 
soo18 L 1500 2500 20 20 0.009 OF y 
soo18 L 3600 4600 3 286 286 0.007 QF n 
soo19 L 0 0 30 32 0.02 01 y 
soo19 L 1600 3200 3 487 487 0.05 Q1 y 
soo19 L 3500 6250 7 370 400 0.04 Q1 n 
soo19 L 5300 10000 20 20 0.02 02 y 
80019 L 5300 10000 4 510 510 0.05 Q1 y 
80026 L 0 
-
0 12 _1042 1042 0.04 QU y-
-
sOO3O L 10000 0 3 1124 1124 0.04 QU y 
s0111 Super 150 1300 4 307 307 0.007 QU n 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles Pstart Pend Mag Class Old? Comments 
s0122 Super 0 5000 12 409 409 0.005 QU y 
s0122 Super 2000 8000 7 909 909 0.003 QU n -
s0127 Super 0 2400 27.9 28.7 0.02 OF y 
s0127 Super 1000 7000 5 1250 1250 0.03 QS n 
s0127 Super 2000 5000 7 454 454 0.02 QF y 
s0127 Super 3600 4800 29.3 29.3 0.02 OF y 
s0127 Super 5100 8200 29.7 30.5 0.03 OF y 
s0127 Super 6000 8200 5 498 498 0.02 QF y 
s0127 Super 8000 11000 3 1075 1075 0.03 QS n 
s0127 Super 9100 12000 32.2 32 0.015 OF y 
s0127 Super 10000 12000 4 487 487 0.037 QF y 
sOl29 S 0 2500 33.5 33.5 0.02 02 n 
s0129 S 0 2500 4 578 578 0.02 Q1 n Implied first harmonic 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles Pstart Pend Mag Class Old? Comments 
s0129 S 2000 3500 93 93 0.03 .OL y OF in Warner- may be 
OL 
sOl29 S 3000 5000 3 658 658 0.02 Q1 n Implied first harmonic 
s0129 S 3500 5000 93 93 0.019 OL y OF in Warner - may be 
OL 
sOl29 S 5000 8000 33 33 0.02 02 n 
sOl29 S 5000 8000 4 714 714 0.02 Q1 n Implied first harmonic 
s0484 Super 0 4000 30 32 0.02 01 y 
80484 Super 0 300p 2.5 1282 1282 0.05 QF y 
80484 Super 0 12000 5 2857 2757 0.05 QS n 
s0484 Super 2900 00f)() - -68 68 0.009- OL y 
s0484 Super 4000 6500 37 37 0.02 01 y 
80484 Super 4900 7500 6 488 488 0.03 Q1 y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc 8tart Osc end Cycles P start Pend Mag Class Old? Comment8 
80484 Super 5000 14000 7 1325 1325 0.05 QF y 
s0484 Super 6500 12000 34 34 0.02 D1 Y 
s0484 Super 8000 14000 11 530 530 0.03 Q1 Y 
81307 M 0 1000 2 500 500 0.01 QF n 
81307 M 750 3000 31 31 0.005 DF n 
81307 M 750 3000 5 250 250 0.005 Q1 n 
81307 M 1500 3000 18 18 0.005 D1 Y 
81307 M 3500 4000 18 18 0.005 D1 Y 
81307 M 3500 4500 38 38 0.005 DF n 
81307 M 3500 4500 5 175 175 0.01 Q2 n 
81322 M 0 4000 31 31 0.01 D2 Y 
81322 M 0 2500 11 357 357 0.05 Q2 n 
81322 M 3000 6000 4 476 476 0.05 Q2 Y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles Pstart Pend Mag Class Old? Comments 
s1322 M 6000 10000 29 30 0.01 D2 y 
s1322 M 6000 10000 8.5 465 465 0.05 Q2 y 
s1322 M 10000 12000 32 32 0.01 D2 y 
s1322 M 12000 16000 28 31 0.01 D2 'y 
s1322 M 12500 15200 6 420 420 0.02 Q2 y 
s1571 Super 0 0 5.5 1170 1170 0.005 QU y 
s1616 Super 0 2500 5 694 694 0.03 Q1 n Implied fundamental 
s1616 Super 0 5000 4 1282 1282 0.05 QF n Implied fundamental 
s1616 Super 6000 8000 87 87 0.01 DL n 
s1616 Super 6000 8000 7 333 333 0.02 Q2 n Implied fundamental -
r low CoherenCe DNOs-
visible in periodogram 
s2241 Super 0 2000 3 714 714 0.02 QU y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles P start Pend Mag Class Old? 
T I Comments 
s2241 Super 5500 9400 5 740 740 0.02 QU Y 
s2243 Super 0 0 75 75 0.002 OL Y 
s2623 M 0 2000 22 22 0.015 02 Y 
s2623 M 0 2000 5 408 408 0.02 Q1 Y 
s2623 M 1000 2500 6 244 244 0.03 Q2 Y 
s2623 M 2000 4000 25 25 0.014 02 Y 
s2623 M 4000 6000 24 24 0.014 02 Y 
s2623 M 4000 9000 3 1000 833 0.005 QF y Implied fundamental 
s2623 M 5000 7000 7 263 263 0.036 Q2 Y 
s2623 M 7000 10000 13 253 253 0.035 Q2 Y 
s2623 M 7000 10000 6 500 500 0.02 Q1 n 
s2623 M 7500 10000 26 27 0.021 02 Y 
s2623 M 10000 12500 25 27 0.019 02 Y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Oscend Cycles P start Pend Mag Class Old? Comments 
s2623 M 10000 12500 4 416 416 0.007 Ql n 
s2915 L 700 1500 4 250 250 0.006 Ql n 
s2915 L 1500 2500 20 20 0.011 Dl y 
s2915 L 1800 2300 2 250 250 0.006 Ql n 
s3078 Super 0 7000 14 14 0.004 DF y 
s3078 Super 400 6000 90 90 0.002 DL n 
s3078 Super 2000 4000 4 183 183 0.004 QF n 
s3078 Sup~r 5500 6500 4 182 182 0.002 QF n 
s3416 M 0 1000 25 25 0.017 Dl y 
s3416 M 0 1000 4 270 270 0.026 Q2 n 
s3416 M 1200 2500 27 27 0.015 Dl y 
s3416 M 1200 2600 4 350 350 0.06 Ql y 
s3416 M 2600 4200 27 27 0.017 Dl y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles P start Pend Mag Class Old? Comments 
s5248 M 0 4000 36 36 0.02 D1 y 
" 
85248 M 0 0 96 96 0.02 DL n 
85248 M 500 4000 6 454 454 0.08 Q1 n 
s5248 M 4000 8000 40 40 0.005 D1 y 
s5248 M 4000 8000 5 694 694 0.07 QF n 
85248 M 5500 13000 5 1030 1030 0.05 QF y 
s5248 M 5500 13000 3.5 2000 2000 0.06 QS y 
s5248 M 8000 16000 40 40 0.005 D1 y 
86138-1 M 0 3000 25 25 0.01 D1 y 
~ 
86138-1 M 0 2200 25 26 0.01 Dl y 
86138-1 M 0 2200 7 317 317 0.02 Q1 n 
86138-1 M 0 3000 3 1030 1030 0.03 QS n 
86138-1 M 3200 5000 3 667 667 0.05 QF n 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc 8tart Osc end Cycles I P start Pend Mag Class Old? Comment8 
s6138-1 M 3300 5000 26 28 0.01 01 y 
. 
86138-1 M 3300 5000 3 370 370 0.06 Q1 n 
s6138-1 M 5000 7300 28 28 0.005 01 y 
86138-11 M 0 3000 28 30 0.005 01 y 
86138-11 M 0 5000 70 70 0.02 OL y 
86138-11 M 5000 14000 30.6 30.6 0.007 01 y 
s6138-11 M 5000 14000 13 344 392 0.04 Q1 y 
86138-11 M 6000 14000 5 1450 1450 0.02 QS n 
s6138-11 M 7000 14000 11 769 769 0.04 QF n 
86184 L 0 1000 24.8 27.8 0.02 OF y 




370 370 0.01 QF n 
86184 L 1000 2300 26 26 0.014 OF y 
86184 L 1800 2300 83 83 0.01 OL y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles P 8tart Pend Mag Class Old? Comments. 
86184 L 2300 3000 26 26 0.026 DF y 
86184 L 2300 3800 3.5 418 418 0.024 QF n 
86184 L 3000 3500 25 25 0.008 DF y 
86184 L 3500 3800 26 26 0.014 DF y 
s6184 L 3800 5000 27 27 0.017 DF y 
86184 L 3800 5000 74 74 0.016 DL y 
86184 L 5000 5500 26 26 0.013 DF y 
86184 L 5000 6000 2.5 390 390 0.01 QF n 
86184 L 5500 6000 27 27 0.011 DF y 
86316 L 0 2500 20 20 0.009 D1 y 
86316 L 0 2000 6 294 294 0.001 Q1 y 
86316 L - 2500 4000 20 20 0.011 D1 y 
86316 L 4000 6000 20.5 20.5 0.006 D1 y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc 8tart Osc end Cycles Pstart Pend Mag Class Old? Comment8 
86316 L 4000 6000 77 83 0.008 DL n 
s6316 L 4000 5000 5 227 227 0.015 Q1 y 
86316 L 6000 10000 21.8 21.8 0.01 D1 y 
86316 L 10000 18000 21 23 0.016 D1 y 
86316 L 10000 15000 87 87 0.012 DL n 
86316 L 11000 18000 21 375 375 0.009 Q1 y 
86316 L 15000 18000 88 88 0.011 DL n 
86528-1 L 0 6000 18 23 0.015 D2 y 
s6528-1 L 0 6000 13 666 666 0.024 QF n Implied fundamental 
86528-1 L 6000 12000 21 21 0.01 D2 y 
·80528-1 L 6000 
- --- -12000 ~ 1299··· 1299 0:024 QS n Implied fundamental 
86528-1 L 12000 18000 23 23 0.011 D2 y 
86528-1 L 12000 18000 6 885 885 0.013 QF n Implied fundamental 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles P start Pend Mag Class Old? Comments 
s6528-1 L 18000 20800 23 23 0.009 02 y 
s6528-1 L 18000 20800 32 32 0.008 01 y 
s6528--1 L 18000 20800 2 1052 1052 0.017 QF n Implied fundamental 
s6528--11 L 0 6000 24 24 0.007 02 y 
s6528--11 L 0 6000 21 370 370 0:015 Q2 n 
s6528--n L 6000 10000 24 24 0.008 02 y 
s6528--11 L 6000 10000 37 37 0.005 01 y 
s7222-1 Super 0 2000 27 27 0.01 02 y 
s7222-1 Super 0 10000 8 1282 1282 0.05 QF n Implied fundamental 
s7222-1 Super 2000 4000 26 26 0.005 02 y 
s7222-1 Super 2000 4000 5 625 476 0.02 Q1 n 
s7222-1 Super 3000 6000 27 29 0.011 02 y 
s7222-1 Super 6000 7500 31 31 0.011 02 y 











Table 9 - continued from previous' page 
Name Type Osc 8tart Osc end Cycles Pstart Pend Mag Class Old? Comment8 
87222-1 Super 6000 8000 38 38 0.013 D1 y 
. 
87222-1 Super 6000 7500 6 270 270 0.01 Q2 y 
87222-1 Super 7000 9500 5 588 588 0.04 Q1 n 
87222-1 Super '7500 9500 29 29 0.015 D2 y 
87222-11 Super 0 2500 34 34 0.013 D2 y 
87222-11 Super 0 2500 3 549 549 0.045 Q1 n 
87222-11 Super 2500 4000 29 29 0.015 D2 y 
87222-11 Super 4500 8000 3 1136 1136 0.038 QF n 
87222-11 Super 5000 9000 8 333 333 0.035 Q2 y 
87222-11 Super 5000 10000 5 555 555 0.037 Q1 n 
87222-11 Super 5500 7500 28 28 0.022 D2 y 
87222-11 Super 7500 8500 30 30 0.016 D2 y 
87222-11 Super 8500 9000 ,32 32 0.009 D2 y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles Pstart Pend Mag Class Old? Comments 
s7222-1I Super 9500 1000 34 34 0.01 02 y 
·s7301 M 0 2000 33 33 0.009 02 y 
s7301 M 2000 4000 32 30 0.015 02 y 
s7301 M 4000 6000 32 34 0.015 02 y 
s7301 M 4000 7000 8 454 454 0.036 Q2 n 
s7301 M 6000 7000 29 29 0.014 02 y 
s7301 M 7000 9000 32 32 0.012 02 y 
s7301 M 7000 9000 5 456 456 0.05 Q2 n 
s7301 M 9000 0 29 31.8 0.014 02 y 
s7311 M 0 0 90 90 0.014 OL n 
s7311 M 0 1000 3 312 312 0.014 Q1 Y 
s7311 M 1800 3500 8 294 294 0.017 Q1 Y 
s7311 M 2000 3500 19 19 0.008 01 Y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type 08C 8tart Osc end Cycles Pstart Pend Mag Class Old? COInment8 
~ 
87311 M 3500 6000 20 20 0:006 D1 y 
87311 M 6000 15000 14 14 0.015 D2 y 
87311 M 6000 7400 20 20 0.007 D1 y 
87311 M 6000 10000 12 316 316 0.008 Q1 y 
87311 M 7000 9000 4 476 476 0.028 QF n Implied fundamental 
87311 M 7400 10000 20 21 0.006 D1 y 
87311 M 10000 13000 9 333 333 0.028 Q1 y 
87311 M 10500 12500 21 21 0.01 D1 y 
87311 M 12500 0 21 22 0.009 D1 y 
87311 M 13000 16000 6 345 345 0.015 Q1 y 
87311 M 13000 16000 4 666 666 0.016 QF y 
87342 M 0 0 20 20 0.006 D1 y 
87342 M 0 2000 7 236 236 0.009 Q2 y 











Table 9 - continued from previous page 
Name Type Osc start Osc end Cycles P 8tart Pend Mag Class Old? Comment8 
87342 M 1800 6000 5 714 714 0.006 QF n 
87342 M 2000 6000 10 321 321 0.01 Q1 Y 
87342 M 6000 0 14 14 0.015 D2 Y 
87342 M 6000 8000 38 38 0.009 DF Y 
87342 M 6000 10000 14 136 136 0.005 Q2 n 
87342 M 8000 9200 5 256 256 0.015 Q1 Y 
87342 M 8000 10000 4 500 500 0.009 QF y 
87621 L 0 600 28 28 0.007 DF Y 
87621 L 600 2000 27 30 0.011 DF Y 
87621 L 4000 6000 5 454 454 0.012 QF Y 
87621 L 6000 11000 11 454 454 0.027 QF n 
87621 L 8000 10000 31 33 0.008 DF Y 
87621 L 11000 14000 18 18 0.01 D1 Y 























8 Further Analysis of VW Hydri Data 
8.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we discussed the many new QPOs and IpDNOs 
which wavelet analysis enabled us to detect in VW Hyi. In this chapter 
we use these results to extend the investigation of the evolution of DNOs 
and QPOs during outburst and quiescence discussed in Woudt & Warner 
(2002a) and Warner & Woudt (2006a). 
Unlike the majority of dwarf novae, which show DNOs and QPOs on the rise 
to outburst maximum, DNOs and QPOs are usually observed in VW Hyi 
toward the end of normal and superoutbursts, as the system is returning to 
minimum light (regions I, II and III in figure 162). The evolution of DNO 
and QPO behaviour for T = -0.2 to 1.15 d, described in Warner & Woudt 
(2006a), is summarized as follows: 
From -0.2 < T(d) < 0.2, PDNO shows the monotonic single-valued increase 
in from'" 14 to 30s (region I in figure 162) characteristic of the standard 
LIMA model for dwarf novae early in the decline from maximum. From 
T =0.2 to 1.15 d, propellering causes PDNO to increase linearly from'" 30 
to 104s (region II in figure 162), after which the period decreases slightly, 
stabilizing at ",90 s at T = 1.4 d (region III in figure 162). After T = 1.4 d 
no further DNOs or QPOs are observed. Between T = 0.2 to 0.5 d the 
period increase shows little scatter, but between T = 0.5 and 1.15 d there 
is,considerable scatter, largely due to superoutburst observations. 












FigOlfe l r,2, Averaged out,l"",l I'TI}/il"" fo, the four different typm of out-
hllr"" oeetl in vTW IIyi, Solid line indi<.:M'" "uperombuf>'t, dashed line indi-
cat,e, lfJ1lg normal out,lm"l , d~,h-dot indicate, medium normal and dotted 
indicates o:hort normal OOln"lh<t. Re~io." L II amI III ,ho'" different DKO 
and QPO hehayjour, 
hanllonic, i" al awut U,~ d, and the Dl amplitude first dominates [,md,,-
menMl D:"IO !DF) "mpli',ude at T _ U,25 d. 'f'he Dl\"O ,ecoml hllInlOnic 
(D2) appears at ah,mt T = 0.:'\0 d. Det",,,,,,, 0,5 amI l.U d, th~ D2 ampli-
tude incr~m'es to dominate the Dl amplitude, and "t (j,R d "he qpo ,;e(,>md 
hanlloni<.:, (Q2)' m~h", its fir"t "PP<'arance, Either or both D1 and D2 are 
gene,a]ly pr""""t in mr,,,t run" after T = 0.3 d, and DF makes rare appe8.f-
~nee" up to T = 1.1 d. Oc"""ion~lly tk Q PO "ubhromonic (at twice PQJ'() ) 
""ee,, For DNO-rdakd QPo.. , th~ ratio R = PQPO/PDNO ranges [rom 












Since the identification of QPOs as ONO-related or not relies on the detec-
tion of ONOs in the run, we have perforce included ONOs in our analysis. 
As we have only found 2 ONOs not reported by Woudt & Warner (2002a) 
and Warner & Woudt (2006a), and all those previously detected were found 
in our. analysis, our analysis here parallels that of Woudt & Warner (2002a) 
or Warner & Woudt (2oo6a), providing a useful check of the accuracy of our 
results. Figure 163 shows all the ONOs identified in our analysis, plotted 
by outburst type (cf Warner & Woudt (2006a), figure 1). As expected, the 
ONOs form three groups, showing the same phenomena discussed in Warner 
& Woudt (2006a), and summarized in the previous section. The highest 
group, containing fundamental period ONOs, begins with the non-linear in-
crease in period from T =-0.2 to 0.2 d predicted by the LIMA model (region 
I in figure 163), followed by the linear phase due to propellering (region II 
in figure 163). Between T =0.2 and 1.15 d both the middle group (first 
harmonic ONOs) and the lowest group (second harmonic ONOs) follow the 
linear trend due to propellering (region II in figure 163). From T =1.14 d 
the 02 period decreases slightly (region III in figure 163). 
The dotted line in figure 163 is the least squares fit to the second harmonic, 
for T =0.2 to 1.15 d, and is also shown multiplied by three to give the 
implied fundamental period. The dashed line is the least squares fit to the 
first harmonics, for T =0.2 to 1.15 d, and is also shown multiplied by two 
to give the impli~ fundamental period. The solid line is the least squares 
fit to the observed or implied fundamental for T =0.2 to 1.15 d. Figure 












squares fit for the range T =0.2 to 1.15 d, PDNO = 64.9T(d) + 20.1, which 
is comfortingly close to the PDNO = 65.06T(dd) + 19.0 found by Warner & 
i 
Woudt (2006a) (see Figure 3 of Warner & Woudt (2006a)) 
I 
Figure 165 illustrates the changes in number of DF, D1 and D2 for T =-0.4 
to 1.4 d. The number of DFs reaches a maximum between T =0 and 0.1 
days, and then falls off rapidly to zero at T =-0.4 d. D1si are first observed 
at T =0.1 d, and rapidly reach maximum numbers between T =0.2 and 
0.3 d. The fall off in D1 numbers is less rapid than that of'DFs; the last D1s 
are seen at T =1 d, 0.8 d after their first appearance. D21i1 are initially seen 
at T =0.3 d, but only show significant numbers at  =m7 d. Numbers of 
, 
D2s decrease to zero at T =1.4 d, but appear to show a spike at T =1.1 d. 
I 
To investigate the amplitude evolution of DNOs during outburst, we con-
verted our magnitudes (mDNo) to intensity (IDNo) , using the outburst 
templates to provide the correct system magnitude (msys) I for a given phase 
and outburst type: 
mara-mDNO 
IDNo(Jy) = 3880(Jy)1O 2.& (44) 
where 1 Jy= 10-26 W 1m2 1Hz. Figure 166 plots the DF, D1 and D2 ampli-
I 
tudes over T = -0.4 to 1.4 d. Solid circles show normal, outburst DNOs, 
while superoutburst DNOs are shown as open triangles. There is a sharp 
I 
decline in DNO amplitude between T =-0.2 and 0.2 d (region I), coinciding 
with the standard LIMA period increase phase, which h~ not been previ-
ously detected. It also appears,although there are too few ~oints to be sure, 
I 
that this phase occurs somewhat later in superoutbursts. From T =0.2 d 
I , 
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Figure 1C3: DNO" observcd in VW Hyi. Supcroutburst data are indicated 
by filled triangle., klllg Il()TYnal outburst da1~ by squ" .... "", m,.Uum normal 
outhur>t ,htl< by circles!Uld , bort n()TI!l~1 ()U1burst rI"t.a by staT". The ."lid 
linc i5 the lea5t squares lit to tl,. oooerved or implied fundarnent~l lOT all 
normal outbursts; t he dash"" and dottoo lin"" are the 1., .. , \ sq"~r,,, lit" to 
the first and sccood harmonic re'1""'tive]y (also ,hawn multiplied by 2 and 
3 respectively). 
fundamental or harmonics. although there might b<: a deereas<' in D2 ampli-
tll<le from T =1.2 d onward., coinciding with the phase of pcriD<i decrease 
(region III in figure 166). 
The velY different amplitude beb",iour _n in region" I ~nd II add weight to 
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Figure 10.1: Evolution of the o))",r;-"d or implied 1i.\Ild"."'~nbl DKO period. 
Supcrombur,t data are indicated hy lilltecl h i""!!,,,,", long normal outburst 
d"t;. b~- "Cllli\I~' . medium normal ont.lmrst, dat;. by "ird", "nd shon normal 
out burst data by "./lX" 
Figure lQ,,; TllH "yoiuti!)" of the number of fundrunentaL llrol and ,,,cfind 
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In previous work, DNOs with periods ~ 70 s have been classified as DFs 
or IpDNOs almost arbitrarily; we have chosen to classify every DNO with 
period ~ 70 s as a IpDNO. Using this classification, there are 8 previously 
observed IpDNOs, and we have discovered a further 7. 
The period and amplitude evolution of the IpDNOs observed during outburst 
is shown in figure 167. For T =-0.4 to 1.5 d, the period of the IpDNOs 
increases from 70 to 100 s; this is the first time that evolution of the IpDNO 
period during outburst has been seen with certainty; Warner, Woudt & 
Pretorius (2003) suggested it as a possibility, but had to few observations 
to be sure. A linear fit of PzpDNO as a function of phase T yields P'pDNO = 
78.7 + 8.3T(d), and is shown as a dotted line in figure 167, top panel. The 
evolution of the DNO fundamental (observed or implied, short dashed line) 
and the IpDNOs is shown in figure 168, where it can be seen that the implied 
fundamental DNO period tends to the IpDNO at the end of outburst (long 
dashed line), merging at T =-1.15 d, after which there is no further evolution 
of either DNO type. 
We calculated the IpDNO amplitude in the same way as DNO amplitudes 
(figure 167 lower panel). The IpDNO amplitude appears to evolve during 
late outburst; when plotted together with DNO amplitudes, as in figure 
169, it is clear the the IpDNOs are following a similar decline in amplitude 
until T =0.2 d, followed by constant amplitude until quiescence is reached. 
The IpDNO amplitudes are comparable to DNO amplitudes throughout the 
outburst, with a maximum of about 0.5 mJy, although the two IpDNOs 
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Figure 1M: Evolution of the amplitude, of DNO, during lat~ onlhnTIlt. Solid 












show far higher amplitudes than any of the later IpDNOs. 
In section 1.4.3, we discussed two possible models for IpDNOs. That the 
amplitude behaviour of the IpDNOs parallels that of the DNOs suggests 
that they are due to similar physical mechanisms, favoring the two-pole 
magnetic accretion model over the shock-induced oscillations just outside the 
co-rotation radius. However, further observations are needed to determine 
if the IpDNO period also shows different behaviour in the LIMA phase and 
the propeller phase. 
We have included the number of IpDNOs at each phase in figure 165; while 
the DNOs DF, D1 and D2 show a distinct evolution over the course of 
the outburst decline, the number of IpDNOs observed appears to remain 
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Figure 167; a) lpDNO period plotted by outburst type, Circle" indicft te 
long normal outburst data, triangles indicate med ium normal dattl, squares 
indk .. t e 8hort normoJ outbtmit data Md filled di(l.lll(ln<is indic .. t e 8uperout-
bUl'\it data. The dotted line indicat~ the evolution ofthe fundamental DNO 
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Figure 168: Period evolution of DI\08 ftnd lpD:"IOs. Circle;; indicate funda-
mental period D:"IO •• square5 indicate fi"t harmonic DNOs, triangles indi-
cate sc<:ond harmollic DNOs and diamond. indicate IpDNO._ KClrmal Clut-
burst o.cillatioW! aTe indicated by open "h">"'8, superoutbul'15t oscillat ion. 
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Figure 169, E"olution of the amplitlldes or both (rundamentftl or implied 
fundamenW) Dl\cO. (dre),.,) and lpD:''IO" (triangl"") during late oo.tbur8t. 












8.4 Outburst QPOs 
Figure 170 shows all the QPOs detected in our analysis (for ease of view-
ing, DNO-related QPO harmonics are shown at the implied fundamental). 
Previously studied QPOs (Woudt & Warner (2002a) or Warner & Woudt 
(2006a)) are indicated by filled shapes;. open shapes indicate QPOs that 
have been detected using wavelet analysis. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter we have added some 62 QPOs to the existing 44, enabling us to 
draw more accurate, detailed conclusions about the evolution of QPOs than 
those presented previously. Circles represent DNO-related QPOs, triangles 
those QPOs which have no DNO counterpart and squares indicate quiescent 
QPOs. We divide the investigation of QPOs into three sections: first, DNO-
related QPOs (QF, Q1, Q2, QS) are discussed, then QPOs observed during 
outburst that do not appear to be related to DNOs (QU), and finally QPOs 
observed in quiescence (QQ). Note that the large numbers of QPOs observed 
around 0 <T(d)< 1.15 is at least partly due to the observing campaign of 
Brian Warner and Patrick Woudt, who selectively observed VW Hyi during 
late outburst. 
8.4.1 DNO-related QPOs 
Out of 24 outburst runs showing DNOs, including all those covered in 
Warner & Woudt (2006a), we found DNO-related QPOs in each run. In 
addition, after finding a triplet of QPOs in s1616, close inspection of the FT 
and wavelet showed evidence of DNOs, although of very low coherence. 












frequency, the first (a) plotted by outburst type, the secrnd (b) by QPO 
I 
harmonic type. It is clear from (a) that while all QPOs sh!ow similar evolu-
tion over time, superoutburst QPOs (filled diamonds) e~bit greater scat-
ter than normal outburst QPOs (open shapes). For this reason, the least 
squares fit for the range 0'.2 < T(d) < 1.15 was calculated using only normal 
outburst data. Our fit for this range is PQPO (s) = 679T( d) + 368, which has 
a slightly steeper slope than the PQPo(s) = 575T(d) + 373 found by Warner 
& Woudt (2006a), and results in the ratio R = PQPo/ PDNO changing from 
15.3 at T =0.2 d to 12.1 at T =1.15 d. 
Figure 172 shows all DNO-related QPOSj circles indicate fwIldamental, squares 
, I 
the first harmonic and triangles and diamonds the second a1nd subharmonics 
I 
respectively. The least squares fit to the first and second harmonics are indi-
, 
cated by dashed and dotted lines respectively, also shown multiplied by 2 or 
3 to give the period of the implied fundamental period. The fitted implied 
fundamental line is indicated by a solid line, also shown multiplied by 2 to 
give the subharmonic period evolution. 
Figure 173 shows the evolution of the QPO fundamental, plotted by out-
burst type. Filled diamonds indicate QPOs occurring duriIl.g 'superoutburst. 
Superoutburst QPOs, especially those observed after T =O.~ d, show a much 
greater scatter than that observed in normal outburst QPOs. The super-
! 
outburst QPOs for T>0.6 d are from 3 different runs, and each run shows 
a similar level of scatter. The overall trend for these ~ is a decrease in 
period, similar to that seen in D2s near the end of outburst, but starting 
somewhat earlier. 












The evolution in QPO numbers is markedly different from that of the DNOs. 
The first fundamental period QPOs appear at T =-0.3 d, increasing to reach 
maximum numbers at T =0.1 d, at the same time as the maximum number 
of DFs, but then fluctuates considerably, with the last QFs appearing at 
T =1.1 d, 0.7 days after the last DF is seen. The first Q1s are seen at 
T =0.1 d, at the same time as the first D1s, with the maximum number of 
Q1s visible at between T =0.2 and 0.3 d, again following the D1 evolution. 
However, after T =0.3 d, the numbers of Q1s fluctuates in the same manner 
as the QFs; the last Q1s are also visible at T =1.1 d. The Q2s first" appear at 
T =0.2 d, a little earlier that the first D2s. The maximum number of Q2s is 
reached at T =0.7 d. While the numbers of DNOs of each type are similar, 
and show a similar evolution, there are considerably fewer Q2s than QFs 
and Q1s, although they all show similar fluctuations in number. There are 
too few subharmonic QPOs observed to draw any useful conclusions; it is 
not even clear whether they are subharmonics of the fundamental frequency 
QPOs, or if they should be ranked as unclassified QPOs. 
Figure 175 shows the amplitude of QF, Q1, Q2 and QS for T = -0.5 to 1.5 d, 
in intensity. QF, Q1 and QS have a maximum amplitude of ",0.0015 Jy, 
while Q2s show a lower maximum of ",0.001 Jy. There is no clear evolution of 
amplitude over the course of the outburst, even during T =-0.2 to 0.2 d when 
the DNO amplitude is decreasing. There is no obvious distinction between 
superoutburst QPO amplitude and normal outburst QPO amplitude. 
An alternative model for the behaviour of DNOs, based on QPOs, has been 
suggested by Warner & Woudt (2006a). IT the mechanism exciting the QPOs 
causes 1s~ or 2nd harmonics in the travelling wave, then the QPO profile 

























Figure 170, All QPO, ",, "IY'~(L Cird~, in,ji<:I«'" n,<o_,..,b.W<.l Q1'0" tri-
"ug]", judi".I. und""ifi "d ()u~bur.;t QPO, and 'qua",o i"dicat ~ qui~"'~nt 
QPO,. Fill ed ,hap." "r~ QPO, I'",Yiou,ly """iy,,,,1 ill \Vam er 1, II or IV; 
OI' HTl 'hl<l''*' IUH QPO, add",1 by thi, "(."dy. 
to Ke"~mt " DNOo "I twi"" Or 'hree (im&< (he fund"mentiil DNO fre<jueney_ 
of QPO, "'ll.tinU€ to 'how t his pattern, a.nd that"", a.lways observe QPOs 
when DNOs are pre,en' , give, further credence to this model. In additioll. 
the fcw~r numbers of Q2s that 'II" obscr.'~ Me r~adily explained : second 
ru",r. 'Varner &: Woudt (20(]6,,) ul«, point out thaI t hi, modd ~n'urH' t hH 
PQro/PDNO _ 15 r~l " ti()n"hil'. IIowever, t.llHY n()t~ tha.I (,hi, model do,," 
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Figure 171: a) "ho",:; the ob,.,nred or i",pl~d QPO fundament,,1 period, 
plotted by outburst type. Circles indicate IOllg normal outburst data, tnan-
gl('l; indicate medium normal data, squares indicate ,hort normal ontburst 
data and fined diamond< indi<.:Il.te "HI_outh'lrs! data. hj'how the same 
data, bnt plotted by QPO hlUmonic tYl'<l, Fundamental QPOl are indi_ 
""ted by circles, first harmonics by trianglffi. second harmonics by squares 
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Fi~u'e 172: QPo.. by i'an"onic , .hm"in!l line"" fit. to the .emIld harmonic 
(dott.,,<lline), t he Ii",!. h . 1'rIl()uico (da, ]"" lli,, ") ~IJ(1 the oh .. ",,,,,,) 01' implied 
fUIJ(I"IIl"nt~l (""lid line). FundanlCnt·al QPO" arc indicated by cirdcs, firs t 















Figure 173: A detailed vie" .. of the scatter sho"m by superolltburst QPOs 
late in the phase. Fundamental QPOs are indicated by circles, IIrst har-
monics by triangl~", "econd harmonic. by squares and subharmonics by dia-













Figure 174; The e,,,lution of the n11mber "f nu>(l"mentllL and fi"t, ,,,,"ond 
"nd "ub- harm"ni" QPO, nTh",rv.,,-1 durin~ I"t e outbu"t ;n VVl Flyi_ 
8.4 .. 2 Unelas"i/led Outburst QPO~ 
Fi~lJr" 170 "hO"\\', !he uneb"ified ou tburst QPO. , plotted by outbm.t type 
ru; in figure 1 7la), with filled ,hape' indicaUng llnda",j/ied QPO" which are 
at",) labeled by rUn numher and p~ri'xl The :!(J7. QPO in run sOUl i, the 
Figur~ 177 .how. where c",;h of thc unclru.illed QPOs appears OIl the nut-
bllrot profile. The w,,","ckt 8pa;tr" of all thc unclassified outbill'. t QPOs have 
There are only t,wo normal outbur~ QP08 that are unclassified - .oG26 an,] 
sOCI30 - ooth from long nulbOl",t" Sinc~ VVl Flyi lak"" long"r to return to 
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Figure 175: Evolutkm ofthe I>W.plitudes of QPOs duriIl!llate ont.bur,!. Solid 











(JCenn< ""', a m"gnitude usually l"<,ached 
impl'><'<:\ QPO fundament&! i, ,~lIn) ,. 
1 day Mrli~l', a" ",hid! ',im~ th~ 
The 1l~4 " QPO ",,,,n in ,0030 
should pro]" .. "ly b~ cia."",d "" a quie""ml qpo, sine. by thi' time VW IIyi 
hI'.' r~ached minimum light. 
Th~ RASl\Z outburst profile fot lhe .,0122 amI ,1571 ,up"rombur"t, (fig-
ur~, 178 and 179) ,hm,- that the"" QPO, o{"(;ur a.t brightcr magnitudes than 
those p 1"..: lic,..,.1 hy th~ aycr"g~ outburst prolile. These magnitude; ,,"nally 
"Cem at, TI =_1 d a.nd 1'2 =-0,5 d respeclively (,ee lig"re 177). IIOW~Wl', 
eV~1l co.-recling for Ihi' ('1', and To on figure 177), Ihe", QPO.' ""ill Ocnu' 
co""i(1cr"biy ~arlier than any DNO-related QP(h;. h~ .,n41 714" (4 cy-
de,) "nd TiD s QPO, (5 cycI€5) O<"nr e",:lie~' ""ill, a.t a iow~r magnitude 
than any preyiously obse", ... 1 (~ mag) . r~ach",l only during . uperoutbur,t. 
We note that th~ :J.07 , QPO of ,01 11 occur" when t he sFtem is at the 
same magnitnde, (Kl Ih~ ri,.-, to . upermaximum, at which ~.100 s (lPO, are 
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Figure 176: All outburst QPOs. Fundamental QPOs are indicated by eirel"", 
first harHloni"" by triallgl~s, second harmonics by squares and subharmonics 
by diamond" Op("D. "haptJs art) DNO-rdated QPOs, tilled shap ,," occur in 
runs with no DKO,. 
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Figure un Qui= nt QPOs 
8.5 Quiescent QPOs 
Figu:r", 180",) and 1Wb) "ho"" the P"ri<>d and runplitoo e ","olution of tM 
few QPO. oooerved in quiescen",", We hav," not COllWItW the amplitudes 
tD intensity, as no ~olu\ion in magnitude is ob,en...:!, and there i. no dear 
ba""line ;c, u"" for calibratioll, "" VW Hyi flu("tuate. in magnit ude during 
qui"""ence, Whiie the QPO. in ...:1102 and "OIO~ Me only yi. ible during 
the orbil,,) hump, a., h"" ~n ohserye<:J in the tl1ld",'"ified 8upemutburst 
QPo., Ihe other qui= nl QPO. "re not limited in duration. Clearly further 












In the previous chapter, using wavelet analysis and EMD we elicited de-
tailed information about the amplitude and period behaviour of individual 
DNOs, IpDNOs and QPOs in quiescent and outburst lightcurves of VW Hyi. 
In this chapter, we combined the information from all our observations to 
extend the evolutionary description of these oscillations given in Woudt & 
Warner (2002a) and Warner & Woudt (2006a). We have both confirmed 
their description and discovered several new phenomena, including: 
• The amplitude of both DNOs and IpDNOs shows a significant decrease 
during the non-linear period increase phase, but a similar change is not 
seen in QPOs during this phase. 
• The period of IpDNOs increases over the course of the outburst, in a 
similar manner to the period increase observed in DNOs. 
• Whenever DNOs are observed in VW Hyi, related QPOs are present. 
This chapter explores just a few of the ways in which information from 
wavelet spectra and EMD can be used to gain a more detailed view of 
DNOs and QPOs. We have not, for example, investigated the way in which 
amplitudes and phases vary; measurements for both of these are possible 
with EMD and the MHAT wavelet, and will form the basis of future study. 
However, even using average amplitudes, we have already learned a great 
deal about the behaviour of DNOs and QPOs, which will be of use in the 












9 Mathematical Models for QPOs 
As discussed in section 2, Robinson & Nather (1979) modeled QPOs as 
second-order autoregressive processes. In this chapter, we investigate both 
stationary and time-varying autoregressive processes as suitable ways of 
modeling QPOs. We begin with an overview of stationary auto-regressive 
processes, followed by a discussion of our results in modeling QPOs in RU 
Peg and VW Hyi using this method. We then discuss the decomposition of 
lightcurves using a time-varying auto-regressive model, and our results in 
applying this model to our data. 
9.1 Stationary Auto-regressive Modeling 
A time-series Xt can be described by an autoregressive moving-average pro-
cess (ARMA(p,q» if 
Xt = <PIXt-l + <!>2Xt-2 + ... + <PpXt-p + et + (het-l + 02et-2 + ... + Oqet-q, 
... .., , ... ". , 
AR(p) MA(q) 
(45) 
where ek are independent and identically distributed N(O,0'2) variables 
(Harvey, 1993). The process is weakly stationary if the roots of 1 - <PIZ -
<P2z2 - ••• - <ppzp = 0 lie outside the the unit circle (Hamilton, 1994). The 












component) is given by 
where 1/J == (0'2, <P1, .•• , <pp, (h, ... , 9q). While the power spectrum charac-
terizes the time-dependent properties of a process in the ~quency domain, 
the autocorrelation function (ACF) is an alternative way 'of characterizing 
the time-dependent properties, using the time domain. T~e ACF is found 
I 
by dividing the autocovariances (defined in section 4.2) by the variance 
(pj = 'Yj/0'2), and is in fact the Fourier transform of the power spectrum. 
For an AR(p) process, the ACF has the form 
Pj = <PIPj-l + <P2Pj-2 + ... + <pppj - p (47) 
for j = 1,2, .... 
I 
IT the process is stationary, then the minimum number of AR coefficients 
I 
I 
needed to model hump or peak in a spectrum is 2. As me~tioned in section 
2, an AR(2) model describes a randomly damped harmonic oscillator, with 
resonant frequency w AR(2)' mean amplitude 0' AR(2) and damping time "I AR(2)' 
These parameters can be estimated from the periodogram or the ACF, or 
calculated from the AR parameters found by fitting an AR(2) model directly 
to the time series. While Robinson & Nather (1979) used the periodogram 
and correlogram to estimate WAR(2), O'AR(2) and 'YAR(2), we have chosen to 












9.2 AR Modelling of RU Peg and VW Hyi 
We used the prewhitened RU Peg and VW Hyi data the previous chapter. 
We analysed each lightcurve in overlapping sections, with length at least 5 
times the longest QPO period, and overlap chosen to be shorter than QPO 
period. To decide how many AR coefficients to use initially, we looked at the 
periodogram of the data, and estimated 2 coefficients for every significant 
hump. We fitted an initial model in SPSS, and continued fitting with ad-
ditional AR coefficients (if the ACF appeared to contain periodicities) until 
the ACF of the residuals had no significant coefficients, and the periodogram 
of the residuals showed no peaks or humps. In a few cases it was necessary 
to add a moving-average coefficient to successfully model the noise, but this 
was rare. For some data it was not possible to remove all significant coef-
ficients in the ACF by adding AR or MA coefficients. We then focused on 
ensuring that the periodogram of the residuals showed no significant peaks 
or humps. 
Figure 181 shows the first 4 sections of s1674, which have length 640 s and 
an overlap of 480 s. The estimated AR coefficients are as follows (standard 












I II III IV 
1 - 640s 160 - 800s 320-960s 480-1120 
4>1 1.1(0.2) 0.5(0.4) 0.7(1.6) 1.01(0.01) 
4>2 -0.1(0.2) 0.2(0.5) -0.0(0.5) 0.03(0.12) 
4>3 0.3(0.1) 0.1(0.4) -0.0(0.5) 0.09(0.04) 
4>4 -1.1(0.1) -0.2(0.4) -0.5(0.2) -1.26(0.05) 
4>5 0.6(0.2) 0.1(0.4) -0.6(0.9) 0.61(0.06) 
4>s -0.3(0.4) 0.0(0.5) 0.07(0.10) 
4>7 -0.6(0.5) -0.5(0.4) 
4>8 0.6(0.3) 0.2(0.5) 
c/>g -0.2(0.2) 
4>10 0.1(0.4) 
We note that the number of coefficients needed to model each section changed 
I 
significantly from section to section, and in all cases mor~ than two pairs 
of coefficients were needed. Particularly in the third section; the standard 
errors on the fitted coefficients suggest that the model is ill-defined. Most 
importantly, the values for each coefficient change significantly from section 
to section. 
In figure 182 we have plotted the periodograms of each Section, and the 
power spectrum resulting from the estimated parameters.: In all four sec-
tions, the coefficients of the fitted AR process result in a peak in the peri-
odograni that roughly corresponds to the 12 s DNO, which is increasing in 
amplitude and coherence during this section. The 50 s QPOs, however, is 
not modeled in the third section, where the periodogram shows that it is at 
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Figure 181: The first 4 sections of s1674, which each have length 640 s and 
an overlap of 480 s. 
Increasing the overlap did result in overlapping sections showing closer coef-
ficients, but over an entire run coefficients still changed significantly. Varying 
the length of the sections used resulted in best fit models with completely 
different coefficients, and seldom improved the fit if the initial fit was ill-
defined. 
Further problems were encountered when modeling VW Hyi. Figure 183 
shows the periodograms and fitted power spectra for the first 2800 s and 
4800 s of VW Hyi s0484. In the shorter section model, the 33 s DNO 
appears to be modeled, but none of the longer period QPOs are. In the 
longer section the DNO is no longer modeled, and the QPOs are included 
in a red continuum. In fact, only when the QPOs are of particularly large 
amplitude and coherence are they modeled at all. DNOs, however, were 
frequently well modeled by an AR process. 
9.3 Time-varying Autoregressive Decomposition 
The time-varying nature of the AR coefficients found in the previous section 
led us to consider the time-varying autoregressive decomposition (TVAR) 
used by West, Prado & Krystal (1999), who successfully analysed EEG data 
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as G t = EtAtE;-l, where At is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and E t is 
the matrix with columns formed by the corresponding eigenvectors. Defining 
Ht = diag(E~F)Et1, and linearly transforming Xt to "ft = HtXt, equation 
49 is reparameterized as 
(51) 
where 1 = (1,1, ... ,1)" t5t = HtWt is a zero-mean normal innovation 
with a structured and singular variance matrix, K t = Ht~-l, and "Yt= 
bt,l, "ft,2,·.· ,"ft,p)'. Xt is thus the sum of the individual "ft,j processes. 
If we assume that number of complex and real eigenvalues of Gt stays 
the same over time, and denote the complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs 
rt,j exp(7rWt,j) for j = 1, ... , c and the real eigenvalues by rt,j for j = 
2c + 1, ... ,p, then by construction 
c d 
Xt = L"ft,j = LZt,j + L Yt,j (52) 
j=l j=2c+1 
where 
Yt,j = rt,jYt-1,j + Vt,2c+j forj = 1, ... ,r (53) 
is a TVAR(l) process and 













is a TVARMA(2,1) quasi-periodic process with characterirtic frequency WtJ 
and slowly varying modulus rtJ. Thus Xt has been decon1-posed into a sum 
I 
of slowly varyi~ trends (the TVAR(1) processes) and qJasi-periodic com-
I 
ponents (the TVARMA(2,1) processes), which reflect th~ latent frequency 
structure of the data. 
There are several points to note about the above decomposition: 
1. It is assumed Gt has p distinct eigenvalues; this is the case for TVAR 
models of practical interest (West, Prado & Krystal, 1999) 
2. If the number of real and complex eigenvalues changes, or the fre-
quency content of one of the lat~nt processes changJs, then frequency 
bands may appear to "switch" between components~ 
I 
3. If Kt = HtHt- 1 differs significantly from the identity (i.e the TVAR 
I 
coefficients are changing quickly), then the interprdtation of the fre-
quency components is unclear; it is only if the TVAR coefficients are 
slowly changing, so that Gt and Gt-l are similar, that the decompo-
sition can be interpreted as identifying the latent components in the 
signal 
Estimation of the model begins with the fitting of an initial prior, followed by 
sequential updating and retrospective filtering to compute the eigenvectors 
and eigenvalues of G t ; the details are discussed in depth in the Appendix of 












9.4 TVAR Decompositon ofVW Hyi 
We used the matlab software2 written by Raquel Prado and Mike West, to 
decompose the prewhitened VW Hyi data discussed in the previous chapter. 
For each decomposition we had to pick an upper and lower bound for p, from 
which the best initial prior was calculated. We chose to start with p E [4, 8], 
and then if a model at either extreme was produced, to extend the range 
appropriately. 
Table 9.4 give the results of the decompositions. 'DNOs' and 'QPOs' in-
dicate whether DNOs or QPOs have been found in the data using wavelet 
analysis. The order of the initial TVAR model used is listed in column 'p', 
while the (most common) number of complex pairs is listed under 'nc'. The 
number of times the decomposition switches the number of complex pairs is 
included under 'Switching', while the type of decomposition which models 
the QPOs (if present) is given under 'QPOs detected in'. 
For the majority of runs analysed, the QPO(s) where found to be modeled 
in the TVAR(1) components of the decomposition; only 3 of 36 runs showed 
QPOs modeled in a TVARMA(2,1) component. 
Figure 184 shows the eigenstructure decomposition of VW Hyi run s1616, 
which is known to contain an IpDNO at 87s, a fundamental QPO at 1282s, 
a first harmonic QPO at 694s and a second harmonic QPO at 333s. Next to 
each component we have added a periodogram of the component, to check 
what frequency range it models. The series is modeled with a TVAR(8) pro-
cess, which is decomposed into 3 TVARMA(2,1) processes, and 2 TVAR(1) 












Run Phase DN08 QP08 p nc Switching QP08 -detected in 
80110 -14.85 n y 5 2 0 TVAR(l) 
80111 -14.77 n n 6 3 0 TVAR(l) 
80112 -14.67 n n 10 4 5 TVAR(l) 
83434 -11.7 n n 9 3 3 TVAR(l) 
82241 -11.34 n y 9 4 3 TVAR(l) 
82243 -10.36 n y 16 7 0 TVAR(l)? 
83078 -5.32 Y Y 7 3 1 TVAR(l) 
80480 -5.19 n n 13 6 0 
82911 -2.71 n n 8 3 0 ~VAR(l)? 
80122 -1.82 n y 8 3 0 , VAR(l) 
81277 -1.77 n n 7 2 0 JrVA~A(2,1) 
81571 -1.04 n y 14 6 0 JrVAR(l) 
80124 -0.79 n n 9 4 0 TV~A(2,1) 
81307 -0.3 Y Y 16 9 5 TVAR(l) & TVA~A(2,1) 
80018 -0.11 Y Y 9 4 2 TVAR(l) 
86184 0.06 Y Y 9 4 0 TVAR(l) 
80127 0.17 Y Y . 14 6 1 TVAR(l) 
86138 0.54 Y Y 7 3 1 TVAR(l) 
83416 0.56 Y Y 9 4 1 TVAR(l) 
81322 0.7 Y Y 10 4 4 TVAR(l) 
85248 0.76 Y Y 7 2 1 TVAR(l) 
82623 0.78 Y Y 9 4 4 TVAR(l) 
80484 0.79 Y Y 13 5 3 TVAR(l) 
80019 0.94 Y Y 9 3 4 TVAR(l) 
81616 0.96 n y 8 3 1 tVAR(l) 
80129 1.04 Y Y 6 2 0 1'VAR(l) 
80026 1.92 Y Y 13 5 6 1'VAR(l) & TVA~A(2,1) 
82917 2.34 n n 8 3 0 
80030 2.96 n y 6 2 1 TVAR(l) 
80073 q n y 9 3 3 TVAR(l) 
80077 q n y 9 3 2 TVAR(l) 
80085 q n y 5 2 1 TVAR(l) 
80093 q n y 10 4 5 TVAR(l) 
80102 q n y 14 5 2 TVAR(l) 
80105 q n y 9 4 2 TVAR(l) 












processes, except for a few points before t=6000s, when the the number of 
TVARMA(2,1) components falls to 2, and the number of TVAR(l) comp~ 
nents rises to 4. While it can be seen from the periodogram that the IpDNO 
is modeled in the second TVARMA(2,1) component (Comp 2 in figure 184), 
the QPOs are only seen in the TVAR(l) processes (Comp 4-6 in figure 184). 
The top panel of figure 185 shows the number of complex eigenpairs at each 
time, while the panel is a measure of the divergence of Kt from the identity. 
The number of eigenpairs is 3 except for the points mentioned previously just 
before 6000s. Where this change occurs, Kt clearly differs significantly from 
the identity matrix. There is also a point near the 500s where Kt diverges 
significantly from the identity. For the rest of the decomposition, K t is 
close enough to the identity that we may assume that the decomposition is 
faithful to the true latent processes in the data. 
The bottom two panels of figure 185 show the period and amplitude of the 
complex components. The period for the second component, in which the 
IpDNO is modeled, hovers around lOs, which suggests that the IpDNO is 
modeled in the amplitude change of this component, rather than the fre-
quency component. However, no such fluctuation is visible in the amplitude 
of the second component (seen in the bottom panel of figure 185. 
Figure 186 shows the decomposition of run s1307, which is known to con-
tain a fundamental DNO at 31s, a first harmonic DNO at 18 seconds, a 
fundamental QPO at 500s, a QPO first harmonic at 250s and a QPO sec-
ond harmonic at 175s. The run is modeled as a TVAR(16) process, with 8 
or 9 eigenpairs. From the periodograms it appears that the DF and D1 are 












by period decomposition (third panel of 187), which shows that the charac-
teristic period for the fundamental DNO components is a.bout 25s and 15s 
I 
for the first harmonic. The first and second QPO harmo~ics appear to be 
modeled by the first two components of the decomposition, but the charac-
teristic periods of these components are much less than the periods of the 
QPOs. Again, it might be that the QPOs are modeled in the amplitudes 
of the components, but this is not clear from the amplitude plot. The 500s 
QPO is modeled in the 9th and 10th components, which El1'e TVAR(1). 
, 
I 
The number of complex pairs changes 5 times over the course of the run, 
which results in switching between components which complicates the anal-
. ysis. It is clear that K t differs considerably from the identity for much 
of the decomposition, resulting in us being unable to clearly interpret the 
components in a meaningful way. 
The model order required to model our VW Hyi data ranged from 5 to 16; 
generally longer data sets required more TV AR coefficients, but this was 
not always the case. In practise, the TVARMA(2,1) components usually 
modeled the higher frequency aspects of the data - the DNOs, while the 
QPOs where modeled by the TVAR(1) processes. We found th~t Kt was 
generally close to the identity for runs in which the QP0s were modeled 
in TVAR(1) components, with a few large spikes, but f~r the 3 runs in 
~hich the QPOs were modeled in TVARMA(2,1) components, K t often 
differed substantially from the identity. Most decompositions also had a 
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That DNOs could be modeled with an AR(2) process indicates that while 
the method might be helpful for investigating the time-varying nature of a 
series, it cannot be assumed that the model accurately depicts the physics 
of the situation, since DNOs do not, in fact, vary stochastically, as an AR(2) 
model assumes. We thus felt that even if we had managed to model QPOs 
successfully with AR(2) processes, perhaps by smoothing the data mst to 
remove the DNOs, we would not gain anything from the results, as they 
could not be used to deduce information about the physics of QPOs. 
While the TVAR decomposition did model DNOs, the period/amplititude 
. results were not meaningful; again, it did not seem worthwhile to pursue 
























In this thesis, we developed and tested methods of analysing the low signal-
to-noise, non-stationary time series with quasi-period components charac-
teristic of cataclysmic variable data. We began the thesis with an overview 
of cataclysmic variables, and the oscillatory behaviour they display. In chap-
ter 2, we reviewed the existing literature on QPOs in cataclysmic variables, 
focusing on the methods that have been used to investigate them, and the 
characteristics that they exhibit. We ended the section with a discussion of 
the characteristics which a tool capable of detecting QPOs would have to 
encompass, concluding that in order to detect QPOs, we needed a joint time-
frequency technique which could detect relatively small numbers of cycles 
of oscillations with changing amplitudes in relatively high noise levels, and 
allow us to see the evolution of the frequency and amplitude of oscillations 
in the time-series over time. 
In chapter 3 we gave an overview of time-frequency methods used in time 
series analysis in astronomy, focussing on the type of data analysed and 
the type of analysis undertaken. While the wavelet transform is perhaps the 
best known, we also discussed several other methods which have been known 
to be superior for some data types. The majority of the data analysed in 
the literature have periodicities large enough to be seen in the periodogram, 
but this is not the case for our data. Our analysis also requires a broader 
frequency range than that needed for any of the analyses reviewed. Signifi-
cance testing is also of greater importance for our analysis than in any of the 
papers reviewed, since our signals are often buried in high noise levels. These 












led us to conduct an exploration of the the various time-frequency tech-
niques, using synthetic data mimicking the features of our data, in chapter 
4. 
One of the main features of time-frequency representations other than the 
wavelet scalogram and the Gabor spectrogram is the presence of interfer-
I 
ence terms, which can be mistaken for signal terms if there is no additional 
means of differentiation (as is the case for our data). WCf! investigated a selec-
tion of time-frequency representations which allow variable time-frequency 
attenuation, but found that if, as is required for our data, we ensure that 
the interference terms are completely attenuated, then the time and fre-
quency resolution of these representations are insufficient for our analysis. 
We also discussed the noise properties of each of the time-frequency distri-
, 
butions analysed; while the majority of the time-frequency representation 
allow calculation of confidence contours based on the ~ower sp~trum of the 
signal, the cone-kernel representation, which has perh~ps the best time and 
frequency resolution and interference term attenuation, does not, making 
it an unsatisfactory choice for our analysis. The Gabor spectrogram does 
not suffer from interference terms, but, over the broad frequency range we 
require, either has poor time resolution at short periods or poor frequency 
resolution, neither of which is acceptable. We concluded that the wavelet 
spectrum, with confidence contours and wavelet ridgEfS, was an appropriate 
tool for analysing DNOs and QPOs, since it has good time resolution at high 
frequencies, good frequency resolution at low frequen~ies, and a well-defined 
stochastic distribution. 
In Chapter 5 we gave a more detailed introduction to wavelet theory, fo-












instantaneous frequency estimation. We also included an number of tests of 
the wavelet spectrum with synthetic data mimicking features of DNO and 
QPO behaviour. We showed that even in very low signal-to-noise condi-
tions « 0.6) we were still often able to identify signal periodicities. We also 
showed that the Morlet wavelet is ideal for frequency estimation and signal 
detection, while the MHAT wavelet, which has good time resolution, can be 
used to detect discontinuities, and to find the extrema of an oscillation. 
While wavelet analysis had been shown to be useful for detection of quasi-
periodicities, in chapter 6 we introduced another time-frequency method, 
Empirical Mode Decomposition, as a means of analysing the amplitudes of 
detected oscillations in more detail. We used synthetic data to probe the 
behaviour of EMD for signals such as ours, and conducted Monte Carlo tests 
to investigate the effect of noise on the amplitude of the extracted signal, 
concluding that higher noise levels result in decreased estimated amplitudes. 
We also showed that EMD can be an effective tool for prewhitening data. 
We used wavelet analysis and EMD to investigate data from RU Peg, U Gem, 
TY PsA and VW Hyi, and discussed our results in some detail in chapter 7. 
We chose data sets which have already been extensively analysed, in order to 
compare our results with those of standard techniques such as periodogram 
analysis. In the case of VW Hyi, this enabled us to build up a set of criteria 
for detection of QPOs, which we used to identify a further 62 new QPOs. 
We also detected 7 new IpDNOs, doubling the existing number. 
We used the results of this detailed analysis to extend the existing model of 
DNO and QPO evolution in chapter 8. In addition, we found that the period 












than that seen in normal ONOs. We also showed that during the early non-
I 
linear period increase phase seen in VW Hyi's ONOs, the amplitude of the 
ONOs decreases, but during the linear phase the ampli~ude remains roughly 
constant. No amplitude evolution during outburst was! found in QPOs. We 
discussed the implications for our new findings for the various models of 
ONOs and QPOs currently hypothesized, although we could not use our 
results to exclude any models. 
We attempted to model QPOs using AR and TVAR processes; section 9 
covered the theory of the models we used, and the res1.J,lts of applying these 
models to RU Peg and VW Hyi data. We concluded that neither stationary 
AR models nor time-varying autoregressive decomposition are useful in the 
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